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you'll love the book.
You've just seen 3M's Color Dropout Compensator do its job
It took the video playback on the left and re-created the
picture on the right
It automatically replaced all the quad VTR dropouts with
correct color video.
Fill-ins are the exact chroma value required, not 180º out
of phase.
Brightness levels match and there are no black. white, gray or
off-color flashes.
There are no switching transients, so VTR stability is maintained,
even through multi-generation dubs.
But why go on - you've already seen the picture.
To find out how it's done, get the book.
It's free from the Mincorn Division, 3M Company, 300 South Lewis
Road, Camarillo, California 93010. Telephone (805) 482-1911.
VIDEO PRODUCTS
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uality color video
control equipment.
No ... we're not having a sale. Our building didn't
bum down and we haven't lost our lease. But
you can save more than 50 percent when you buy
DYNAIR Series-I SO vertical interval program
control equipment.
How? You'll find out quickly when you check
the prices of comparable equipment of other
manufacturers. For the same capability, you will
,pay from two to three times as much. And you
probably won't get the quality and reliability
.vi of DYNAIR equipment.
On DYNAIR program switchers you won't find
. "" cn~ap, troublesome sliding fader potentiometers;
üse quality gear-driven, locking split-lever
,;..'I':· controls. Nor will you find other inexpensive
" and unreliable components. The 150 Series uses
··he latest silicon solid-state devices available - over
O· percent of which are in integrated-circuit
orm 7 the same quality components and tern. rature-compensated circuitry used in our broad.,.,,~t.~'.anct·
aerospace equipment. Fully color delay
mpensated too.
'And u. . one of the four units will usually fit
:application and your budget. From a $795
·S~mput self-contained switcher-fader to a
' Í'l-input remotely controlled production
·with special effects ... that's the 150-

we

O. 1-l··l![.(I
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:Qday, for

literature and prices and we'll
.fr,~e-,copyof our 12-page paper "Facts
Budget Video Switching and Effects."
.a wealth of useful information about
:)i:ogrammiJ!g equipment for a small

a..

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS,
8380
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U.S.-Chinese Men
And Equipment Join
To Cover Nixon on TV
The live television coverage of
President Nixon in China, which
showed us such previously unthinkable events as Mao and Nixon
smiling at each other on camera,
depended on transportable earth
satellite stations flown in from the
U.S. At Peking a WUI-2 station,
product of Western Union International, beamed the signals to the
Intelsat satellite over the Pacific;
at Shanghai, a corresponding RCA
station did that job. Some of the
other American equipment used
there were nine No releo TV
cameras taken over by network TV
men; an LTV Electrosystems
33-foot "dish" antenna for beaming
the signals; and Jamieson processors for color film.
The Chinese TV system carried
the signals from one point to another in China, and the American visitors praised the skill and cooperativeness of the Chinese technicians.

TV Broadcasts With Captions
For Deaf Only Demonstrated
The TV time system devised at
the National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado, to disseminate
accurate time throughout the U.S.
(BM/E, October 1971, p. 6) allows
the sending and receiving of captions in electronic code on the bottom line of the TV screen. This
code can be translated into visual
messages superimposed on the picture with a special adapter. Captioning broadcasts for the deaf is a
possible application. The piggyback
signals cause no interference with
normal viewing. On February 16,
WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C., demonstrated this by putting the code
on the ABC network show "Mod
Squad" for students at Gaullaudet
College.

Parker Calls FCC "Supine"
Before Senate Committee
The main unleasher of the licensechallenging forces, Dr. Everett C.

Parker of the United Church of
Christ, told the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights that
"monopoly" in radio, television,
and newspapers is prohibited by
the First Amendment and should
be eliminated by vigorous govern-1
ment regulation. Defining what he
called necessary access to broadcast media, he said that the ". . .
media themselves have an obligation to seek out and give voice to
all significant viewpoints reflected
in the area of service." He charged I
the FCC with a lack " ...
of the
desire to regulate . . . (it is) a supine agency which refuses to take'
the actions with which it has been 1
charged by Congress."
1:

AMST Guardedly Endorses
CATV Rules, Wants
Copyright Action
The Board of Directors of the
Association of Maximum Service
Telecasters,
meeting in Dallas,
noted that AMST had originally
accepted the CA TV "compromise"
reluctantly, with the understanding
that agreement on copyright issues
would be part of the package. With
the issuance by the FCC of the new
CATV rules in advance of any decisions on copyright regulations, the
AMST directors called for prompt
agreement on statutory copyright
language to be recommended to
Congress. They also called for
reconsideration and modification of
"some" (unspecified) of the CATV
rules.

Color Sales Shot Up in
1971 to All-Time Record
Sales of color sets in 1971, at a
total of 7,256,700, were 39% over
sales for 1970 and an all-time record, says an EIA report. Consumer
electronics altogether had an excellent year, with monochrome TV up
7.9%, radio sets up 5.7%, phonos
Subtitles for the deaf can be added to TV sets with a simple converter.
6
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embly features three
rníts in rackmount
1figuration.Small size
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New 10" monochrome
video monitors offer
horizontal resolution of
640 lines or better plus
100% solid-state
circuitry for long-life
reliability. Unit is
available in rackmount
or in attractive metal
cabinet. A 12" model is
also available.

Regulated circuitry in the
25" color monitor
provides extremely
stable operation and
prevents raster size or
brightness deviations
due to line voltage
fluctuations. Horizontal
resolution is 300 lines
(color). Set-up and
operating controls are
front-mounted for ease
of operation.

In addition to 640-line
resolution, the 16"
monochrome monitors
have all major operating
controls located on the
front panel for ease of
operation. Front-panel
screwdriver adjustments
for vertical linearity,
vertical height, and focus
provide protection
against accidental
misadjustment.

Receiver, 23" monochrome model, is
designed specifically for
educational and training
applications. Controls
are front-located.
Tamper-proof control
compartment door with
lock is optional.
Horizontal resolution is
600 lines or better with
video signal input. Also
available in 25" color
model.

Nineteen inch monochrome video monitors
offer traditional Setchell
Carlson quality, including
exclusive UNIT-IZED®
plug-in circuit modules
for easy maintenance.
Horizontal resolution is
640 lines or better.
Available in rackmount
or attractive cabinet
models.

The Color "Educator" is
a 25" model offering
big-screen, sparkling
color - 300-line (color)
resolution - plus
big-room audio.
Designed specifically
for educational and
training applications, the
"Educator" series
MonitorI Receivers offer
the utmost in reliability,
flexibility, and ease of
operation.

Professional quality 19"
color video monitors
offer broadcast quality at
a modest price.
Horizontal resolution is
300 lines (color) and all
set-up controls are
located behind a hinged
front panel to prevent
accidental misadjustrnent. Also available in
25" model.

television receiver and
RF demodulator provides
a high-quality composite
video signal and
separate audio signal,
assuring excellent
monochrome and color
picture quality. It is ideal
for video recording and
as a signal source for
video monitors.

The quality and reliability of Setchell Carlson products is legendary. SC Electronics pioneered the concept of modular
circuit construction. Every Setchell Carlson product features this concept in our UNIT-IZED®plug-in circuit modules,
assuring operating dependability and maximum ease of maintenance. One hundred percent solid-state circuitry means
maximum stability, long-life, low power drain, and a minimum of heat. Every feature in a Setchell Carlson product
is meticulously designed to give you outstanding performance at a modest cost.
For many years, people involved in many different facets of broadcasting, closed circuit television, medical
training, industrial TV applications, custom remote installations, and in the field of education have been able to
depend on Setchell Carlson quality and reliability. It has become a tradition. We know that whatever your application,
you will find a product to fit your need in the Setchell Carlson line.
Let your SC Electronics dealer give you a showing of ... The new Reliables. Or, write to us for more information.
Remember SETCHELLCARLSON, where quality is a tradition.

SC ELECTRONICS,

!•I Visit our NAB booth - No. 404A
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up 9.9%, and tape players (on incomplete figures) estimated at 17
million units, also a record. The uptrend in color sales apparently carried over to 1972, with January
dealer sales up 34% over January
1971.

Two-Billion Market Seen
for CATVby 1976
The CA TV industry will hit $2.2
billion
by 1976,
says Creative
Strategies, Ine., marketing analysis
furn of Palo Alto, California. According to an in-depth report on the
industry recently issued by CSI (and
available from them for $360), revenues from manufacture of CA TV
equipment
should rise from $72
million in 1971 to $340 million in
1976, with the biggest increase between 1972 and 1974. Remainder
of the $2.2 billion total includes
CATV
operating
revenues,
construction outlays, etc.

Broadcast "Clipping"
Service Opens in Denver
Omnibus
Communications
Corp.,
which makes audio and video copies of material put on the air, announced opening of new headquarters at 54 7 5 Leetsdale
Drive in
Denver.
Transcripts,
videotapes,
kinescopes, audio tapes and photoboards are used for permanent record of ads, talk programs, news, or
any other broadcast
material,
as
needed by advertisers
or others.

SMPTESets Technical
Topics for N.Y. Convention
The Society of Motion Picture and
Television
Engineers
announced
topics of technical sessions for its
convention April 30 to May 5 at
the New York Hilton Hotel. Calvin
Hotchkiss of Eastman Kodak, New
York, program chairman, said that
the overall theme would be "The
New Filmmaker."
Separate sessions
will cover film production
techniques, Jab practices, TV production,
TV systems, CATV systems, cartridge and cassette
videoplayers,
sound equipment,
theatre projection, education
in motion picture
technology, photo instruments, and
high speed photography.

Technician Braves Freeze
825 Feet Aloft to Fix Antenna
The very thought is enough to chill
the blood: going to the top of an

825-foot
antenna
tower, in the
dark, with 35-mph
winds and a
temperature
of 18 degrees, to repair a cable fault. Technician Larry
Will of New Jersey's Public Broadcasting Authority did just that when
a cable failure on the Channel 52
station antenna tower threatened to
black out a scheduled
basketball
game. Will took an hour for the
trip, working with a flashlight and a
nine-inch
monitor
to find
the
breakdown.
He found it-and
the
fans got their game. Bravo.

National Organizations
Support Long-Range
Money for CPB
Delegates from 30 national organizations, making up the Advisory
Committee
of National
Organizations of the Corporation
for Public
Broadcasting,
voted January 11 to
endorse efforts of CPB to obtain
long-range
financing
from
Congress. The organizations
covered a
very wide spectrum
of interests,
from the National
Association
of
Manufacturers
to the U.S. Conference of Mayors, from the American
Bar Association to the Girl Scouts
of America.
The delegates
also
voted to support H. R. 11807, bill
introduced into the House by Rep.
MacDonald
(D.-Mass)
which covers some aspects of long range
financing.

Clarification
In the article "Talk Is Big in New
York Radio,"
page 17, January,
we stated the station ratings were:
WABC, WCBS, WOR, WINS, WNEW,
and WMCA. This was based on the
July I August ARB estimate,
total
cu me. In the October /November
ARB, the ratings had changed and
WOR wrote us claiming it was number two total cume, or number one
with adults 18 or over. WMCA had
slipped to 13th with six music stations intervening.

Business Briefs
TelePrompTer
craft announced

and Hughes
Aira $30 million eightyear financing
arrangement
with
Western American Bank (Europe)
Ltd. to finance continued development of the Manhattan
Cable system and Theta Cable of California,
as well as refinancing
of existing
plant . . . Lockheed Missiles and
Space Co. (subsidiary of Lockheed
Aircraft Corp.) heads a consortium
of 15 companies,
including Japanese and European firms, in building an Intelsat V-type communica-

8

tion satellite test vehicle, an earthbound brother of the "bird," witHI
a 92-inch mesh antenna for transmitting and receiving
just as in
space
Premier Cablevision Ltd., of Van-1
couver, reported
net earnings for,
1971 of $2,056,032,
against $1,465,948 in 1970. Premier, one of
the largest cable conglomerates
in
North America, has systems in Vancouver, Fraser Valley, Victoria, and
Toronto ...
Combined Communlcations Corp. of Phoenix, Arizona,
has bought for about $30 million
in cash and debt discharges a number of the properties
of Mullins
Broadcasting
Company, among
them KBTV in Denver; Barbre Film
Productions;
KARK-TV, Little Rock;;
and Electrical Products, Inc., Albu-¡
querque ... Tele-Communications,
Inc., Denver, bought Com-West Inc..
which operates
cable systems inl
Oklahoma
and Minnesota
with at
total of about 10,000 subscribers.
Information Transfer, Inc., New-·
ark, N.Y., engaged GTE Sylvania¡
to build complete
cable systems!
totalling about 100 miles in Newark.,
Clyde, Palmyra,
and Lyons, New
York . . . "Charles Blair's Better·
World" is a television series pro-.
duced by Koplín-Grinker Produc· ·
tions, New York, with Charles,
1
Blair, interdenominational
leader of
Denver's Calvary Temple, as host.
Premiering
on KBTV, Denver, on 1
February
1, the series includes:
background
material
and inspira- ·
tional interviews with artists, sports-·
men, scientists, statesmen, "
to·
capture man in all his facets
"
TNT Communications, Inc., New
York, will install six giant TV
screens in the new Louisiana Superdome in New Orleans to show the
audience
instant
replays
of the
sports action on the field. The sys- ·
tern, called "TNT Supervision,"
is
CCTV
with Eidophor
projectors
capable
of 7000 lumens
output ·

Systems Wire and Cable, Inc.
said that earnings
for the first
quarter of the 1972 fiscal year were
$3.76 per share, up from $3.21 in
the same period last year and about
1O percent over projections
. . .
Cypress Communications, Los Angeles, marked up sales of $5,313,800 for the six months ended December 31, 1971, against $4,835,200 for the same 1970 period; earnings were $421,000
and $44,700,
respectively, for the two periods ...
Sterling Manhattan Cable in New
York expanded public service and
political
programming
with freetime offers to all bona fide candiContinued on page 10
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NEW Model RE10 $166.00 shown on Model 421 desk stand $20.00. Model RE15 $283.00 shown with Model 307 suspension mount $37.00. NEW Model RE11 $177.50,
shown with Model 311 snao-cut stand adaoter $7.O~. NEW Model RE16 $294.501 shown on Model 421 desk stand $20.00. Ust prices shown. Normal trade discounts apply.

Freedom of choice!
fi::'). Professional sound has entered a

W. new era. It started with the Electro-

Voice Model REIS. And now there are
four E-V dynamic cardioid microphones
that share its distinctive advantages with some unique benefits of their own.
Unaffected by Distance •.• Angle
Basic to all of these microphones is
Exclusive Electro-Voice Continuously
Variable-D* construction. Now it offers
something you've never heard before
with any microphone: no matter what you
do, microphone response never varies!
Whether performers almost swallow
the microphone, wander far off-mike
.
or even move around to the back
.
you'll still get the same smooth response.
Only the level changes.

Once you set equalization it remains
constant. You have full assurance that
tonal balance won't change between the
dress rehearsal and the final performance, no matter what the talent does.
Improved Cardioid Pattern
Only acoustics and noise can limit
you. Yet even here these new E-V microphones gain an advantage from the
super-cardioid
pattern that provides
better sound control than ordinary cardioids. With maximum rejection 150º off
axis, it is easier to eliminate unwanted
sound while maintaining normal stand
or boom microphone positions. There's
also an integral bass-tilt circuit to cut
rumble below JOOHz. when needed.

Now Select from Four Models
In addition to the original RE 15, we've
added the RE 16. The same fine microphone with an external "pop" filter to
solve the problems of ultra-close miking.
The new REIO is the economy version
of the RE 15. The same concept and
quality, but for slightly less rigid requirements. And the REI 1 is the lower
cost twin to the RE 16.
These four great cardioid microphones
give you new freedom to head off sound
problems before they start. Your E-V
microphone
headquarters
has them
waiting. Choose today.
"u.S.

Patent No. 3,115.207.Trade mark registered.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 421 EM
614 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

high fidelity systems and speakers> tuners, amplifiers, receivers• public address loudspeakers
microphones• phono needles and cartridges• space and defense electronics
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dates in the upcoming primary and
general elections; carriage of noncommercial wr.rw, Channel 21 on
Long Island, which has many educational and cultural programs; and
regular interviews with political candidates on "In And Around Manhattan," news program.
A school of broadcasting will be
initiated by WDAT, Daytona Beach,
with free courses for students of
Bethune-Cookman College, which
serves Black students primarily. Onthe-air personalities, news coverage
and writing, commercial copy, sales,
engineering, management, will all be
covered, along with all requisites for
the third-class FCC license . . .
AEL Communications Corp. announced a strand-mapping contract
for GE Cablevision, Schenectady;
a turn key contract with Greater
Humboldt-Dakota City Cable TV
in Humboldt, Iowa; and strandmapping and engineering for Athena
Corp., New Bedford, Massachusetts.
Kalart Vict9r Corp. sold a number of its Tele-Beam Large Screen
Projectors to New York State for
use in State universities at six locations . . . Theta-Com, Los Angeles,
announced completion of its first

20-cha-nnel AML transmitter. Previous systems in operation and on
order ranged up to 16 channels ...
Metromedia, Inc. of New York had
revenues of $153,407,078 and earnings of $7,681,588 for the year
ended January 1, 1972. Corresponding figures for the previous
year were $158,891,998, and $5833,860.
WMAD-FM, Madison, Wisconsin, went stereo February 21, with
new studios and transmitter equipment . . . Kaiser CATV will build
a 100-mile, $400,000 cable system
for Metro Cable in Loves Park,
Illinois . . . Telestrator Industries,
Chicago, reported sale to CBSowned-and-operated TV stations of
the Telestrator Electronic Graphic
Systems, which allow the user to
write or draw directly into a live
or taped TV program.
Oak Electro/Netics,
Crystal
Lake, Illinois, is forming the Oak
CATV Division to manufacture and
market cable TV equipment. Oak is
the maker of the Gamut 26, 26channel set-top converter used by
Sterling Manhattan in New York,
and elsewhere ... SJR Communications, Suburban Station Building,
Philadelphia, will syndicate a number of program services for FM sta-

tions, including 100 hours of MOR
music, 100 hours of classical, and a
nostalgic music series . . . Educational station WIPR-TV in San Juan.,
Puerto Rico, bought about $1.3 mil-.
lion of new RCA equipment to go 1,,
to full-time color, including cameras, high-band tape recorders,
switching systems, consoles, film
systems.
Cable Vision Properñes, new firm
in Denver, bought a cable system
in Fallbrook, Colorado, from Pala
Mesa Cablevision. System has 32
miles of plant, 1400 subscribers ..
Broker was Daniels and Associ- I'
ates, Denver ...
Berkeley Cablevision, Martinsburg, West Virginia,
has engaged Good Communications,
Inc. of Philadelphia as subscriberincrease representative.
A Missouri State CATV Associa- 1
tion emerged from a meeting January 26, 1972 in Jefferson City, and
was named the "Missouri Broadband Communications Association."
Don Eggebrecht of St. Joseph Cablevision was elected president; Dan
Healey of Jefferson City, vice president; Dean Peterson of Carthage, 1
secretary; and Jim Adkisson of Se- !
dalia, treasurer . . . Magnavox Vid·
eo Systems, Torrance, California,

I

1

continued on page 68
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DID YOU KNOW THAT LINCOLN IS
ON THE BACK OF A PENNY?

Circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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New Cable Rules:
Part I
Signal Carriage
In February 1972, the Commission adopted its most
extensive CATV rules since February 1966, thus
lifting its protracted "free~e" of some six years .on
cable's growth in the major markets. Numbenng
over 400 pages of regulations, explanatory material,
and appendices, the Cable Television Report and
Order (FCC 72-108, in Dockets 18397, et al) is
necessarily detailed and comprehensive and does
not lend itself to quick and easy interpretation. Accordingly, the following treatment of rules pertaining to signal carriage attempts to reduce same to
portions for ready application by both cablecasters
and broadcasters.
For purposes of determining the parameters of
signal carriage, the Commission has divided television markets into the following categories: 1) the
top-50 markets, 2) the top 51-100 markets or the
second-50, 3) the markets below 100, and 4) those
markets not within 35 miles of any television station. The top-100 markets are referred to as "major" markets and those below 100, yet still within 35
miles of a television station, are termed "minor"
markets.
Cable systems in communities partially within a
35-mile zone are treated as if they are entirely within the zone. Exception: A system in a top- I00 market community is treated as within the zone of a
station licensed to a designated community in another major market only if the 35-mile zone of the
station covers the entire community of the cable
system. In those instances where there is an overlapping of zones to which different carriage rules
are applicable, the rules governing the larger market will be followed.
"Significantly viewed" stations are the subject of
considerable discussion in the ensuing treatment.
For clarification, a "significantly viewed" full or
partial network affiliate is one which has at least a
three percent share of viewing hours and at least a
25 percent net weekly circulation. An independent
station is "significantly viewed" if it has at least a
two percent share of viewing hours and at least a
five percent net weekly circulation.
In rare cases where the cable system is identified
primarily with one major market and some of the
local signals come from an overlapping major market (e.g., Washington and Baltimore), the cable
operator is permitted and, upon appropriate request, required to carry a signal from one major
market to another if he can demonstrate that such

signal, regardless of distance or contour, is "significantly viewed" over-the-air in his cable community.
Likewise, the rule is applicable to overlap between
smaller and major markets. Yet a cable system located in a designated community of a major television market may carry the signal of a' television
station licensed to a designated community in another major market only if the designated community in which the cable system is located is wholly
within the specified 35-mile zone of the latter, major
market station.
Derived from the American Research Bureau's
1970 prime-time households ranking, the list of top100 markets is a constant and, therefore, is not
subject to revision. The Commission further classifies signals according to those required to be carried and those permitted to be carried, as follows:
1) signals that a cable system, upon request of the
appropriate station, must carry, and 2) signals that,
considering market size, a cable system may carry.
Top-50 Market CATVs
Cable systems in the top-50 markets are required
to carry the following signals: 1) signals of all stations licensed to communities within 35 miles of the
cable system's community, 2) all "significantly
viewed" signals, 3) all Grade B ETV's, and 4) all
translators of 100 watts or higher power within the
cable community.
Jn addition, systems in the top-50 markets are
required to provide a minimum service of three networks plus three independents.
In addition to the authorized complement of signals, operators in the top-50 markets will be permitted to carry two additional, independent "bonus"
signals. Yet any distant signals that have been imported to meet the authorized complement (a 3-3
service level) will be deducted from the additional
signals permitted. For example, market X (a top-50
market) must meet a service requirement of three
networks and three independents. If stations are
carried, via 1 ) signals from the same market, 2)
signals within 35 miles of the cable system, and 3)
those "significantly viewed," and the cable operator
reaches a service level of three networks and two
independents, he would be permitted to import 1)
one distant independent to reach the required 3-3
service level, and 2) one distant independent as a
"bonus." Note: The one "bonus" independent is
determined by subtracting the number of signals
imported, i.e. one, to meet the mandatory service
level from the number of "bonus" signals permitted,
i.e., two.
Second-SO Market CATVs
Systems in the second-50 markets are required to
carry the same basic signals as those in the top-50
(see first paragraph under "Top-50 Markets,"
above). In addition, they must carry a minimum of
three networks plus two independents.
If the above complement of signals is not available via 1) stations within 35 miles, 2) stations
from the same market, and 3) stations meeting the
viewing test, the cable operator is permitted to carry
distant signals to reach ·the required level of service.
As in the top-50 markets, systems in the second-50
may bring in two additional independent signals,

12
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a better
switching
system
is~tal
for better pictures

~
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Vital's specialized experience in the field of
video, audio switching and automation can
benefit your operation.

Discover the advantages Vital has to offer you in ...
D Production Switchers

D Master Control and Automation Systems
D Audio, Video Routing Switchers
D One Line Machine Controls
D One Line Pulse Distribution Systems
D Video and Audio Distribution Amplifiers
D Video Processing Equipment
10 years of specialization. Designed, manufactured and delivered
some of the world's largest integrated telecommunication systems.

GOOD ENGINEERING

IS VITAL

3620 Ridgewood Rd., N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30327
404- 233-9459
7960 W. Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
213-653-9438

2644 N. Seventh Street
Terre Haute, Ind. 47804
812-466-3212

VITAL INDUSTRIES,

INC.

MAIN OFFICE:3614 S.W Archer Road. Gainesville. Fla 32601-Phone 904-3/'

·..,,,i
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but these are subject to a deduction of signals imported to meet the required 3-2 service level.

Your No.1 source for Antenna
Systems & Components

Minor Market CATV s
As in the major markets, minor market systems
are required to carry the following signals: 1) signals of all stations licensed to communities within 1
35 miles of the cable system's community, 2) all I
"significantly viewed" signals, 3) all Grade B
ETVs, and 4) all translators of 100 watts or higher'
power within the cable community.
'
Minor market systems must meet a minimum I
service level of three networks plus one independent and are not permitted to import distant signals
beyond this 3-1 level.

CUSTOM-DESIGNED PHASOR
SYSTEMS Full phasing systems, couplers and AC control
circuits are custom designed
to meet your .exact station requirements. We can also offer
full financing if required. For
any phasing needs, Multronics
will be pleased to quote the
optimum system required for
your pattern.

CATVs Outside All Television Markets
Cable systems outside the zones of any TV stations are required to carry 1) all Grade B signals, ,
2) all translator stations of 100 watts power or
greater licensed to the cable community, 3) all
ETVs within 35 miles, and 4) all "significantly
viewed" signals, even when the station does not
provide a Grade B contour signal to the cable community.
·
There is no minimum service standard, as required for major and minor market systems, for
systems outside all TV markets. Such systems are
permitted to carry any number of distant network
affiliates and independents.

I

;Jj· - .• '.

..

Leapfrogging

I~

¡

-

'

Ai

. '".

I

Hl-Q RF INDUCTORS Our RF Inductors provide unmatched
stability for systems requiring impedance matching, phase
shifting, power dividing and filtering. Typical inductors range
from 15 to 100 ampere current handling capability, inductance
values from 6 to 620 microhenries, and special units built to
meet specific requirements. Our expansive line of MULTl·
FILAR RF inductors provide higher inductance and current
handling capacities in minimum size configurations. All are
suited for motor-driven applications in remote-controlled
systems.
RF CONTACTORS A wide
choice of rugged, recoil· and
corona-tree multi-pole contactors are available for high volt·
age RF switching. All feature
strong Melamine construction
for extra ruggedness and easeof-maintenance. Ideally suited
for RF applications in the VLF,
LF, MF and HF ranges, they are
rated from 208 to 240 VAC capability (24KV and 40KV models
available).
In addition to: O Folded Unipole Kits O Meter Switch
Assemblies O Phase Sampling Loops O J-Plugs (test
jacks) O Plug-in Meter Boards O Isolation Inductors
O Limit Switch Assemblies for controlling motor-driven
variable inductors and vacuum capacitors.

Educational and Foreign Language Stations

For complete information, please write or call:

MULTRONICS:

INC.

12307 Washington Avenue • Rockville, Maryland 20852
Phone: (301) 881-5774

b

In selecting signals, major and minor market
cable systems will be required to carry the closest
network affiliates or the closest such in-state station.
Independent signals, if they come from the top-25
markets, must come from one or both of the two
closest markets. If independents are chosen from
stations beyond the top-25, operators may exercise
freedom of choice in their selection. Systems carrying a third independent signal will be required to
choose a UHF station within 200 miles or, if such a
station is not available, a VHF signal from the same
area or any independent UHF signal.
Basic leapfrogging restrictions are suspended
when 1) because of program exclusivity rules, a
program is not available on a regularly carried independent station, or 2) the programming carried on
the regularly carried independent is directed primarily to the local interest of viewers in the distant
community (e.g., local news or public affairs.) In
such cases, the cable operator is permitted to import
from any other station (including network affiliates)
any non-protected program and may carry the program to its conclusion.

d

For purposes of fulfilling the needs of what is
generally consir.ered a "select audience," the Commission both requires and permits additional carriage of ETVs and foreign language stations. Specifically, a cable operator must carry all ETVs
which 1) are located within 35 miles of the cable
system, or 2) place a Grade B contour over the
continued on page 16
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We promise you a colorful future.
(and the film you use is black and white)
Abtography rs the breakthrough in
optics which allows images taken
on conventional black-and-white
film to be projected in full, vivid
color. The Abto System makes 11
happen for you. It's new. It's
amazing. It works.
You shoot in black and white.
You process black and white.
quickly, easily. You save half your
color film and processing costs.
Your viewers enjoy beautiful color

on their home screens.
If videotape has proved volatile,
and color film a temperamental
friend, explore the Abto dimension.
It offers a new world of possibilities
rn programming local news, sports,
public events, even commercials.
Is the Abto System for everyone?
It's not for the man with money to
burn and time to kill. On the other
hand, if time is money and money
is for saving. Abtography can be

your key to local color. With
Abtography, you enjoy the
unbeatable virtues of film withou
he vices. Your Abto System is
solid, dependable, simple to wor
and made to last.
Get the facts on color from black
and white today.

coto,

1926 BROADWAY, NEW YORK NY
(212) 787-5000

10023

See us at Booth 401 at the NAB

•
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I
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FCC

THE
DELTA
TRIO
tor optimum
monitoring
01 rour
antenna
svstam
With this "Delta Trio", you can either "spot check",
or continuously and accurately monitor actual "onthe-air" operating impedance of transmission lines,
networks and antenna systems to maintain a "clean
signal" at peak operating efficiency.
If you're operating with a directional antenna,
there's real value in being able to keep the radiating
system in close adjustment at all times ... continuously
verify common point impedance to insure full power
output ... plus locating and correcting any antenna
problems-fast!
Complete details and application data are available without obligation-just write or call Bill Cottles,
DELTA ELECTRONICS, INC., 4206 Wheeler Avenue,
Alexandria, Va. 22304 (703) 751-3133.
SEE US AT BOOTH208-NAB

DELTAELECTRONICS~:=
International Division, 154 E Boston ·Pos(fio
Mamaroneck, N. Y. 10543, Telex 1 37327, Art Rocke
16

continued from page 14

cable community. Furthermore, foreign language
stations, not counted as part of the distant signal
quota, may be imported in unlimited numbers. If a
station broadcasts predominantly in one language,
such station may keep out a distant signal broadcasting in the same language so long as the former can
sustain its burden of proving that it will be affected
adversely.
Program Exclusivity
The Commission provided for exclusivity for both
1) network programs, and 2) syndicated programs.
Stations with priority (i.e., a stronger grade of offair signal) would thus be assured of exclusive
presentation rights to both network and syndicated
progams.
With respect to network television programming,
a broadcaster of a higher priority station may request a cablecaster to refrain from simultaneous duplication of its network programming. Most saliently, the Commission has limited its rule to cover
"simultaneous," rather than "same-day," protection.
Note: Exclusivity does not apply to foreign language stations.
With respect to syndicated programming in the
top-50 markets, the rules prohibit cable systems
from carrying syndicated programs (defined, essentially, as "nonnetwork programming sold in more
than one market") on imported stations, if they
have been notified by a local station that it is carrying the program. The restriction applies for one year
in cases of first-run syndicated programs and for the
run-of-the-contract in exclusive contract arrangements for showing by a station licensed to a designated community in the market.
Exclusivity rules pertaining to the second-SO markets are more complicated. Basically permitting
greater accessibility of programs and shorter terms
of exclusivity, the rules echo those in the top-50
markets which require notification by the broadcaster and· restraint by the cablecaster when a station
licensed to a designated community in the market
runs a syndicated program under an exclusive contract. However, the Commission lists the following
exceptions:
( 1) For off-network series programs:
(a) Prior to the first nonnetwork broadcast in
the market of an episode in the series;
(b) After a first nonnetwork run of the series in
the market or after one year from the date of the
first nonnetwork broadcast in the market of an
episode in the series, whichever occurs first.
(2) For first-run series programs:
(a) Prior to the first broadcast in the market of
an episode in the series;
( b) After two years from the first broadcast in
the market of an episode in the series.
( 3) For first-run, nonseries programs:
(a) Prior to the date the program is available for
broadcast in the market under the provisions of any
contract or license of a television broadcast station
in the market;
(b) After two years from the date of such first
availability.

Circle 11O on Reader Service Card
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.UUJfl PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Model 900

.
. f.;

LOGGER

Tape-Athori's broadcast LOGGER is ideal for radio stations and communications centers. combining performance. dependability and
low investment in a field-proven unit. Speeds down to 15/32 ips permit 409
recording hours per channel with up to 8 channels I 8 tracks available.

Circle

Number

1'JO on Reade1
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Card
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Model 900

RECORDER

A truly professional recording system. the 900
will perform virtually any audio assignment in the studio. Mechanically and electronically the 900 has proven itself in hundreds of installations. Uses all reel sizes
to 1OV2 ", has dual capstans for smoother tape movement, 30 to 15,000 Hz
response, sensitive to 25 Hz cue tone and speed combinations of 331.- 71h or 7V2 15 ips. It operates so smoothly it can handle V2 mil tape.
Electronics are solid state, of course, with automatic reversing and reel torque
compensation.
Circle

Number

151 on

ílcader

Ca rd

SP1v1re

MULnPLEXING

Here's a pair of easy ways to broadcast background music for fun and profit. Tape-Athons PROGRAMMER and
CHANNEL CASTER both have 4 tape transports with a capacity of over 800 different musical selections. With the PROGRAMMER, you have built-in timing
circuits that permit an infinite variety of mixing for specialty music during the
broadcast day. It's complete with 7-day ON-OFF clock, VU meter. monitor speaker.
and 40 watt amplifier. The CHANNEL CASTER is equipped with six inputs and an
intersperser to mix music and ads or other spot announcements. Both are available
with Tape-Athon's extensive music library on a sale or lease basis.

II'

•

•

'I ::~

Circle

Number 152 on Rp;¡drr
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AUTOMATION

This low-cost Tape-Athon CHANNEL
CASTER CAROUSEL allows any station to automate for a modest investment. The
CCC is a two-tape transport system (expandable) with a cartridge Carousel unit
that can be interspersed with the music. This allows local ads to be aired with
news, weather, ID, or any other promo material. This complete program package
is priced at only $4285.00 in mono, and $5285.00 in stereo

Cuete Number

Tope-Affuttt &p.

153 on

nradcr

Sf'rVI("('

Cairt

502 S. Isis Ave. Inglewood. Calif 9030 I • (213) 776 6933
Visit Tape-Athon at NAB-Booth

236
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NAB

Convenlioneer '72
Bas Buying Lisi With Bim
MOST EVERYBODY
SAYSthe economy is on the upturn. Most everybody definitely includes broadcasters. This means more broadcasters are going to the
NAB Convention, April 9-12 (Conrad Hilton, Chicago), than last year. About 12 percent more, based
on a sample survey by BM/E.
And, to the great pleasure of broadcast equipment distributors, attendees-owners,
managers and
engineers-are
going to look seriously at specific
items of equipment that they intend to buy before
the year is out. Eighty-two percent will look at
specific equipment and, of those, 89 percent have
buying plans.
This strong interest in new equipment has been
revealed by BM/E's "Panel of 100" survey made
in late February. We polled two such panels (a
random selection of our readers) and got a surprisingly heavy response-both
in the number of replies
(35 percent) and in the interest shown in new
equipment. The purpose of the poll was to find out
who was going to the NAB Convention and whether
or not they had buying intentions. A brief recap of
results follows.
A full 66 percent of our respondents intend to go
to Chicago this year. That's about 12 percent more
than the 54.5 percent that went last year. More
specifically, 77 percent of our panel with TV interests are going; 54 percent of those only in radio.
(Half of our respondents* represent radio stations
only, and half TV or TV and radio.)
From the TV reader survey, eight out of ten
managers will go, and two-thirds of all engineersabout 1O percent more than last year. It's the radio
broadcasters who are going to tum out in greater
numbers-managers,
primarily. Last year only 30
percent of the managers polled went; this year 65
percent will.
In response to a key question-"Will
you be
looking at any specific new equipment?"-82
percent said "yes." Virtually everyone involved with
TV is searching out specific items. Of those affiliated with radio, 69 percent have something definite
in mind. Slightly over half are looking because of
expansion plans; slightly under half are looking to
replace existing gear.
Some of the radio equipment that needs to be
replaced is providing marginal performance now,
•Actual breakdown of panel: TV {plus TV with radio interests)
owners or managers, 10; chief engineers, 25; radio owners or mana·
sere, 20; chief engineers, 15.

Audio equipment will be of
keen interest to both radio and TV
broadcasters. Above is a new compact
McCurdy SS 7500 stereo console. Below
is the Gates Studioette 80, a four-channel
mono console.

our panel said. But stations are looking for more
than replacement. They are interested in new
equipment that will lower operating costs.
Not very many attendees plan to actually buy on
the convention floor-only
nine percent will have
purchase orders in hand. But 80 percent said they'd
possibly buy later. Only three percent had no buying plans (these were radio stations, except for one
TV station which said it was planning no majorexpense purchases this year).
The average budget for TV stations represented
by our panel for 1972 is $300,000 per station. For
radio, the capital expense budget is slightly under
$25,000.
Where will all the money go? The products of
greatest interest to TV broadcasters are in order of
write-in mention:
• new transmitters
• remote control gear for such transmitters
• cartridge VTRs
• color cameras
• audio consoles
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Overall Interest in Radio Equipment
Percent
Interested

Product
Tape recorders/players
Consoles, mixers
Audio controls
Turntables
Audio processing equipment
Microphones
FM antennas
FM transmitters
Automation gear
Speakers
,
Modulation monitors
Frequency monitors
,
Remote pick-ups
,
Loggers, etc. . . .
Transmission lines
AM transmitters
Towers
Cartridge VTRs will be one of the hottest
items at NAB. Ampex calls its ACR-25
a cassette unit.

.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

95%

60
57
57
55
52
43
40
40
37
32
29
25
25
23
20
20

Overall Interest in TV Equipment
Percent
Interested

Product

Highlights of the NAB Program
To celebrate the NAB's Golden Anniversary, the NAB
Convention, Sunday, April 9th, through Wednesday,
the 12th, has a full complement of management and
engineering sessions. Speakers include U. S. Treasury
Secretary John B. Connally (Monday), CBS Vice Chair·
man Frank Stanton (Tuesday), FCC Chairman Dean
Burch (Wednesday), and NASA Administrator James
C. Fletcher (Engineering Luncheon, Tuesday). A Distingushed Service Award goes to evangelist Billy
Graham, and an Engineering Award to John Sherman,
director of engineering of WCCO, Minneapolis.
A broadcaster who made the trip to Peking with
President Nixon (name not announced at press time)
will describe at the engineering conference luncheon
on Monday how the TV job was done in China. At
the engineering session that afternoon, an FCCI
industry joint panel will field hot questions on government-industry relations. At Tuesday afternoon's engineering session, a panel on quadraphonic sound will
bring together proponents of discrete and matrixed
systems for a tee-to-toe slug-fest (and some demon·
strations). In addition, the engineering sessions will
include papers on a wide variety of subjects that reflect the current state of the art in radio and tele·
vision.
The National Association of FM Broadcasters has a
four-day meet, April 6 thru 9, with an address by
FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley at the Pioneers
Breakfast, Sunday morning the 9th at 8:30 (all FM
broadcasters invited), and a series of awards for FM
stations' promotions.
Two other broadcasting associations will meet just
preceding, or concurrent with, the NAB Convention.
The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters has
scheduled a series of meetings, including a Technical
Committee meeting at 9:30 a.m. Sunday at the
Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, the annual Board of Directors meeting at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday at the Conrad
Hilton, and an Annual Membership meeting at
9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, also at the Hilton.

TV cameras . . . . . . . . .
VTRs .....
,,.......
Character generators .
Video switchers
Remote control gear
(Transmitter only) . . .
Audio console . . . . . . .
Enhancers
. .... .
Film chains
Monitors . . . . . . . . . . .
Automation . . . . . . . . .
Lighting
. ... ... ... .
Proc amps . . . . . . . . . .
Tape editors . . . . . . . .
Towers, trans. line

.......
.......
.......
,.
.....
.......
.......
.......
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

....
...
. ...
....
....

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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..
..
..
..
..
..
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.. .
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..
..

..
..
..
..
..
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.
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.
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80%
60
50
50
50
43
50
43
43
40
37
37
28
25
17

• video switchers
• film chains
Given a list of products, with instructions to
check off product areas of specific interest, we find
color cameras still to be of broadest interest. A
whole new generation of cameras, such as the RCA
TK-44-B, the Norelco PC 100 and the IVC 500,
has appeared and engineers want them. VTRs come
next. On a percentage basis, more engineers are
interested in remote control equipment for transmitters than transmitters themselves-apparently
some
want to make the present transmitter do. Actually,
most everything is of interest. Towers, for example,
are of interest to 17 percent. A run-down of the
number of TV broadcasters interested in selected
items is tabulated.
Radio broadcasters are most interested in FM
equipment in general-automation
gear, transmitters and consoles. They are curious about what cassette players will be shown. From a breadth-ofinterest point of view, just about everybody is
interested in a tape recorder/player (95 percent).
From a relative point of view, 40 percent are interested in automation gear and FM transmitters.
Depth of interest in selected items of radio gear is
shown in the table.
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slow. but sure
If it goes on the air ... get it on
tape! And the best way to get it on
tape, for the record, is with a
Metrotech logger.
Slow? And how. Speeds of 7Í6,
1%2, 1o/i6
or 1Va ... with frequency
responses covering the voice
spectrum. At 7Í6 a 1OW' reel of
~ mil tape will record over
300 hours. That's 12 days ...
unattended!
Sure? You bet. Every Metrotech
logger combines advanced
engineering with heavy-duty

construction, assuring troublefree operation and long life.
Features - simple straight line
threading, three motor drive,
accessible. Solid State Electronics
... to name just a few.
Extras? All you need or want.
Choose single channel with
automatic triple reverse; 2 channel
with automatic reverse; or 4
channel, one direction. Remote
controls, tape counters, voice
operated relays ... and a host of
other options.

Slow ... but sure. Station
managers appreciate the "slow".
The savings. The reliability. Their
lawyers like the "sure"!
Write or phone Metrotech,
475 Ellis St., Mountain View.
Calif. 94040 (415) 968-8389

®Metrotech
A Division of Dictaphone

Why a Metrotech logger? For
permanent record. Of scheduled
or unrehearsed programming.
Documentation of advertising
exposure. Monitoring.
Circle 112 on Reader Service Card
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NAB '72 Exhibits
Booth numbers are keyed by
halls in Conrad Hilton Hotel.
100 Series-Exhibit
Hall; 200
Series-West
Exhibit Hall; 300
Series-Continental
Room; 400
Series-North
Exhibit Hall.
Our preview information was
obtained from the manufacturers; some exhibitors are not
listed because
their booths
were not confirmed at press
time or they preferred to announce new products at the
Convention itself.

ARTO Incorporated
(Booth 401)
Gear that color-encodes black-andwhite film; complete telecine chain to
convert the coded black-and-white to
color.
Addressograph
Corp. (Booth 205)
Continuous total copy system for fast
copies of logs, schedules, spots,
scripts, etc.
Alford Manufacturing
Co. (Booth
212)
Antennas for FM, TV, and ITFS; diplexers; coaxial switches; RF measuring equipment.

Amco
Engineering
Co.
(Booth
422)
New styling concepts in modular instrument consoles, cabinets and enclosures; low silhouette broadcast conoles.
American
418)

Data

Corporation

Computer services for
and CATV systems.

Electronics,

broadcasters

Inc.

Andersen Laboratories,
Inc. (Booth
405)
Video delay lines; studio processing
equipment.

(Booth

American
Electronic
Laboratories,
Inc. (Booth 242)
New 12 kw and 25 kw FM transmitters, the FM-l 2KD and FM-25KD,
are the highlights, with automatic
power output control, automatic filament voltage control, VSWR protection built in.
American
402)

the same booth area: broadcast,
CCTV, audio, magnetic tape, etc.

(Booth

American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., Long Lines Department (Booth
247)
Ampex
Corporation
(Normandy
Lounge)
One of the featured units will be the
ACR-25 broadcast cassette videotape
recorder/player,
with a capacity of
up to 25 commercials or other spots,
each running from 10 seconds to six
minutes. For the first time in several
years, all Ampex products will be in

Angenieux Corp. of America (Booth
102)
Lenses for film and TV cameras.
Arriflex
Corporation
of America
(Boo!h 318)
Full line of 16mm film cameras; film
sync audio recorder.
Ball Brothers Research Corp. (Booth
129)
New black-and-white and color monitors, in a variety of sizes.
Belar Electronics
Laboratory,
Inc.
(Booth 239)
Shown will be the full line of typeapproved AM, FM and TV frequency
and modulation monitors.
Berkey-Colortran
Inc. (Booth 123)
Lighting equipment in a wide variety
of types; dimmer equipment at all
power levels.
Bird Electronic Corp. (Booth 323)
either blower air nor water is needed to cool the new 5 kw load resistor
that will be on display. It was designed especially for remote and automated operations, with two transmitters on a combiner; in this service
the Model 8785 Load can take reject
load of TV transmitters to 33 kw
power and FM to 20 kw power.
Borg-Warner Corp., Ingersoll
ucts Division (Booth 218)
Cabinets for broadcast gear.

New two-tone console from McMartin.

Aristocart cartridge from IGM for
stereo use.

Prod-

Robert Bosch Corporation
(Booth
304)
Fernseh TV studio color cameras and
accessories.
Boston Insulated Wire and Cable Co.
(Booth 243)
Wire and cable products for broadcasting and CATY.
Broadcast Computer Services (Booth
329)
Computer systems for traffic and accounting in broadcasting and CATV.
Broadcast . Electronics
Inc. . (Booth
307)
Tape cartridges, automatic playback
systems, consoles, audio amplifiers.
continued on page 24

Portable stereo audio mixer from
Television Equipment Associates has
16 channels.
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Norelco cameras were deployed exclusively.

ABC

provided 2 PC-70's
1 portable

CBS

NBC

provided 4 PC-70's
1 portable

provided 3 PC-70's
1 portable

•

•

' ecnmcat quau
or coverage
was excellent:'

Te/evision Digest, Februetv 28, 1972

/Vore/co

PHILIPS BROADCASTEQUIPMENTCOR~

I

••0·"'·"'"'C•••"'"••co•••••; See the Norelco First Family of
One Philips Parkway, Montvale. N.J. 07645 • 201I391-1000

color cameras at the NAB
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Broadcast Data Base (Booth 423)
Broadcast
Facsimile Network
Inc.
(Booth 342)
Facsimile receivers and transreceivers;

the Selectafax system for transmission
of facsimile material by broadcast stations and CA TV systems on a subcarrier.
Broadcast Products Inc. (Booth 230)
Complete broadcast automation systems, tape recorders, time and logging
instruments.
CBS Laboratories (Booth 303)
New FM Volumax, with positive
peak control combined with flat high
frequency response; Mark III image
intensifier; new distribution amplifier
with 16 outputs; Vidifont titling unit.
CCA Electronics Corp. (Booth 234)
New for 1972 is a complete line of
solid-state remote pickups and STL
equipment,
AM monitoring
equipment, remote control, audio consoles,
cartridge equipment; also automatic
loggers, network ·joiners, electronic
clocks. Also shown will be representative AM and FM broadcast transmitters-1
kw, 5 kw, and 25 kw AM.
and 3 kw, l O kw and 25 kw FM.
Camex Corp. (Booth 406)
Central
Dynamics
Corporation
(Booth 322)
Automation devices; video switchers;
VTR editing systems; Marconi test
gear.

New "printa"

sign from Reynolds

Century Strand Inc. (Booth 120)
Lights, lighting controls, accessories.
Chrono-Log Corp. (Booth 229)
TV automated switching units; digital
video clock for putting time display
on existing monitors.
Cohu Electronics Inc. (Booth 324)
Featured will be the new Model 1500
broadcast
color film camera;
the
Model
2830
monochrome
studio
camera. Included among a wide variety of terminal equipment will be the
new 9501 Mini-Switcher for video.
Also, color sync generators,
film
chains, etc.
Collins Radio Company (Booth 214)
FM transmitters,
AM transmitters,
automated systems for programming
control; equipment for audio control.
Colorado Video Inc. (Booth 336)
Narrow-band
TV equipment; video
test equipment.
Coltape Div. of Columbia
Inc. (Booth 411)
Fuji videotape.

Self-cooling RF load from Bird

Pictures

Commercial Electronics, Inc. (Booth
103)
Color TV cameras, including a twotuber.
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Compo-Net

Inc. (Booth 309)

Conrac Corporation (Booth 105)
TV monitors, all sizes, black-andwhite and color.
Continental
Electronics
Mfg. Co.
(Booth 200)
High power AM broadcast transmitters.
Cox Data Systems Inc. (Booth 410)
Computer services for broadcasters
and CA TV systems.
Data
421)

Communications

Corp.

(Booth

Datatron, Inc. (Booth 408)
Videotape-editing equipment.
Delta Electronics Inc. (Booth 208)
Shown will be the "Trio" for monitoring on-the-air operating impedance
of transmission lines: the Model OIB-1
impedance bridge, the CPB-1 common-point bridge; and the RG-1 receiver I generator.
Dynair Electronics, Inc. (Booth 217) •'
Switching and ·distribution equipment
for broadband signals; bandwidths to
I 00 MHz; systems assembled with
standard logic cards. New demodulators will be on display, including Dynatune II, and units with provision
for remote control.
Eastman
Kodak
Company
(Booth
108)
The "Kodak Videofilm Express"-a
complete
telecine-film
processing
chain, with processor in van outside
the hotel-will
take interviews of visitors at the booth and replay them on
monitors in booth after processing.
Effective
Communications
Inc. (Booth 316)

Systems

Electronics, Missiles and Communications (Booth 314)
TV translators and transmitters; 2500
MHz equipment.
Fairchild
Sound Equipment
Corp.
(Booth 315)
Introduced at the show will be a pioneering group of extra-reliable integrated control. modules (FICBM) for
broadcasting, with op-amps, integrated circuits, and do-it-yourself kits for
those who like to do their own wiring. In addition, there will be selfpowered
"black
boxes"-plug-in
preamplifiers, tone generator, and automation filter. Also--complete
new
line of "Integra III" IC components,
with a console built using them. Another new item is a plastic fader with
splash-proofing.
continued on page 26
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Fidelipac Div. of TelePro Industries
(Booth 411)
Tape cartridges and cartridge systems
for broadcasters and CATV opera- .
tors.

NAB '72

Filmline Corp. (Booth 126)
Film processing.
Imero Fiorentino Associates (Booth
114)

Studio lights and lighting design.
Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc. (Booth
327)
Antenna towers for CATV and
broadcasting systems, all sizes.

CBS character generator console for Vidlfont

GTE Sylvania Inc. (Booth 335)
TV studio lighting with tungsten halogen lamps.
I
Gates Radio Co. (Booth 221)
The Studioette has been updated: its
successor, the Studioette 80, is a new
four-channel monaural audio control
console, handling 13 inputs. It is 24
inches wide, has adequate switching
facilities for medium and smaller stations; or it can be used as a production console or second-studio console
in large stations. Also to be shown:
A new 50kw medium-wave AM broadcast transmitter using patented "pulse
duration" modulations; Compact Criterion tape cartridge playback; complete line of FM transmitters, from 10
watts to 40 kw; Criterion 80 cartridge
system; line of circularly polarized FM
antennas; and other broadcast products.
General Electric Co. (Booth 101)
Color film cameras for TV, complete
automation systems, video switchers.

Silicon diode vidicon color camera from IVC

Grass VaUey Group, Inc. (Booth
115)
Complete TV automation system; video switching and processing equipment; sync generators; special effects
generators; other TV line and terminal equipment.

Three-step full
reversal film
processor from
Technology Inc.

Gray Research (Booth 228)
Tone arms, turntables, preamplifiers,
audio equalizers, studio furniture.
Harwald Company (Booth 237)
Film processing equipment.
Innovative Television Equipment Inc.
(Booth 337)
Camera pedestals and other accessories.
International Good Music,· Inc.
(Booth 246)
A first for IGM will be the new
continued on page 28
Circle I 15 on Reeder Service Card
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AND LOU ADLER
ODE RECORDS

LA CALI r

DEAR CAROL£ ANO LOU
CONGRATULATIONS ON FANTASTIC SWEEP Or GRAMMY AWARDS.
EVERYONE HERE AT SANSUI EXCITED AND VERY ?ROUO THAT
YOU HAVE CHOSEN THE SANSUI SYSTEM Or FOUR CHANNEL SOUND
REPRODUCTION rOR YOUR FOUR-CHANNEL RECORDS. ON BEHALF
OF ENTIRE SANSUI STAFF" HERE ARE MY BEST WISHES FOR YOUR
CONTINUED GOOD HEALTH AND SUCCESS •
H TADA VP SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP WOODSIDE NY
IPC'220J

NYK

IF-1201 (RMI)
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NAB '72
"Aristocart" tape cassette system with
reduced wow and flutter, steadier·
phase. Also to be shown are completeworking audio control and programming systems,
for stations
from
smallest to largest markets. In addition, IGM will audition its music formats in the music audition area on
the third floor of the Essex Inn.
International Microwave Corp. (Booth
407)
!
Microwave transmission systems for
remote programming and STL's; mi-]1~
crowave transmission of programs for
network distribution.

Our

International Tapetronics Corp. (Booth 1
203)
Totally new is a broadcast-oriented
cassette system, with design features I
that allow system to perform most of
functions of a reel-to-reel system with
automatic cueing as found in car-·
tridge equipment. The complete line
of single and. multiple deck cartridge l
units will be on display.

new
FM-25KW

and

International
Video
Corp.
(Booth 1
238)
For the first time, IVC will show
electronic editing through the time
base on the IVC-900 videotape ma- !
chine. Other firsts are: the IVC 500A
camera, an upgraded version of the :
IVC-500 color camera with silicon di-·
ode tube in the red channel; and the '
IVC-240,
a completely redesigned I
film chain.

FM-12KW-...-_~
I

.orove that AEL 1akes better
trans1itters even better.

•

Jamieson Film Co. (Booth
Film processing equipment.

The AEL FM-25KD and FM-12KD Transmitters
... they were better to begin with, but now that we've added
an all new, up-dated functional design that makes meter
reading easier and operation simpler, they're even better.
These are the ones that feature:
• Full 25KW and 12KW power output
• Two tube design, grounded grid final
• Automatic filament voltage control
• Automatic power output control
• Solid state control circuitry for improved reliability
• Designed for automatic operation
• Solid state exciter and power supplies
See us at the
• VSWR protection built in
~AB Show-AEL
sooth 242
Look into AEL's new FM-25KD and FM-12KD
April 9-12
ConTad Hilton
Transmittersand treat yourself to true
Sound Fidelity for the Seventies.
..,

328)

Jampro Antenna Co. (Booth 225)
"Penetrator" circularly polarized FM I
antennas, and "Performer" elliptically
polarized antennas, are highlights of
the exhibit.
Jerrold Electronics Corp., CA TV Systems Division (Booth 320)
A wide variety of CATV line and
terminal equipment; complete CA TV
systems.
Johnson Electronics Inc. (Booth 240)
SCA receivers, tuners, amplifiers, field
strength meters, multiplex demonstrators.
Kliegl Bros. (Booth 111)
Studio lights; complete lighting
tems; lighting controls.

sys-

.ADVANCEDEQUIPMENT LINE

~MERICAN
ELECTRONIC
LABORATORIES,
P. O. Box 552 o Lansdale, Pa. 19446 • (215) 822-2929
Circle

117 on Reader

INC.

LPB Incorporated (Booth 412)
Audio consoles, audio signal pro·
cessors, low-power AM broadcast
continued on page 30

Service Card
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Shibaden
cameras·
I. O., plumbicon ~vidicon
monitors, VTRs
accessories ...a full line
Shi baden
studio ...or portable
color
black & white
Shi baden
for broadcasting
for training
for education
for industry
for medicine
for security
Shibaden
for the professional
get the picture
See our new
plumbicon*
camera
NAB Booth 219

SHIBAOEN CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Exec. Off.: 58-25 Brooklyn-Queens
Exp'y, Woodside, N.Y. 11377
21015-21023 S. Figueroa St., Carson, Calif. 90745
1725 No. 33rd Ave., Melrose Park, Ill. 60160
100 Martin Ross Ave., Downsview, Ontario, Canada
•Trademark, N.V. Philips of Holland

Circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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Automatic color cameras, color film
chains, high-power TV transmitters,
UHF and VHF; test equipment.

NAB '72
transmitters, including
rent" transmitters.

"carrier

cur-

Listec Television Equipment
Corp.
(Booth 312)
New items will be: Mark V cam head
for TV cameras; new remote control
equipment for TV cameras. Also:
Vinten camera mountings and accessories.
Marconi
Electronics
(Booth 306)

~

MDSO.rf ASSOCIAllS

Incorporated

llC.

MODEL. oc•-1
OIDITAL CONTAOI. eveTEM

Marti Electronics, Inc. (Booth 222)
Remote control and telemetry equipment; aural STL's; automatic digital
logging systems; audio amplifiers and
processing equipment.
McCurdy Radio Industries Inc.
(Booth 310)
Radio broadcast, TV and ETV audio
equipment; mono and stereo consoles;
TV consoles; audio switchers, amplifiers, accessories.

·~·
-:
__ ....•..•

Iii:

..

•
=

l.

McMartin
Industries,
Inc. (Booth '
232)
An emphasis on plug-in modules for
flexibility and serviceability
and a i
"new look"-beige
panels with wood I
trim-characterize
the exhibit. Equip-.
ment highlight is the "Console Cor-¡
ner" with new B-500 Series five- 1
channel production console, and with 1
B-800 Series eight-channel
consoles
introduced
last year. Also: TBM- !
3700 combination FM frequency and i
modulation
monitors,
with
self- 1
calibration;
and the TBM-IOOOB I
relay receiver. In addition, there will I "'
be a representative showing of other i,
RF and audio units, including mixers, f
RF amplifiers, etc.
Memorex Corp. (Booth 305)
Chroma
90 quadruplex
videotape; ,
full line of other video and helical I
scan tapes; the CMX computerassisted video editing system.
Microwave
Associates Inc. (Booth
117)
New in the line is the PA-220 20-watt
RF power amplifier for TV relay requirements of broadcasters.
It operates in the 1.9· to 2.1 GHz range, and ,
is designed to be driven by a 2-watt ·
transmitter as exciter.
Mohawk
Wire and Cable Corp.,
(Booth 403)
Wire and cable for broadcasting and ,
CATV.

Digital remote control unit from Moseley.

Mole-Richardson Co. (Booth 326)
Quartz studio lights, up to 1O kw;
stands, accessories etc.
Moseley Associates Inc. (Booth 224)
A new digital system for remote control of TV broadcast transmitters, the
"D" Series, will be unveiled. It uses
BCD digital techniques and is fully
integrated. In addition, Moseley will
show aural STL's, automatic logging
equipment, remote pickup equipment,
and other items.

Audio cassette players are of interest as cost-saving equipment.
Here's International Tapetronics'.

Nagra
Magnetic
Recorders,
Inc.
(Booth 406)
Professional portable and miniature
audio recorders.
North American Philips Co. (Booth
334)
AKO microphones; Philips turntables
and disc pickup cartridges.
Nortronics
Company,
Inc., (Booth
340)
Magnetic recording heads and accessories; maintenance equipment for
video and audio recorders.
Paillard Inc. (Booth 330)
Bolex Pro-16 camera, fully automated for single and double sound
continued on page 35

Rohde & Schwarz gain and delay test set
has been modified for 12.5T pulse.
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Can you afford the future?
Things are moving so fast in this
business that buying tomorrow's
equipment today is not just a matter
of good business-it is a matter of
survival. You can't buy equipment
just to use today without the likelihood of problems tomorrow. But
what is tomorrow's equipment?
Last year, RCA began an extensive survey of present needs and future trends in the broadcast business.
The survey was conducted by several
teams of specialists, interviewing
over 150 stations, spotting trends
and discussing how these stations
could best take advantage of recent
equipment developments.
The first real results of this research are being shown at this year's
NAB show.
Profit now, profit later
We found ways in which stations
could prepare for the future while
making considerable savings right
now. The TCR-100 Cartridge Tupe
Recorder, for example, does exactly
that. It is one of many "future compatible" pieces of equipment RCA is
showingat an exhibit called "Tomorrow Systems Today", at NAB.
There are four areas of focus, tape,
film,the studio, and transmitters. In
each, products are available today
that are designed to fit into master
systems of the future. This kind of
planning allows broadcasters maximum flexibility. Profitable improvements can be made now, with minimum risk of obsolescence.

The future of tape
Increasing use of tape in TV broadcasting and the trend to shorter commercial segments called for a more
reliable and efficient means of on-air
presentation. The TCR-100 Cartridge Tape System copes with these
operational realities. Cost effective
studies by RCA have shown savings in excess of $33,000a year over
reel-to-reel machines of comparable
quality.
The TCR-100 is the first step in
the area of a totally automated interactive system. It can be programmed
to cue up or be cued by reel-to-reel
equipment, film projectors and other
remote sources. In short, the TCR100 permits maximum utilization of
manpower and equipment.
The studio of tomorrow
Another trend is automation of camera operation. The latest improvements and accessories for the RCA
TK-44B bring it a step closer to
hands-off operation. It will be shown
this year with automatic iris, automatic white and black balance features. All in all, it will demonstrate
better quality with less reliance on
manual operation.
Tomorrow's transmitter today
In transmitters, there are a number
of new developments. RCA will be
showing, for the first time, the
TT-50FH parallel highband transmitter with stable, solid-state circuitry for enhancing reliability.

RCA also invites you to take a
look at computer control for TV
transmitters. You will see automation by computer of routine functions with emphasis on monitoring
by video data display, logging, and
fast correction of certain malfunctions. This advance in technology
permits much more efficient remote
control of transmitter operation.
The future of film
For the TV station that shows a lot
of film, RCA is introducing a new
TK-28 Film Camera. It is available
with either vidicon or lead-oxide
tubes and includes automatic control of white and black level plus preselectable color correction. It brings
to film operations the same order of
quality, circuit simplicity and handsoff operation that the TK-44B provides in the studio.
RCA's exhibit at this year's NAB
reflects a concern with the evolution
towards new methods of station management. For every major area of
station operation RCA will be showing equipment compatible for the
future, that offer a potential for immediate savings. This gives broadcasters opportunities for cost effective operation right now without fear
of obsolescence as part of an integrated plan for future growth. We'll
be happy to discuss it with you at the
RCA exhibit. The future begins today.
Circle 180 on Reader Service Card
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View of tomorrow ...ala ''Cart''
Visitors to the RCA exhibit will witness an on-the-spot documentary describing station experiences with the
TCR-100 Cartridge Tape Recorder.
In a video tape report, several users
tell how they employ the "Cart" machine, how it solves their present
problems, and what potential they
see for the future.
The Problems of Today
Reports from more than fifteen stations who have installed the TCR100reveal many similar experiences.
They speak of the growing number
of tape commercials and shorter segments, the pressures of production,
and spot reel preparation. They talk
cost savings, manpower requirements, freeing up two, three or four
reel-to-reel machines for production.
They examine reliability, operations
and maintenance. And they come to
a commonconclusion: They couldn't
get along without their "Cart" machine.

advantage of easy up-to-air changes.
Two for the Show...
TwoTCR-lOO'swill be demonstrated
in the exhibit. The first will carry the
user experiences. A second will be
turned over to visitors for hands-on
operation and evaluation. Also highlighted will be a number of new cartridge accessories-including
the
RCA reloadable cart, an electronic
editor, and an electronic program
identification system (EPIS). The
editor provides programmable edit
points at one frame intervals and is

designed for simplified update of cartridge commercials. The EPIS accessory records an 8-character alphanumeric code on the cart's cue channel following the start of message
cue. Readout of the identification
code of carts in both decks is presented on the machine's monitor. A
built-in computer terminal output offers further verification possibilities.
Demonstration of latest improvements in RCA reel-to-reel recorders
-TR- 70C and TR-GOA-complete
the presentation of Tomorrow Tape
Systems.

o 11111111 o

The Possibilities of Tomorrow
What of the future? Most TCR-100
users see the "Cart" machine as a
step-by-step evolvement to automation. Initially, it permits all tapes in
a single break to be grouped and
played in automatic sequence. Another step utilizes its ability to cue
and be cued by other picture sources
-film projectors, reel-to-reel recorders, and other remote feeds. This can
result in an automatic station break
or an automatic programming segment, such as the late night movie.
Finally, they see the "Cart" machine
as a part of a totally automated system to play tapes on call-with the
Circle I8 I on Reader Service Card

Tomorrow's transmitters today:
computers,solid-state,remote operation.
Computers
RCA will be demonstrating the use
of a mini-computer for remote control of TV transmitters and for automation of certain critical functions.
The computer has three basic applications. It can monitor and record. It can effect certain controls
and it can make certain decisions.
All of the transmitter logging now

required by the FCC can be done
with the computer. It can also maintain surveillance of a variety of functions for constant evaluation and
future analysis. Using high-speed binary data transmission, more information can be displayed at the
remote location than by any conventional remote control system.
While modern TV transmitters

are extremely stable and self-sufficient, a computer can provide automatic checks on performance and
further increase reliability. As an example, a computer can compute efficiency and print out a warning when
it detects a fall-off in tube performance. Also, information on transmitRCA PRIME TIME
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(continued from page 2)

ter overloads can be stored and an,Jyzedto spot potential trouble.
A computer can actually perform
me functions more effectively than
human operator. It can constantly
compute VSWR on the output transmission line and raise a warning flag
if a predetermined limit is exceeded.
an a computer make decisions?
In a sense, yes. It can sense certain
maliunctions and make predetermined corrective adjustments. It can
determine whether to switch to a
tandby power generator-or whether
to shut down the whole transmitter.
And it can trigger alarms when
something is wrong.
The computer system shown at
RCA's NAB exhibit will use a Video
Data Terminal, a printer for automatic logging and a mini-computer.
Solid-State and Remote Operation
Made Simple
The IT-50FH parallel highband

transmitters are the most completely
solid-state VHF color TV transmitters ever made. With solid-state diode modulation at carrier frequency,
and only two tuned visual amplifier
stages, there isn't much tuning to do.
The control logic is also solid-state.
There are only 6 tubes in the
IT-50FH, and only two tube types.
Highband VHF stations requiring
25 kilowatts of transmitter power or
less will be interested in the "alternate main" mode of operation of the
IT-50FH transmitter. In this mode,
either 25 kW transmitter is used to
deliver full visual and aural power to
the antenna while the other remains
available as an identical standby
unit with full power capability. Each
25 kW transmitter is actually smaller
than the driver alone of previous
generation transmitters, so two complete transmitters will usually fit
into the space now occupied by one.
Switching between transmitters can

be controlled remotely with but a
few seconds to turn on the standby
for full power operation. The result
is the ultimate in transmitter on-air
reliability.
That's tomorrow's transmitters, today. Since many RCA transmitters
actually run 20 years, it had better
be.

Circle

182 on Reader

Service Card

Telecine for tomorrow ...new quality
and Dexibility
This year RCA is announcing a new
generation of telecine equipment
yed to the needs of tomorrow's film
ooerations.

Automatic control of white level is
accomplished by an internal neutral
density filter wheel. This new system
acts instantly-correcting as much as
a 2 to 1 change in light level in about
one-tenth of a second. Automatic
black level is also included.
At the exhibit RCA will demonstrate both vidicon and lead-oxide
tube versions of this new camera.
along with all of its automatic features.
New Multiplexer for 4-in,
2-out Systems
new TP-558 Multiplexer will
open new possibilities for space saving cost effective telccine systems of
the future. H permits multiple systerns configurations from a very sirnple one-projector, one-color camera
svstorn nil the way through un intertive four-projector. two color earnisland. In addition solid-etntc
logic in multiplexer control makes
rcadilv adantable to future autorna-

ion to the new TK-630 live color
camera and forms a broadcast quality
package for limited budget installations.
The TK-610 features automatic
control of both white and black level.
It also includes many servicing features. such ns deflection yokes which
allow replacement of tubes without
realignment. It is now being offered
for use in both PAL and PAL-M television systems as well as NTSC.

RCA PRIME Tl~1E
8M/l
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Tomorrow's studio-better
with less work
The big news for tomorrow's studio
is the TK-448 with still more features for 1972.RCA will be demonstrating new techniques for automatic iris, automated white balance
and for black balance which sets itself every time you cap the lens.
These new techniques make this
cameraeasier than ever to set up and
operate. For instance by focusingthe
camera on a standard white portion
of a scene and pushing a button,
white balance is automatically set up
in a matter of seconds. This means
that variations in color temperature
from scene to scene need no longer
result in shifting fleshtones. Add
automatic black balance plus automatic iris to ride video level without
the assistance of an operator, and the
TK-44B comes closer than ever to
the automated camera of the future,
where finest quality pictures can be
produced with little or no technical
manipulation.
The TK-44 Color Camera has always been a dynamic design. It was
originally conceived to keep pace
with the state of the art even as the
state of the art moves forward.
In 1969RCA introduced the original TK-44A.
In 1970,a new colorplexer,miniature camera cable and new equalizer
were introduced along with improved camera cable and a joystick
control panel, which permits one
video operator to handle as many as
six cameras.
The news in 1971 was the extended sensitivity mode which included bias light to reduce lag and
RGB coring to minimize noise. Also
added were a scene contrast compression system to bring out overall

picture detail in extremely high contrast scenes, and·a dynamic resolution accessory for high definition pictures with stop action recordings and
moving chroma-key effects.
Today's TK-44B benefits from all
the above plus the new automated
additions.

pictures1

separate mesh, lead-oxide pickup
tubes with extended red channel per- 1
formance. A unitized dichroic prism I

TK-44B

•

In the NAB "studio of tomorrow"
one of the TK-44B's will be shown
with a new shot box setup, where a
number of shots can be preset automatically. For standard situations,
like newscasts, this can automate
camera movements-pan, tilt, zoom,
as well as raising and lowering the
pedestal.
New "Middle Priced" Color Camera
Along with the latest TK-44B and its
accessories, RCA is showing for the
first time an all new medium priced
color camera-the TK-630. Priced in
the "less than $40,000" range, it includes many of the distinctive qualities that have made the TK-44 one
of the standards of the industry. The
blend of these qualities along with
new design ideas results in a color
camera capable of producing quality
broadcast pictures at moderate cost.
The TK-630 uses three 25mm,

TK-630
completes the optical system. The'
camera, camera processor, encoder,
horizontal and vertical image en-·
hancer, automatic color corrector are
of one integrated system design-alt
from one manufacturer.
Other prominent design featuresinclude automatic control of whitepulse-gain stabilization and zerodelay pulse timing, subtractive reg-·
istration, a 6-position optical ñlten
wheel, removable-remotable view-·
finder, and an optional "Chroma-j
comp" color masker for color corree-:
tion without affecting gray scale.
The TK-630 is truly outstanding,
in terms of performance per dollar.
Circle 184 on Reader Service Card

Talk to us at NAB about "Future
Compatible" broadcast equipment ...
Tomorrow Systems Today

RCAPRIME TIME
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NAB '72
filming; EBM 16mm camera
for
60-Hz sync, crystal sync; a variety of
Super 8 cameras and projectors, silent
and sound.
Pentagon
415)

Industries,

Inc.,

(Booth

Phelps Dodge Communications Corp.
(Booth 122)
Coaxial cable and accessories; special
gear for broadcasters.
1

Philips Broadcast Equipment
Corp.
(Booth 325)
Complete
line of
Norelco
TV
cameras, PC- 72; new telecine chains;
TV transmitters; wide variety of audio gear.
Potomac

Instruments,

Inc.

RECYCLE YOUR
USED
TRANSMITTING TUBES

(Booth

209)

Shown will be the full line of antenna
monitors,
phase. monitors,
digital
adapters; resolution to O.I% current
ratio and O.I% phase angle, without
modulation effects.
Power-Optics, Inc., (Booth 424)
Remote control of TV cameras, and
auxiliary equipment; servo control of
broadcast lenses.
QRK Electronic
Products
(Booth
235)
Tape cartridge systems; Rek-o-kut
continuously-variable speed and other
turntables; tone arms.
1

Q-TV Sales and Dist. Corp.

(Booth

I 116)

"Q" prompter systems, video and cartridge; crawl systems; prompter accessories.
Quick-Set, Inc., (Booth 211)
amera pedestals, dollies, wall and
ceiling mounts; tilting heads, cam-link
heads. special-purpose mounts.
RCA/Communications
Systems Divi1011 (Booth 100)
Among the new items: an improved
TCR-100
tape
cartridge
system.
hown in hands-on set-up for visitor
perntion: new film camera, PK-28.
three-tube. with choice of Vidicons or
. Plumbicons: new TV studio camera,
-448; and u complete computerntrolled remole-control system, set
up for simulated operation. Also: TV
transmitters. audio gear. microwave
relay equipment, TV antennas and
trnnsmission lines.

3000 HOUR WARRANTY
EMERGENCY SERVICE
By having your used power tubes rebuilt, you can get a second,
third or fourth life from them. In making new tubes a manufacturer
must use many metals such as iron, nickel, cobalt, copper,
tungsten, molybdenum, zirconuim and precious metals such as
gold, silver and platinum. Since Econco reuses most of the
original parts in a tube, you help conserve these limited resources
by sending your used tubes in for rebuilding. We will rebuild
your used tubes for a price approximately half that of a new tube
or we will buy your used tubes outright.
Here is a recycling program that saves you money and conserves
valuable resources. Send us your tubes today!
For more information

write or phone:
ECONCO BROADCAST SERVICE, INC.
200 College Street
Woodland, Calif. 95695
(916) 662·4495

RCA Electronic Components, (Booth
ll9)
Power lubes, klystrons, vistacons, vidcontinued on page 72
Circle

167 on Reader

Service Card
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Ask about special $50.00
Discount Certificates. They're
good for a limited time on
all Spotmaster cartridge units
and systems
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Come to Booth 307, Continental Room, during NAB
and register daily for the big Spotmaster giveaway.
It's a great opportunity to win our top line tape
cartridge equipment ...
a value of more than
$3,200! Only NAB members are eligible.
Then see the entire 1972 Spotmaster line, including
our new "Mini-Giant" multiple cartridge players
that let you mix and match 3, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 15
decks in one expandable package.
Single cartridge machines on display will range
from our low-cost 400 series (starting at just $440)
and classic 500C series ... to the incomparable
Ten/70. See them all-mono, stereo, delayed prograrnming, compact and rack-mount models.
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The Spotmaster/Revox
A77 Mark Ill-B, a new
reel-to-reel stereo tape
deck with broadcast quality performance and dependability, all the features you want ... and a
budget-pleasing price!
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SEE YOU AT NABI

Limited quantities of special
commemorative coin struck
for the 50th anniversary of
broadcasting-now
a collector's item-will
be available
at the booth on a first-come
basis. Ask for yours.

Booth 307, Continental Room

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmways
8810 Brookville

Road. Silver

Spring.

Company
Maryland

----------------20910 • (301) 588-4983
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Audio rile: Compressors,
Consoles and Operators
1

by Eric Small

The
VU
meter
is the
most
maligned instrument
in audio, but
it continues
to be used as the
unchallenged
arbiter
of levels at
most broadcast facilities. The modulation monitor does get an occasional glance, and the peak flash
light stands guard to warn of overmodulation,
but the man with his
hand on the attenuator is still staring (hopefully)
at the VU meter. I
doubt if a complimentary
article
about the VU meter has been written since the 1930's. It was designed to monitor the level of program transmission
circuits-period.
A VU meter is not a loudness indicator, nor do its readings
bear
much relation to peak modulation
for either AM or FM.
The VU meter is vulnerable
to
criticism
because
its indications
have to be interpreted
subjectively.
Giving an operator instructions like
"peak music at O VU and speech
at -3"
is absurd, especially in a
rock format. What part of the music should peak at O VU?
The
loudest part? How do you find
what the level of the loudest part
will be? Can the meter be permitted "occasional"
peaks into the
red? The pre-emphasis curve makes
the VU meter even less useful
in FM. A high note that hardly
moves the meter can overmodulate.
A VU meter jumps around a lot
and an operator, especially if he's a
combo man, does not have time to
pay much attention to a wildly <lane' ing meter that he doesn't know
how to interpret anyway. The final
blow to the VU meter as an operating tool in broadcasting
comes
when it is used in the compressor
1 limiter system. A few minutes spent
watching
a modulation
monitor
alongside the console VU will convince anyone that it doesn't matter
one iota whether the VU meter
peaks at -3
or O. Neither reading
will have the slightest effect on
what comes out of the transmitter.

,

Mr. Small is chief engineer,
1

:1 ' .. J ;,,':;IJ)

FM, New York,

N.Y.

won-

The compressor
small variations.

wipes out all such

A rock station using a modern
compressor,
such as the Audimax,
must ask some fundamental
questions about what output levels are
desired
from
the console.
Can
changing the console attenuator settings over the "normal"
operating
range affect modulation?
If modulation could be affected, would it be
desirable to do so? What causes the
kind of distortion that is most audible on the air?
If the station compressor is one
of
the
sophisticated
broadcast
types, and if it is properly adjusted,
changing its input level (the console output) slowly over a range of
20dB will have little effect on the
modulation.
If the level change is
made abruptly it will be heard, but
the compressor
will, depending on
its time constants,
restore original
level. Most rock stations desire to
maintain the highest average percentage modulation
possible without overmodulating
or creating excessive distortion. That is why the
compressor
and peak
controller
were installed in the first place. The
only way levels could be adjusted
and have any effect on modulation
would be to locate attenuators after
the compressor.
And the only direction that adjustment
could be
made would be downward. I have
always felt, based on a lot of radio
listening. that the most noticeable
kind
of distortion
comes
from
beating the daylights out of the
compressor
and peak controller.
The common causes seem to be improper adjustment of the processing
equipment
and/or
grossly improper levels out of the console because
of operator inattention. It bears repeating that in a system employing
a sophisticated compressor, the operator has no control over average
levels. The balance between
announce
and music can be controlled, but not the absolute level.
Proper
adjustment
of
compressors and limiters could be the

APRIL, 1972-BM/E

subject of an entire article. Hopefully the topic has been covered in
the manufacturer's
manual.
A very satisfactory means for insuring that the audio delivered to
the compressor is always within the
device's operating range is to monitor the gain control-voltage
of the
compressor
instead of the audio
voltage coming out of the console.
The "level indicator" used is a large
blank
faced
milliammeter
with
bands of color instead of a conventional scale. It is operated in
series with the gain meter of the
Audimax
and has the same full
scale deflection
sensitivity.
The
scale area corresponding
to approximately
2 to l O dB of gain
reduction is green, with from 2 dB
of reduction to 1O dB of enhancmcnt colored amber. The remaining areas are red. The operators
are instructed
to keep the meter
swinging in the green, with any
errors to be in the amber area.
The results of this approach have
been gratifying.
Levels have been
much more consistent
and there
have been far fewer incidents of
compressor
overload.
The limiter
is much better behaved now, since
the levels it receives
arc more
tightly controlled.
Some initial resistance to using
the meter was expressed by a few
of the operators because the needle
deflected toward the left for an increase in level. The meter action
could be reversed by using a DC
amplifier operated
as an inverter.
At WOR-FM we felt this was an unnecessary complication.
After a few
weeks of operation
(with the console VU meters disconnected)
everyone became accustomed
to the
reverse action.
For a contemporary
format station, I have found the compressor
control voltage meter an excellent
replacement
for the console VU
meter. It more realistically
indicates the desired operating
goals
and is easier for operators to inter. pret. It should be equally effective
in AM and FM operations.
BM/E
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WILKINSON HAS EVERYTHING
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AND ALSO FROM WILKINSON . . . . AM RF Amplifiers, line surge protectors, AM Monitors, field intensity
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Color Cameras See Red
3y Frederick J. Haines

t)ne silicon diode vidicon and two
ºlumbicons':' team up to produce what
las been described as the finest
:olorimetry of any color TV camera
ivailable today.
~EW CAMERA TUBES have historically paced the
development of better color television cameras. The
ead-oxide vidicon (or Plumbicon *) is an outstandng example. In the relatively short period between
.965 and the present, this tube has become the
itandard broadcast color camera pickup tube, comeletely displacing the once commonplace image orihicon.
There were many excellent reasons for this rapid
icceptance of the Plumbicon by camera designers
md users. It has high sensitivity, unity gamma,
.mall size, easy setup, low image lag, and low stable
dark current. It is not as well known, however, that
he tube has other less desirable properties-such
as
ow depth of modulation and particularly a limited
response to red light. These limitations oi the tube
aave generated intensive engineering efforts through
the years, and camera designers have learned to
oartially
compensate for these limitations by
nodifiying camera optics and circuits. The Plumbiion's red sensitivity has been improved recently
:hrough the addition of sulphur to the lead monox'Trademark N.V. Philips

Frederick J. Haines is with International Video Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

ide target layer. Although this extended red version
of the tube provides improved reproduction of red
colors, red colorimetry has remained a compromise
at best, and the tube suffers from increased lag.
The most interesting recent camera tube development is the silicon diode array pickup tube, most
often called the silicon vidicon. It has excellent red
response and thus will play a major and increasingly
important
role in broadcast
color television
cameras. As such it is not expected to displace the
Plumbicon completely but to be teamed with it.
With a silicon vidicon in the red channel and Plumbicons in the blue and green, major improvements
in color reproduction and camera sensitivity have
been achieved.
Silicon tube construction
The evolution of the silicon vidicon tube is the
result of two separate lines of technological development. Both vacuum and solid-state physics have
contributed to this advance in the evolution of
image pickup tubes. From the point of view of the
integrated-circuit designer, the electron beam scanning a photodiode array in a vacuum tube is only a
hybrid device leading to the next most logical step.
That is a fully integrated solid-state image sensor
Rudy Hughes, director of
engineering, WCSC·TV,
Charleston, S. C. "Our
installation of three IVC-500
cameras was completed in
mid-December, and we have
been on the air with them
regularly ever since. The
colorimetry is absolutely
superb with the red channel
faithfully reproducing all
shades of red. Our light
level requirements have been
reduced because of the high
sensitivity of the cameras
making the normal working
environment much more
comfortable."
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diameter tube at this time. It would thus be ve.
difficult to design a silicon vidicon tube into
camera which was originally based upon the old
30-mm Plumbicon.
The target is the key to the performance of t
silicon vidicon. Typically it consists of an array \
approximately l 000 x 750 silicon diodes which a'.
scanned in the usual l/z x :Ys-inch raster area by ti
electron beam.
The diodes are formed on a Ya-inch diarnet
wafer of N-type single crystal silicon. (See Fig. 1
Boron or other P-type dopant is diffused through :1
array of holes which are cut through a previou
grown surface layer of SiO" by a photolithograph
process.
Some
manufacturers
apply
a sem
insulating layer over the surface between the diod

with self-scanning and video amplifier all on a common substrate.
However, for good reasons there will be a few
more generations of pickup tubes and cameras before the self-scanned microcircuit sensor becomes a
significant factor. Lack of funds for development
and probable high cost arc two of these reasons.
Silicon viclicons in use today are one inch (25
mm) in diameter and have a silicon diode array of
the type described by Crowell, Gordon, et al.,
of
Bell Telephone Laboratories. The tubes are physically the same as the 8507 A separate mesh vid icon
tube and use identical deflection coils, focus coil and
socket. A 2/.1-inch cliameter sil icon vid icon for
closed-circuit use has recently been announced, but
there seems to be no plan to produce a 30-mm

Fig. l. Target of silicon
vidicon is made by depositing
array of 1000 by 750 diodes
on wafer of N-type single
crystal silicon.
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1,

Silicon Diode Tubes Must "Measure Up" For Broadcast Color Camera Service
The silicon diode vidicon is at present comparable in
price to the one-inch diameter Plurnbicon? tube. Specifically, a selected broadcast quality silicon tube
from IVC lists at $2000. This compares to an
XQ1070 Plumbicon tube at $1730. A selected CCTV
grade silicon tube from IVC lists at $1500. These
prices may decrease significantly during the next year
or two as manufacturing techniques are improved,
target yields increase, and production tubes become
available from more manufacturers.
Unlike the
Plumbicon, it appears that competition among silicon
vidicon tube suppliers will be keen. This cannot help
but serve the best interests of the user.
Not all silicon tubes produced are usable in broadcast color cameras and there are three major tube
characteristics which serve as criteria for selection
by IVC for use in the red channels of color cameras.
1) Small blemishes which may be either white or
black, and have a range of contrast from unnoticeable
to unacceptable for broadcast camera use.
2) First-field residual lag after removal of an illuminating spot of light projected onto the target.
3) Tube dark current at the specified target voltage.
Each tube is screened for these three characteristics
and classified as broadcast, CCTV, or unusable for
color cameras.
Surface blemishes for an IVC color camera are
controlled by precise specification which establishes
limits. The tube raster is broken down into three
zones: 1) A central circle equal in diameter to half
the picture width, called zone one; 2) A larger central
circle equal in diameter to the picture height, called
zone two; 3) The remainder of the area outside zone
two, called zone three.
• T.M. N.V. Philips

to prevent the Si02 from accumulating
a charge.
Such a charge would hinder the electron beam's
communication
with the diodes during the scanning
process. The semi-insulating
layer is called a "resistive sea."
Another manufacturing
technique
caJls for the
deposition of metal islands over the diodes reducing
the area of Si02 exposed to the electron beam to a
minimum, thus preventing an excessive charge buildup.
After the diodes are formed, the wafer is etched
to the proper final thickness of approximately
one
mil, and a metal contact ring is provided around the
rim for contact to the target substrate.
Early silicon targets were known to have defective diodes which caused white or black spots depending upon the diode's failure mode. Today's production tubes, however, have remarkably few blemishes and those used in color cameras are selected
at the factory for broadcast quality service.

Advantages of silicon tube
The silicon target offers a number of advantages.
Evaporated targets, as used in ordinary vidicons and
Plumbicons, tend to absorb impurities that degrade
performance both during processing and later clur-

Zone one is allowed a maximum of only two
blemishes, either black or white, neither of which
may exceed a specified size/brightness ratio. For
example, if a blern.sh is four TV raster lines in diameter, its brightness cannot exceed 30 percent (where
a peak signal current of 300 nanoamperes is 100
percent).
This specification was established in such a way
that the blemish is not to be subjectively noticeable
in the encoded picture on a professional 17 inch
color monitor. Zones two and three are allowed a
maximum of three and four blemishes respectively.
No two blemishes may be closer in proximity than
16 TV raster lines in any direction.
Residual first-field lag for broadcast tubes should
not exceed 25 percent after abrupt removal of a spot
of light whose brightness is adjusted to cause a peak
signal current of 300 nanoamperes. Of course the
second, third and successive field residual lag is also
specified, but it has been found that the first field
residual lag characteristic has the greatest effect on
subjective lag as observed in actual camera ·operation.
Dark current for the broadcast tube must not
exceed a peak value of 10 nanoamperes and must be
uniform within 5 nanoamperes over all the raster area.
It has been found in actual use in dozens of broadcast color cameras that the silicon tube meeting these
specifications matches the Plumbicon tube very closely
in terms of lag and dark current effects. CCTVgrade
tubes are allowed slightly more lag and a few more
blemishes, but in any case the lag and blemishes are
within limits that are fully acceptable in closed cir·
cuit television applications.
At least four well known tube manufacturers in the
United States are producing silicon diode tubes at
this time, and tube yields are improving at a good rate.

ing use. These surfaces also tend to be permanently
damaged by heat and by prolonged electron-beam
bombardment
(scan burning) and by intense illumination. The silicon target, on the other hand, is
processed at high temperatures
and is not damaged
by heat, electron bombardment
or intense illumination. This ability to withstand l.igher vacuum baking
temperatures
during manufacture
makes it possible
to attain a higher vacuum and thus a longer cathode
life than ordinary vidicons or Plumbicons.
Essentially,
the silicon target has all the advantages of the Plumbicon tube including comparably
low lag and dark current, high sensitivity, better
resolution, unity gamma, stability, life and price. In
addition, the silicon vidicon has the broadest spectral response curve ever obtained in an image tube
with both visible light and infrared response. The
spectral response of the tube ranges from 350 to
J 200 nanometers,
well into the infrared region.
(See Fig. 2.) This surprisingly
wide spectral response in the reel encl of the color spectrum has
resulted in accurate red colorimetry for the first time
in cameras having Plumbicon-like performance.
It was inevitable
that the silicon vidicon be
teamed with a pair of Plurnbicons in a three-tube
continued on page 80
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Super 8 Is Coming!
By Charles Cyberski
Cheaper, simpler to use, and highly mobile, Super 8 film
looks like the answer for budget-minded TV news and commercial production. While much present gear is designed
for home use, some semi-professional equipment is becoming available. Demand will soon increase that availability.

WHILE THE TIME for Super 8 in broadcasting
may
not be here yet, it's coming so close that newsmen,
engineers, and management
can begin considering
the exciting possibilities the miniature film has to
offer. The record of technological breakthroughs
in
Super 8 in 1971 alone demonstrates
the rate at
which the format is developing. Eastman Kodak led
the advance with new developments
in available
light movie photography, and followed up by unveiling two working prototypes at the SMPTE convention in Montreal: a Super 8 TV player, and a Super
8 sound cartridge projector.
Polaroid was similarly
active by demonstrating
the feasibility of an instant
processing movie film, and by filing patents for another Super 8 TV player. Equipment manufacturers
also made their bid for professionalism
in narrow
gauge. Wilcam of California announced the first of a
family of Super 8 single-system sound cameras, and
Beaulieu announced the first truly professional Super 8 camera designed to work with Pilottone-type
114
-inch tape recorders for double system sound.
Eumig and Fairchild Camera joined forces to market
a completely automated Super 8 sound cartridge projector, and already film distributors have amassed
over 17 ,000 sound and silent films in cartridges.
And these are but a few of the things that have been
happening in Super 8.
What's behind the push for Super 8? The answer
lies in a complex of factors: the American trend
toward miniaturization, the pressures for economy in
film operations, the growing use of film in business
and education, the popularity of compact automatic
cameras, and finally, the possibilities of a miniaturized publishing format for home video systems.
(Kodak recently reported over three million Super 8
projectors in use.) All these factors have combined
to force the development of Super 8 at an extremely
rapid rate. Furthermore,
all these technological advancements have a bearing on the broadcast industry in one way or another, since broadcasting
is

Charles Cyberskí is a film and videotape engineer
at KDUB-TV, Dubuque, Iowa, and co-director of Super 8 Research News with Dick Neville of WGN-TV,
Chicago. They publish a monthly research report
available for $3.00 per year from P.O. Box 1166,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.

intimately involved with film. The case is stated
simply: Super 8 is a natural format for broadcast-

ing, because the TV screen is small.
TV news will gain the most from Super 8. In the
not-so-distant
future broadcasters
will find their regular programming
challenged
by the multiple
choices CA TV will offer viewers, and by what viewers will be able to play over their own sets with
home video players. This will lead to increased emphasis on TV news, where the growth will occur.
These improvements
in TV news are expensive, and
lower cost is one of the biggest factors in the move
toward Super 8.

1

Film cost vs. size
The greatest expense in news operations
is raw
film stock. Super 8 is half the width of 16mm and,
for the same amount of time, is approximately
half
the running length. This means a saving in raw stock
ranging from 25 to 50 percent. On the average,
Super 8 equipment is also lower in cost,. though not
quite to the 50 percent point. Processing costs are
also reduced, since, for example, 20 minutes of Super 8 amounts to approximately
half the length of
20 minutes of l 6mm. Also, with the narrower
gauge, less processing chemicals are used.
But Super 8 promises more than basic economy:
Another advantage
is its unparalleled
automation
,
capability. Although the Kodak Super 8 cartridge
has some limitations in professional situations, it has
been a strong contributing factor to Super 8 popular,
ity today, and it has operational
advantages
that
newsmen like. The film is entirely self-contained
within the cartridge, making for fast camera loading
in daylight.
The standard
cartridge
contains
50
feet, or approximately
211z minutes of film at 24
ft/sec. With the continuing
improvement
of new
polyester film bases, even larger cartridge loads will
soon be possible. The front of the cartridge has four
distinct notches in addition to the film aperture and
pressure pad. The upper notch sets the ASA exposure in automatic cameras for whatever speed or
type of film is used. The second notch is a cartridge
locator guaranteeing
that the cartridge cannot be
inserted backwards or upside down. The third notch
indicates the chemicals required to process the particular type of film in the cartridge, and the fourth
notch automatically sets a Type 85 A filter within the

42
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camera for tungsten or daylight, depending
again
on the type of film. This virtually foolproof system
eliminates many common errors such as incorrect
loading or threading, incorrect filtering, and incorrect ASA settings, and it allows the cameraman
to
operate faster in critical news situations.
Automatic exposure systems have been controversial for years, but their growing acceptance has come
from the many refinements they've received in professional and semi-professional
'super 8 cameras. Although there will always be some exceptional situations of spotlighting or backlighting where a manual
override will be necessary, the cameraman
will find
the auto exposure systems in Super 8 cameras an
invaluable aid. They free his hands and mind from
computing and setting exposure, and are especially
helpful in pans or zooms, or situations where lighting
is erratic or unstable. Such exposure systems promise
speed and accuracy difficult to match with hand or
eye.
Motorized zoom lenses are another refinement Super 8 has popularized
in the film-making industry,
and this addition is a sure step toward improving the
appearance of most news film. Early cameras were
simply equipped with a motor zoom, but now the
more sophisticated models have the option of motor
or manual, or the choice of several zoom speeds.
The Beaulieu 4008ZM2
referred to earlier comes
with an 8 to 1 Angenieux lens and a continuously
variable motor zoom from 2 to 12 seconds.
Sound on Super 8

Other attractive features in Super 8 cameras are
lighter weight and smaller size, features especially
important to the man that carries the camera every

day. Smaller size also allows the newsman a new
degree of access and mobility, and directs less attention to him. Efficient motors allow as many as 12 to
15 cartridges to be exposed on a single battery.
Several single-system Super 8 sound cameras are
now available, and more are promised by manufacturers in 1972. Wilcam of California opened the
market with a Minolta DIO modified to take
200-foot loads of S0-240 Ektachrome, supplied prestriped by Kodak. Wilcam is also offering a
modified Bolex 160 which is priced to sell under
$1000. The Beaulieu 4008MZ2 is equipped to work
with any of three different double-system sound systems: Synchor-Pilot, E.T.S., and Erlson. Optasound
has brought its own type of double-system sound to
the Super 8 market. Recorder units use perforated
%-inch or cassette tape for sync. Simple camera
modifications allow any electrically-driven camera to
be used in the system. In Europe, Agfa is now
supplying Super 8mm magnetic double sound system editing.
It's in the editing room that the biggest adjustment will be needed in the change to Super 8. There
newsmen have the closest contact with film, and that
is why a change of format size will psychologically
seem exceptional. Yet with the modern editing
equipment, the change needn't be that rough or
tough. Super 8 splicing and editing equipment is
modeled after much of the standardized 16mm gear,
and some has innovations. One Super 8 splicer for
example offers precise motorized scraping, making
this portion of the editing process faster and easier
than it is in 16mm operations.
More good news in Super 8 is simpler single-system
sound editing. In l 6mm magnetic sound film, there

One of the new breed of
telecine gear is the Wilcam
Super 8 TV projector, based
on a Bolex SM 8 arid available
through TeleMation. One
version has still-frame capa·
bility for precise cueing.
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is a 28 frame picture-sound separation, or a time lag
of approximately
1.2 seconds. In Super 8, the picture-sound
separation
is only 18 frames or 0.75
seconds. The sound is nearly 50 percent closer to
the picture, making cleaner and tighter editing
possible.
One of the biggest drawbacks in any film operation until now has been the amount of processing
time. Newsmen are literally "in the dark" until their
story has been processed. For this reason videotape
has made inroads into news reporting-with
its attractive instant replay feature. However, videotape
cannot offer color at the cost film can, nor does it
have the portability of film gear, nor flexibility in
editing. Just the same, the film industry is taking
steps toward reducing the time newsmen have to
wait to see their story.
Here again, Super 8 is providing one of the fastest
answers. Once the leader is through the processor, a
Super 8 story is out and ready to go in 50 percent
of the time it takes for the same l 6mm story! Nearly
all processors being manufactured
today for broadcast applications are coming equipped
to handle
Super 8. Polaroid is also hard at work on another
exciting development
in the film industry: instant
processing movie film. The company has already
demonstrated the feasibility of such a film, but has
announced no marketing plans yet. However Polaroid has stated when and if a marketing decision is
made, they would be definitely interested in the
TV news field.
Film processing

as a sideline

Processing 8mm film also opens up an entirely
new source of income for TV stations, with the
realistic possibility of processing Super 8 film for
general consumers, high schools and colleges. One of

Other Scenes in Super 8
While long-haul airline passengers have had movies
for years, it hasn't seemed feasible to show films
on short flights. Now Super 8 cassettes will be
used for just that purpose. lnflight Motion Pictures Inc. has made an agreement with Project 7
Inc. and CTVC Inc. to develop special programming
for short flights. The projector is a recent lnflight
development called IMPAK, a Super 8 cassette
system which shows a short film, rewinds and
stops automatically. Production runs are expected
by summer 1972.
Not everyone is enthusiastic about Super 8
in broadcasting. Sheldon Nemeyer, manager of
Newsfilm Equipment and Sound Services at NBC,
is cautious. He recently ran a test and evaluation
of the medium which included forced use of
Super 8 under daily news pressure for several
weeks in New York City. He feels available equipment is not of the rugged professional caliber
obtainable in 16mm. He also notes that doublesystem sound is awkward for hard news, where
speed requires single-system sound.
It's also obvious that CATV is or will be a large
market for Super 8, due to its inherent economy
and sirnp'icity, While news and commercial production will make first use of the narrow medium,
the day may soon approach when entertainment
programming will be available in Super 8.

the biggest advantages behind the new Kodak
Ektachrome films is that they can be locally processed more easily, thus giving consumers faster and
more attractive film service. Kodak S0-105 Super 8
which has been on the market for a year or two now
is entirely compatible with the standard ME-4 process used for newsfilm, and the process for the new
high-speed Ektachrome is reported similar with the
exception of a special bath-buffer required for removing the Rem-Jet anti-halation backing.
Using Super 8 in news photography will lead to
an entirely new world of newsfilm sources. Because
of the low cost of basic Super 8 cameras, a station
could easily afford to equip its entire news staff, or ;
possibly even all personnel, with cameras for on-thespot coverage. Though not all of these people would
necessarily be trained photographers, the important
footage would still be available in critical situations,
and automation of cameras and cartridges would
make most film usable. Another whole new field of
sources is the amateur Super 8 crowd. While much
Super 8 gear carries the stigma of amateur, this
connotation is sometimes overly harsh. Many of
these cameras have features that one couldn't find
on a 16mm camera for even twice the price. An
amateur's 8mm film was valued in the investigation
of President Kennedy's assassination in 1963, and 1
NBC's first Super 8 news story, showing the removal
of survivors from the burning ship Yarmouth Castle
in 1965, was shot by an amateur. The growth of film
study in high schools and colleges in recent years has
produced a generation of young people who are '
quite familiar with the tools of the film maker. And
some of the firns produced by these people show an
acute awareness of what is really going on in situations of controversy or news interest. A station
equipped for Super 8 could make wise use of all
these resources in the community, and add substantial documentation to its newscasts.
What about film quality?
Super 8 print quality has been improving at a rate
similar to that witnessed during the evolution of
16mm in the 50's and 60's. Jn 1969 Super 8 had
already matched the quality of 16mm from 1964.
Today the finest Super 8 film available is
Kodachrome II, and on the tube it's hard to tell
from a lot of the 16mm. In fact, because of
Kodachrome's projection contrast, it often looks better than a lot of 16mm news film.
Super 8 print technology is also moving ahead
rapidly. Kodak now offers a special fine-grain, lowcontrast Ektachrome film (7252) for original production. It yields high-quality Super 8 duplicates of •
reasonable grain and proper contrast. Geo. W. Colburn Labs in Chicago now offers several lab services for Super 8 originals-A
and B rolling with
individual exposure corrections, fades, lap-dissolves,
overlay titles, and spliceless printing. The demand
for large quantities of Super 8 prints has developed
a whole new laboratory industry in reduction printing, and equipment is available for printing two rows
of Super 8 reduction prints on 16mm stock, or four
rows of prints on 35mm stock.
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:anon DS-8 is a double Super 8 camera with
:oom lens and auto or manual modes.

Optasound's Super 8 TV projector handles
up to 800 feet of film, has semi-automatic
threading, forward and reverse projection.

:xisting light capability (down to 7 footcandles)
s claimed for the Kodak XL55 Super 8 camera,
Nhen used with Ektachrome 160 Type A film.

The Beaulieu Super-8 with Beaulieu Optivaron
wide-angle 6-66mm zoom lens, fl .8, sells for $999.
Features include macro motorized focusing to Imm
and lap-dissolves and superimpositions.

Wilcam/Minolta quality
Super 8 camera.

ti Super 8 film chain from Riker Communications, Inc.

Immediately following Kodachrome originals and
reduction prints in quality is the standard Super 8
news film, designated as SO- I05 in cartridges, and
S0-240
pre-striped
for single system sound on
200-foot spools. Even here Kodak is promising further improvement with hints that a better Super 8
newsfilm is on the way. Moreover,
the new
, Ektachrome
160 Super 8 film, despite its increased
' - sensitivity, has an apparently
finer sharpness than
ithe S0-105.

Magnetic sound is rapidly becoming the standard
for Super 8 films, and current improvements in magnetic coatings arc bringing Super 8 sound up to a
nearly equal par with J 6mm optical sound. Moreover, magnetic sound gives more flexibility in film
production with case of recording, erasing, fading,
and mixing on current Super 8 sound projectors.
Super 8 prints also have the chance o[ wearing
better than most 16mm, because most Super 8 sound
prints also have a magnetic balancing stripe on the
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opposite side of the frame. The two slightly raised
tracks thus form a protective rail separating layers of
film, greatly reducing film wear, scratching,
and
cinching.
Already numerous Super 8 projectors have been
modified for use in a TV telecine chain, and many
stations around the country and the major networks
have experimented
with these on the air. At NBC
when an important news story is available on Super 8, it is virtually common practice to use it. Both
General Electric and Norelco demonstrated
Super 8
color chains at the 1971 NAB show in Chicago.
TeleMation showed a Wilcam-modified
projector
at NAEB. Riker Communications
Inc. has modified
the Eumig unit to work into a TV camera.
The
company claims absolutely no drift, a problem that
has been encountered.

Automation is next
The possibilities for Super 8 in engineering are
truly exciting. Until now, film in broadcasting has
resisted any considerable degree of automation because of its sheer bulk. With Super 8 being a mere
25 percent of 16mm's size, cartridge automation is
realistic and feasible. Consider the impact the endless loop audio cartridge has had on the broadcasting industry, or the professional developments now
under way in the cassette field.
Eastman Kodak has been leading the efforts to
unscramble the proliferation of Super 8 cartridges on
the market, and it looks as if that company is making some headway. Two major equipment manufacturers, Fairchild Camera Corp. and Eumig of Austria, have adopted the Kodak projection cartridge for
their standard, with magnetic sound, plus 18 advance. Eumig and Fairchild now market a Super 8
sound cartridge projector that is totally automated.
The film cartridge-with a capacity from 50 to 400
feet-is inserted in the projector, and with the touch
of a single button, the film is threaded and projected. At the end of the reel, the film is automatically
rewound: 400 feet in less than a minute. The unit is
also equipped for complete remote control and instant re-cue/replay.
A weakness of TV film is its vulnerability to
handling and threading: It picks up wear, tear, and
dirt. Cartridge film commercials would never be
touched or exposed to handling. To run a commer-

Want More Info?
To obtain more information about Super 8 equip·
ment, circle number(s) on Reader Service Card.
Beaulieu (camera) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210
Canon (DS·8 camera) . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . 211
Canon/Bell & Howell (projector) . . . . . . . . . 212
Eastman Kodak (film, cartridge, camera)
213
Riker-Eurnig (projector) . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . 214
Jamieson (film processor) . . . . . . . . . .
215
Minolta (camera) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216
Optasound (proiectorj
. .. . .. . . .. .. . ... .
217
Wilcam (cameras)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218
Wilcam/TeleMation (projector) . . . . . . . . . . 219
Yashica (camera) . . . . . . .
220

cial or series of commercials, the cartridge would 1
inserted in the projector for fast automatic threadií
and cueing. After the commercial had run, it wo
either cue up to the next on the reel, or automatica
ly rewind itself back in the cartridge, freeing tl
projector for another cartridge. And yet the Kod/..1
cartridge is so designed that it can easily be opene
any time for service or loading. Inside it contains
standard Super 8 reel-entirely
compatible with a:
other Super 8 equipment.
I
Actually, there are a surprising amount of con
mercials around in Super 8 already, as reducti
prints of I6mm commercials, because the format h~
also been used for sales presentations-with
tll°
same cartridge and projector. Super 8 commerciar ·
also present something for sales and management 1'
consider. Since production costs can be cut substar
tially, savings can be passed on to advertisers, lea
ing more money to invest in air time. Because 1
their small size, Super 8 commercials are conveniei
for distribution, and occupy little storage space.
Another new field for Super 8 is feature film
With the announcement of a prototype Super 8 T
player, Eastman Kodak made its bid in the horr
video race. Actually the race is somewhat broads
than that, because the first. markets to develop wi
probably be large businesses, institutions, and colh
ges, with homes coming in as prices fall. But Koda
is opting for Super 8 as the format of the future. :
offers unparalleled compatibility around the worl
and complete system flexibility. The same film ca
be projected from a cartridge or reel for large scree
presentations, or can be run through a telecine chai
for display on a video system. Color production :
far less expensive than any system using a color T"
camera, and the equipment is more simplifier
Kodak envisions Super 8 as an ideal miniaturize
publishing format, and already producers and di!
tributors are going to the idea. Over 17,000 sours
and silent films are now available in Super 8, with e
without the cartridge. Polaroid and Fuji have als
announced Super 8 TV players.
With the massive amounts of film available o,
35mm and 16mm, and rapidly improving quality e
reduction-printing techniques, one may soon see ell
tire film libraries in Super 8. If this trend continue!
another supply of programming material will be sud
denly opened to television. The ecomony of Super
in this field could well be the dollar-relief TV pre
grarnming is in need of. Reduction prints cost les!
take up less space, require less maintenance in can
tridges, and could cut shipping costs to one quarte
of what they are now for 16 mm.
What can broadcasters do now? Support Super ·
research. The growth of Super 8 so far has been i1
response to a demand. As has been demonstrated
Super 8 has a fantastic potential for the broadcastin
field, but further demand is needed. Manufacture
will continue tailoring Super 8 equipment for broad
casting, if they see the industry is interested. Whe
you take. a long, hard look at the challenges facin¡
the broadcast industry today and tomorrow, can yoi
afford not to consider the innovations Super 8 ca1
bring to broadcasting?
BM/I
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FASTEST HANDLING SINGLE SYSTEM
SOUND CAMERA IN THE WORLD.
Canon Sound Scoopic 200. A single system sound-on magnetic news documentary camera.
Designed for the TV news cameraman. Without compromise. And with features long demanded ...

REFLEX VIEWING through a 135º rotating mirror
shutter. No beam splitter. No loss of light at the film
plane.

LIGHT WEIGHT. 121bs. 6 oz. Including body with
film chamber, lens, exposure system, sound heads and
take-up spools.

FULLY AUTOMATIC THRU-THE-LENS
METERING with manual override control. F stops visible
in the viewfinder. Instant open and return diaphragm
for fast focusing.

LOW PROFILE bottom load design for 200 feet
daylight spools. Shoot from cars, doorways ... anywhere.

FILTER SLOTTED

12.5-75mm canon zoom lens.
Filter changeable in seconds.

REGISTRATION PIN MOVEMENT.
Assures perfect framing.

ELECTRONICALLY GOVERNED MOTOR.
Insures accurate sound speed.

MODULAR TWIN SOUND HEADS.

AND MORE.

A 6 lb. 14 oz. over-the-shoulder
amplifier /camera power pack in a single unit. With
advanced automatic gain control with manual override.
VU meter. Dual mike input. And a fast rechargeable
battery that powers the camera, meter and amplifier
through 2000 feet of film. Recharges in under 5 hours.
Batteries interchange in seconds.
Feature for feature, Canon Sound Scoopic 200 adds up
to getting the news faster than ever. See it in action at
your Canon dealer. Or write us for more information.

snap in

and out in seconds.
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Bow We Went About
Designing A·New Color
Film Camera lor TV
An interview with David Cooper, Advanced Development
Engineer, Cohu Electronics.

THE DESIGNOF COLOR FILM CAMERASwas set early
in the color game. But unlike Jive color cameras,
which have been updated continuously
to take advantage of the very latest technology developments,
film cameras have changed very little. The most recent new design to appear is the 1500 Series color
film camera introduced by Cohu Electronics. It follows to reason that this camera should reflect many
improvements.
BM/E interviewed designer David

Cooper to learn more about these advances.
Dave, live color cameras have advanced considerably
during recent years. Which of the various technological developments have you found to be of greatest
benefit in designing a state-of-the-art film camera?
Perhaps most important are the vast strides that have
taken place in semiconductor devices. These innovations include field effect devices for low noise preamplifiers, and gated sample and hold circuits; devices
which permit the design of extremely high loop-gain
feedback circuitry for greatly improved color balance
and registration stability; and analog and digital integrated circuits which can be applied to generate advanced, but compact circuitry.
Another notably improved technology is that of
optical coatings. Computer-assisted dichroic filter
design has greatly improved colorimetry control,
while new anti-reflection coatings have done much to
eliminate the problems of flare and ghosting. Also
most salient is the technique of image enhancement,
which permits the application of both vertical and
horizontal aperture correction without the addition of
significant noise.

Deflection circuitry is de controlled and size
stability is ensured by 0.1 % stable sawtooth
generators. Paint, sensitivity, and black
level can be controlled remotely.

Dave, we understand that a great many of these
techniques have been applied in the Series 1500.
How did you go about designing this camera?
We asked the broadcasters. We made a market survey in which the opinions of broadcasters from approximately 30 domestic television stations were
sought to determine what kind of film camera design
the market would most like to have. From this survey it became apparent that although the existing
film cameras were capable of excellent performance,
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nany improvements were wanted. Prominent among
:hem were improved stability, longer tube life, reduced complexity, improved colorimetry, more effective automatic functions, ease of setup and operation.
You mean that you developed your design to counter
problems with existing cameras?
Yes, to a great extent. We gave much consideration
to existing camera designs, both to their good points

and their bad points. For example, investigating the
three-tube variety of color cameras versus the four
tube type (which uses a separate luminance channel
as one method of obtaining less critical registration),
it was evident that recent improvements in tube/
yoke technology, advances in solid state devices,
and contour enhancement techniques, would provide
a three-tube camera configuration which would optimize both performance and economy.
I can see that with one less color channel the camera
will be less complex and not so costly to maintain,
but you said the four-tube camera was less critical to
register. Aren't you sacrificing performance for
economy?
Not at all. In fact, the modern three-tube type gets
the best of both worlds. Improvements in yoke and
tube manufacturing technology make possible the
existence of three color channels with extremely
similar geometries. This is of fundamental importance if good registration is to be obtained over the
entire picture area. Advances in solid state electronics have permitted the development of feedback
deflection circuitry with extremely high loop gains to
obtain better than .1% registration stability.
Further, by using contour enhancement, a techLnique in which the detail signal is extracted from
the green channel and then added equally into all
I three channels, the sharpness information is obtained from a single channel in such a manner that
no significant noise is added. These techniques not
only permit good registration to be obtained, but
I they ensure that it is maintained even though regis1 tration accuracy is less critical.

i

What steps were taken to overcome the problems of
poor colorimetry and inconsistent colorimetry be·
tween cameras?
We have a new optical system design that uses computer-matched dichroic mirrors and trim filters for
precision colorimetry control. An extremely high
efficiency anti-reflection coating is applied to all critical surfaces, and any surface that is not directly involved in the imaging process is angled to reflect
scattered light outside the optical path. These techniques give extremely accurate and reproducible
colorimetry, while minimizing flare and ghosting.
Incidentally, the optical system has a minimum
peak transmission of 60% in each channel.
DÓ the computer-designed optics help to reduce poor
colorimetry and flesh tone errors?
Yes, to a very great extent. But many problems also
occur in the manufacture and processing of color film
and some could occur through color balance instability in the camera. In the 1500 Series, white balance
stability is ensured by a white level pulse and a 90
dB control loop. Black level stability is obtained
through the use of complementary junction techniques. As a result both white and black levels are
stable to less than one IRE unit.
What about the color film errors?
A good insight into the various kinds of color film
errors can be obtained from Dáán Zwick's article in
the February 1971 issue of the SM PT E Journal. Jn
this article various kinds of errors were analyzed in a
wide variety of popularly available color films. This
evaluation showed that the most serious variation
was in skin color with additional significant variation
appearing in black level density and white level.
To correct for problems of white balance and flesh
tone errors a painting technique is used whereby red,
green and blue channels are unbalanced to compensate for the poor film and to provide an acceptable
color presentation. The usual problem with the painting technique is that in: applying it the basic camera
color balance is destroyed. For this reason a unique
49
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feature was designed into the 1500 Series called "instant paint."

which also provides better resolution and shading
uniformity than the electrostatic versions.

What is "instant paint?"

Is automatic sensitivity the same as automatic target'
voltage control?

The "instant paint" system is a set of red, green and
blue gain controls which are activated by a pushbutton to correct for colorimetry errors as they occur.
When good film reappears these controls can be instantly de-activated by pushing the same button. This
returns the camera to its original color balance condition.
Does this solve the problem of black level density
variations?
No, but most cameras have automatic black level
control circuitry. One unfortunate side effect of these
circuits is a tendency to correct a picture that does
not contain any black information.
This overcorrection can mar the picture reproduction to such
an extent that it is less preferable than the original
uncompensated picture. To prevent this the 1500
Series has a black inhibit control which defines a
minimum film density level which can be recognized
as intended to be black. For densities above this level
the automatic control circuit ceases to function. In
the evaluation of a wide range of test material it has
been found to give minimum overcompensation
so
that the corrected rendition is still preferable to the
uncorrected one.
You said earlier that one of the adverse comments
obtained during your field survey pertained to short
tube life and the resulting increase in maintenance
costs. Why docs this occur, and what have you done
about this problem?
Short tube life can result if the selected camera tube
is not used in an optimum manner. Tn other words,
the life of a given tube will be improved if the tube
can be operated in a manner which does not demand
more in the way of performance than it is capable of
giving. In the 1500 Series the vidicon tube was selected over more expensive types of image converters
because it has more than sufficient sensitivity for this
application and, in addition, has superior resolution,
colorimetry and dynamic range. Dynamic range is of
great importance in a film camera, where in order to
obtain an output contrast ratio from the camera, say
40: I, the camera tube must be able to cope with an
input contrast ratio of something approaching 240: 1.
The average vidicon has a gamma of 0.65 and is
ideally suited for the handling of high contrast ratio
inputs. As I said before, the vidicon is considerably
less expensive than its lead oxide brother and has
longer life and acceptable lag performance when
properly operated. We have a highly efficient optical
system so that the camera gets plenty of light; that
means the camera tube can be operated under low
target voltage conditions that reduce dark current
and tend to give longer life.
A separate mesh vidicon, such as the 8507A, was
selected for use because the separate mesh provides a
more uniform resolution and better overall shading.
Jn addition, this tube employs magnetic focusing,

Only partly. The automatic sensitivity control in the
Series 1500 is a combination of target voltage control
and light control with a neutral density filter wheel.
When a change in sensitivity is required the target
voltage reacts first because this can occur more rapidly. Then the automatic sensitivity circuit senses the
change in target voltage and ad justs the neutral density filter wheel in order to bring the camera illumination to the point which returns the target voltage to
the best range for low lag and long life. In addition,
we get the speed of the automatic target voltage control and the accuracy of the automatic light control.
its original value. Thus the vidicons are operated in
This combined automatic sensitivity circuit has a
reset function which is activated when the picture
fades to black. The reset causes the target voltage
and filter wheel to return to an intermediate position
to avoid picture blooming when illumination reappears.
Since you have alreadv applied limits on the automatics to cover unusual situations, I guess they are pretty effective?

Correct. The function of automatic control circuitry
is to replace the operator in ensuring the reproduction of good quality video from an unattended1ft;
camera. However, the automatics do not have the f r
advantage of the intelligence of the human operator
and are, therefore, guided only by relatively simple'
rules. Jn providing these rules the designer attempts
to give the automatic circuitry the capability of handling average situations and some unusual situations, .,
with completely satisfactory results. In the 1500 O:.
Series this philosophy is applied to provide a good
basic "hands off" capability. Incidentally, the automatic functions are remote controlled.
How can today's technology make set up and operation easier?
In many ways. For example, new linear deftectionr
circuitry lets you set the registration with extremely.
good accuracy in two or three minutes. Operational
amplifiers provide non-interactive DC control techniques. Feedback control circuitry can greatly sirnplify video level adjustment so that accurate color
balance can be performed in a few moments. In the
Series 1500 these techniques have been combined
with a logical adjustment sequence to permit complete re-tubing and set-up in 20 to 25 minutes.
Operationally, these new circuits ensure continuously reliable performance with infrequent need of
readjustment. Combine this stability with good automatics and essential remore functions, as well as color bars, sequential waveform monitoring and the instant paint facility, then you have an easy-to-use·
camera. These setup and operational conveniences
are fundamental
in the Series 1500 Color Film
Camera design.
BM/E
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ieni, Vidi, Vidicue ';

'1

(We came, we saw we edited)

Hail Vidicue!

Four basic modes of operation
are performed: Cue/Preview control
of a single machine. Sequential Edit
enabling the precise assembly of
scenes on the record tape from the
playback. Insert Edit of new material
into a prerecorded tape. And a
unique A• B Roll that eliminates the
necessity of prerecording special
playback tapes in proper sequence,
thus saving a considerable amount
of time and money.
Edit point entry is accomplished
from three sources - keyboard,
tape, or computer. And Vidicues
simplified controls and graphic
simultaneous display of all edit
points make editing easy and save
time.
Want further information? Render
unto Datatron your request for a
detailed specification
brochure
today. Or call us directly. We'll
gladly lend you our ears.

Our new Vidicue editing and control systems have conquered major
VTR problems for both the broadcaster and production facility. The
Vidicue features precise, economical control of program and commercial construction ... while also
presenting a highly sophisticated,
computerized editing capability.
Moreover, Vidicue gives the
'' broadcaster the flexibility to logically add to his basic system as his
requirements inevitably increase.
And for the production facility,
Vidicue lets the editor perform on
tape what he had only been able to
£1 do on film in the past due to cost
and technical restrictions.
How does Vidicue accomplish
,,~this? Vidicue offers automatic
search and cue, frame synchronization, and editor control of one, two,
or three recorders (or more, if
~ desired, on an optional basis). As a
~ universal editing system, it is designed to interface with any highband broadcast recorder, quality
C helical, or servo-controlled, multi) channel audio recorder.

Datatron Inc.
1562 Reynolds Avenue
Santa Ana, California 92705
(714) 540-9330
See us at the NAB Convention, Booth 408,
North Hall.
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Expanding Man's Capabllltles

With Data e Ttrnlnq e Data Acquisition
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Testing •Broadcast

Control

Bow a Small-Markel Ra
Covered a Presidential Ne

1

When President Nixon came to dedicate the
Rathbun Dam in south-central Iowa, the event
was not quite as momentous as the President's
mainland China visit, nor were transglobal
communication facilities involved. But radio
station KCOGin Centerville did a first-class
all-day news job in covering the occasion
using only equipment such a small-market
station would be likely to have. Ingredient
of success was news savvy, knowledge of community resources, and hard work-these qualities
were supplied mainly by 27-year-old
Bill Purkis, the station's only newsman employee,
who spends half of his day selling!

ON JULY 31, 1971, President Richard M. Nixor
descended from the Air Force One helicopter at the
edge of Rathbun Lake to officially dedicate the
11,000-acre man-made body of water, the largest ir
the state. For a majority of those in the area, the
lake is a source of great pride and promises much=>
not only as an end to floods by the overflowin¡
Chariton River, but for beautiful scenery and i
prosperous tourist business.
Centerville, five miles away, has a population o:
6531 and is the largest city within 45 miles of the
lake. Kcoo is the only radio station with the dis,
tance, and broadcasts on 1400 KHz at 500 watts
daytime and 250 watts nighttime. We had to cover
the celebration and cover it completely. July 31 was
to be the greatest day in the history of the station!
We learned only nine days before that the Pres·
ident was coming. Apparently we were the firs
news media officially notified (a result of caref
pre-planning). We received a phone call

Mr. Purkis is news director,

KCOG,

Centerville, low
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Sialion
Story

By Bill Purkis

KCOG's competition the day the President came to Centerville.

Washington,
D.C. at 9:30 a.m. on July 22 and
within 30 seconds had our scoop on the air. The
story we gave the Associated Press was on the wire
within seven minutes. They were already printing
the bulletin as Iowa Governor Robert Ray was receiving the word by phone at a Governors' Conference in Nebraska.
I learned this because we too
were on the phone, attempting
to interview him.
When he finished his call, I was able to get the
interview and had it on the air before 10 a.m.
Later that day I learned White House Secret Service advance men were due in Centerville and, after
their arrival, we attempted
to get an interview. I
was informed that we weren't even supposed to
know that they were already there beginning work,
but by then everyone knew because we had carried
the story of their impending arrival. That attitude
on their part continued throughout the nine days.
There were a number of interesting things taking
place which we knew of, but because of "security,"
we were told not to broadcast them. For example,
telephone crews were installing a microwave antenna for a telephone hook-up, but we could not talk

on the air about it-even
though it was plainly
visible to everyone in the area.
Kcoo, with eleven employees,
has a mobile
studio, a news car, and our general manager's
houseboat. We are equipped to broadcast (with our
Marti remote unit) from any of the three. Because
we planned to broadcast from a variety of places
during the Dedication Day, we arranged with our
sister station, KJAN, in Atlantic, Iowa, to send three
men, a couple of microphones, and their Marti unit
which is on the same frequency as KCOG's.
Before it was known the President would speak,
the Army Corps had approved our using the mobile
studio, and assigned us a spot to the right-rear of
the large covered speakers' platform. After the announcement,
our location was changed three times,
the last time just hours before the dedication. We
were informed by the Corps that we could not use
our own microphones in front of the speakers' podium, but could hook into their sound system. Then
the White House advance men said their sound system would be used and we were to hook into it, if
there were enough outputs left after stations from
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Another

Style in Covering

the President:

WBTV and WBT Respond to Billy Graham

Day in Charlotte,

In September 1971, President Nixon came to help
in that city's tribute to its famous native son, his
friend Billy Graham. The events covered by local
television station WBTVand the sister radio station,
WBT, included the President's arrival at the air'
port, the motorcade to the Charlotte Coliseum, the
21¡2-hour ceremony there with its presidential
speech, and the President's departure at the airport
that day.
The two stations produced not only a running
news coverage but also, simultaneously, a 90minute special for post-event broadcast. At the
airport, therefore, were two film crews to get
double coverage of the President's arrival. Three
film crews recorded the motorcade, and another
film crew was stationed outside the Coliseum to
get the arrival. The ceremony itself was doubletaped on videotape.
At the airport departure, a film crew covered

and managed to get a short interview with the
President-the
only visually-recorded interview.
In all, more than 6700 feet of film were processed and edited that afternoon (in addition to
the more than five hours of videotape). This took
two large editing facilities-the
station's regular
air videotape editing system and the editing system of Jefferson Productions, commercial videotape production firm affiliated with the stations.
As major broadcast operations in a prosperous,
medium-sized market, WBTV and WBT have a sizeable complement of equipment for on-the-spot
coverage: 10 sound cameras, 12 radio-equipped
cars, two portable walkie-talkie systems and 35
television news employees. The manpower and
equipment were on hand for the job; but getting
it done well and on time obviously took extensive
pre-planning and highly-skilled deployment of forces
on the crucial day.

•••

HCOG
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KCOG'smobile studio that went to the lakeside
for the dedication. Below rs general manager
Red Faust's houseboat-and sometimes KCOG's
floating studio.
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the larger cities got theirs. The strain then began to
set in and we "quietly" mentioned to them that,
while not the largest, we were the home station.
After a few "talk to Joe," "talk to Sam," "talk to
Fred's," we were able to receive assurance we
would have a reserved output.
Up until then, there were no phone lines within
three miles of the speakers' platform, so we decided
to use the Marti. Later telephone crews from
throughout the state arrived and installed numerous
lines. We decided to proceed with our plans, but
reserved a B-1 phone line at the lake for emergency
purposes. This was done because the communications men from the White House could give no assurance that we would be able to use the Marti. We
were told that power to our equipment would be cut
off if it interfered with theirs. While we had no
argument with them on this, they did not test their
equipment to allow us to find out if there would be
a problem until 6 p.m. the night before the dedication. None developed. We did cause some interference in their PA system from a Citizens Band radio
we had installed in the mobile studio, but this was
corrected with a filter before they discovered what
had been causing their problem.
During the big day, KCOG carried live broadcasts
from the lake beginning early in the morning, then
switched to live coverage of the arrival of the President at the Ottumwa airport, 45 miles away, then
back to the lake for his arrival there and the ceremonies. Following this we switched to Ottumwa for
his departure and then back to the lake for coverage
of the large boat parade, both from the shore and
from the houseboat which was in the parade. Immediately following the parade, we switched to the
Appanoose Country Club in Centerville for the
Governor's Luncheon and carried the various
continued on page 81
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BROADCAST

EQUIPMElWT
I 'Videotape recorder/player

for color
. tuses Vi-in. tape, has simple assemble
I edit capability. Model VR-420 uses
! ¡two motors, eliminating scanner beLt,
11 a rotary transformer
(no slip rings),
and a tracking meter. Resolution is
300 Unes iin mono and 230 lines in
11 color. Single frame can be held for
up to five minutes without serious
'' picture degradation.
SIN ratio is
42 dB. A standard 7-in. reel runs
60 minutes. $1200. AMPEX.
275
¡:I"Coreless" electric motors are noise! less in operation and work smoothly
on low voltage. Cylindrical rotor has

i: very low inertia, peak efficiency up
to 90%, and very flat torque-speed
J ratio for small speed change with
load variations. Motor is aimed for
o sound reproduction equipment, image
: 1 information equipment
and high prer.: cision measuring instruments. CANON.
276
:;· Portable receiver for TV and FM
ii' sound runs on standard
"D" oells.
!< '"Video-Voice" is cubical in "shape,
:it about 6 linches on a side, brings .in
t. FM band and audio of VHF TV
:\ band. $29.95. CONCEPT PLUS. 277

Boom microphone
minimizes subsonic low-frequency transients resulting from rapid boom movements or
wind. Model SM5C is a unidirectional dynamic microphone with a
100-Hz hi-pass filter to keep low-frequency disturbances from overloading input stages or degrading s/n
ratio. $267. SHUREBROTHERS. 280

Phone pickup arm is made of a lightweight aUoy and is equipped with
an easily-removable
cartridge head
shell. Adjustments are available for

Time-based institutional programmer
provides 48-hour control of 48 progr am channels.
Sealec.troboard®
matrix board uses program pins to
connect two or more contact decks.
Each deck may be interconnected iin
a variety of ways, elímínating patchboards and multipoint
switches.
SEALECTRO.
281

arm height and stylus pressure. It
has a 4-ft pre-wired audio cable, and
is normally supplied with a Y940
stereo cartridge, but will accept any
cartridge conforming to EIS or JIS
standards. BROADCASTELECTRONICS.
284

Coaxial step attenuators
cover frequency range de to 18 GHz, can be
cascaded (two units) for a total of
69 dB attenuation, adjustable in 1
db steps. Series 180 has 1.2 dB insertion loss at 18 GHz and less at
lower frequencies, VSWR of 1.60 or
less. Attenuation is accurate to about
0.5 dB or less over the frequency
range. GENERAL MICROWAVE. 282
Low-cost color camera for TV uses
a Plumbicon camera unit. CEl-280
is a full NTSC color system, with all
electronics remotely controlled,
including color balance, registration,

~

·(

fi'
CATV taps are available in both con~ Vertible or non-convertible
models;
f the latter are less expensive but de;J mand a choice between aerial or un~~ derground use. Taps of both classes
~. are available with either 2 or 4 out~: puts, are claimed to be the first taps
~· to meet proposed FCC specifications.
fi1· ANIXTER-P:RUZAN.
279

!¡I

~
i

Noise reduction system claims reduction of hum, hiss and crosstalk in recording by more than 30 dB. DBX
187 has four channels, uses straightline decibel compression before recording to complimentary expansion
in playback. Uses are multi-track recording, stereo mixdown, telephone
line transmission and echo systems.
$1950. DBX INC.
296
Dimmer
pack system for studio
lights includes six 2400-watt fully filtered solid-state dimmer modules in
a compact housing. Colortran Dimmer Pack weighs 60 pounds, can be
remotely controlled by Control Pack
unit. Adding Master Pack provides
proportional cross-fading, pile-on mastering of presets, independent master
and grand master. BERKEY CoLOR298
TRAN.

.'.· Video delays are packaged in small
.r metal boxes, 41/i x 21/i x 1V.. inches,
~- with BCN connectors. Silver Star de~\ lay units include switchable unit with
11>
infinitely variable delay time from 10
~, to 165 ns, with ± 4 IDS trim. Variable unit oan be cascaded with fixed
.•. delay units of 50, 200, 500, and 1000
~:. ns up to a maximum delay of 4000
ns. $22 to $150. TELEVISIONEQUIPMENT ASSOCIATES.
278

1

Modifications to Sony VTR's convert
them to vertical interval editors with
increased production flexibility. Sony
Models 320 and 320F are enabled
to make video only, audio only, or
video/ audio edits, using the same audio track. In addition, lockup time
can be cut to one second. TELEVISION
ASSOCIATES.
294

and other engineering functions. A
separate panel controlling lens iris,
master gain, master black level and
paint pots can be mounted near the
camera or at a distance. Viewfinder
displays a variety of video signals,
including a choice of two extemal
sources. $17 ,9 50. COMMERCIAL
ELECTRONICSINC.
283

Reverberation unit has three decay
times, six eleotro-mechanical
decay
tines, each tuned differently. Reverbertron is 3% in. high and 7 in'.
wide, is isolated against building
rumble and environmental noise. It
requires -30 dBm input; has SIN
ratio of 65 dB, and equalization with
bass, midrange and control presence
peak selection,
high end rolloff.
There are local and remote selection
of three degrees of reverberation.
·FAIRCHILD.
299
continued on page 56
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PRODUCTS

We think you'd like
to know more about
LPB's new S-2 Compressor/Limiter
than the opposite page
tells you
r=:'

/-)'

,,. ,

,,.-·~~->\•__;:'..~

@
Here goes:
•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 provides + 14dBm rms
output---enough to drive 99% oí today's XMTRs.

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 is available with internal factory modifications for either asymmetric
AM Modulation
or pre-emphasis/de-emphasis
for FM Broadcasting.

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 can be driven with line
level inputs as low as -14dBm ... if your level
output is less than that, you're in trouble!

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2 provides a variable compression threshold to minimize ·¿;;~úp"effect
as well as a choice of compression range to take
are of the nature of your program material input.

•

At a cost 70% below that of our major competitor's equipment, the S-2's fixed 2dB per second
recovery rate in the compressor and 10dB per
second rate in the limiter are appropriate for
most of today's program material.

Now, need you spend any more than our modest
offering price? We don't think so and to show you
that our money is where our equipment is, look at
the opposite page for our trial offer and determine
if you need spend more than LPB's

$475

amerer.
Low-1.igbt-lenl T\I camera has 5u,
000..1 automatic light range. The 285
eries is completely automatic, witb
an fl I A lens. and has light ran
ontrols remaining fully operations'
for brightness from 0.5 f
to 25,000 footlarnberts,
It
aimed directly al the sun
damage, then be turned to a I
light area and perform
perfect]
Horizontal resolution is 700 lines ir,
the center,
600 in the corners

21U-

CoHU.

Transmitter color phase equalizer and
waveform corrector provides continuously variable smooth curve anc
discrete correction for both arnplirude and phase. Model D-701 improves performance
of transmitters
already equipped with video or If
delay equalizers, removes suck-outs
resonances,
reflections
from
mis·
matches,
streaking,
smearing,
etc
Adjustments can be made during program using VITS as reference. $3700'
DATATEK.
287
Heat-shrinkable sleeves for compres·
sion splices have internal coat oí
thermoplastic
sealant, on polyolefir
tube. SPC Sleeves rated for 600 volts·
shrink over splice while internal seal·
ant melts and floods entire splice sur
face. COLE-FLEX.
288
Optical multiplexers allow extrernelj
rapid "on air" transfer between projection sources.
5000 Series use!
electric motor drive coupled to in«
dependently guided mirrors for trans
fer time on the order of 50 mseci
Models are available for three in·
puts, or four inputs. $1255 to $2600
LAIRD TELEMEDIA.
28!1
Interval switcher I special effects gen
erator accepts six video inputs, produces a wide variety of wipes, spli ·

' . ':-

. ~

LPB
Circle

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355
(215) 644-1123

120 on Reader

Service Card

fl

r-a:m:J3l · L •.

~Ill.I

crn:rn:i

I

(ii •

~ Cl!ImJ ~

~

"'"1 • ~

~ a:m

.j .

screen effects, self or internal keying
monochrome
matting, etc.
Mode
MEA-7300 Production Switcher wi]
make wipes and split screens will

o
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I

any keying or matting mode, and
will key, wipe, or split-screen
a
monochrome signal into a color signal without loss of color burst.
$2985. GBC CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV
CORP.
290
Transmission

loss and return level
one-man cable completion tests. Model 9041 measures
transmission level from + 12 to - 48
dBm with 0.1 dB accuracy.
Echo
and return loss are measured from
10 dB of return gain to 50 dB of
return
loss.
WILTRON COMPANY
291

· I test set allows

~· 1

Amp/preamp/limiter
on plug-in card,
one of series of professional audio
units, automatically
prevents overload, eliminating need for pads at
mic preamp. Model 725AL uses op

Can LPB offer the same or better specs in their $475 S-2
Audio Compressor/Limiter

11111\\,1\111\\
amps in integrated circuits, on card
21h inches high for 31h-inch file,
with PC connector. Others in series
are line amplifiers, mike, tape, and
phono preamps, summing or mixing
amplifiers, etc.
FAIRCHILD SOUND
EQUIPMENTCORP.
292

than the people in Connecti-

cut can? Yes! The S-2 has an instantaneous

attack time

constant,

+ 11

10 dB/second

recovery time and

peak power at the absolute limiting

dB VU

point on the limiter!

The compressor gives .066 seconds attack time constant,
2 dB/second

recovery

rate, 2 :16. dB Pin/Pout compres-

sion rate plus a variable compression

threshold

of -40

to -10 dB VU ... for $475.00! Just send us a refundable

..

Tape cartridge player-recorder
has
touchbar
operation,
built-in audio
switcher.
Century Series puts all
electronics on a plug-in circuit board,
has three inputs to record amplifier.
Three units can be mounted side by
side on standard rack. $430 for playback. SPARTA.
293
lime base corrector accessory for
the VPR-7900 closed-circuit videotape recorder produces highly stable
signal. Model TBC- 790, added to the
VPR-7900, cuts jitter to ±30 nanoseconds in monochrome and ±2.5
nanoseconds in color. Optional additions include a direct NTSC color
module to correct color phase errors,
a color dropout compensator that fills
dropouts from the previous line, and
an automatic velocity compensator to
cut line-by-line color errors. $9500
and up. AMPEX.
295

deposit

of $50.00 plus your purchase order and we'll

ship your LPB S-2 for a free 30-day trial. We know you
won't

return

it so we'll

$425.00. And don't
and 8 channel
studio

bill

you for the remaining

forget LPB makes and distributes

consoles,

turntables

and all the other

necessities you can use, all at lowest

prices. If you're

still not convinced

Audio Compressor/Limiter,

LPB

5

possible

about the LPB S-2

call John Gafford at

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355
(215) 644-1123
SEE US AT NAB, BOOTH 412

Circle

120 on Reader
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NEW

BRAND-NEW!
A practical refresher for radio and TV "pros,"
as well as a self-study guide for those on the way up!

LIT

Guide to Professional
Radio & TV Newscasting
by Robert C. Siller

Editor, CBS Morning News with John Hart
-a "Pro" with 20 Years in Newscasting.

'J'hlH brund-new, l11ng-uwmt1·d hook IJy one fJÍ the most
r•·Hpoclcd names In hruudcast journuliKm,
completely
<>iVl"rH •·very uspect fJÍ rudlo and TV news 'rhose nuw in the
field will find It un lnl•·r<·Kting rulrexher , and the source uf
many new 1deuK 'Jl10H1·aKpiring lo become newsmen will
find LhlK compn-henxrvr- volume a complete self-study Lexi
on llw subject
everything you need tu know to advance
lntfJ jobK with high<·r prcKllge and bigger salM1e8.

Experienced
Network Journalist
You in Every Phase of Newscasting!

e

SAVE

It's a Guide to Your Future!

$2.00!
'J11eauthur !ell• l11Jwa newsman wrues copy, how he
"pluys" 11story, hnw wrrung st yle •H developed. lle shows
how "pros" mark and Lune a script, how they "ruad map"
for 1·11Hydelivery, stupwutch and hack-tírne
with actual
surnpl•·s, and des<·rih•·K the many ways audio Lape is used.
ll1ls hrund-ncw profcHH1on1JI volume contains ;¡JI the
f111c/"'lntH fJf 'J'V n<·WK,hcginning with an examination of
sr-rv c<·Hprovided hy ll11s vrsua! mr-dlurn. It acquaints you
wlih 1h1· t ypicu! 'J'V newscast J111c-up how news, comruerclals. prurnos. film and 1ap1· are blended into u
workuhh- scrip!, 1111d
how l11s1n1111u1e
rcv1s11Jnsarc handled.
You'll lx-cornr- f:inuliar
wuh all the clements of the 'J'V
111•wscas1 lhc Kcrlpi Iorrnut , pruduct lon problems and
1eehnlqt11·K,íilm and Kl1d1·projccuon, video tape. etc.
'J'V n·por1111g aud uu ervrewmg techniques arc covered,
ulHo, Including usr- of Kli<'nt and sound film. camero tech·
nlquf'H 111111v1d1111
:ipt· You'll learn huw to avmd pitfalls in
lnt.,rvl<·wln14, how lo find the right subject and draw out
ncl'dcd infurmuunn, how lu word questions to nbt ain desired
unHwers. Film and v1tlm !ape edituu; arc also discussed,
11lonl(wuh 111·11111pl<'it·d
script for u half-huur newscast.
Clearly uullim·d an· tl1e duties and rcqurrcrncnts of the
u1whorr11un 111vLir11,uK levels lucul st at ion, medium-size
Ht1Jl1011,
1111d
uet wurk You'll know wl1111'sexpected at each
Kll•l(c
J•º1n:illy, lill'
authur covers the opportunities
11v11llulil1.,how lo ~··t thut elusive f1rs1 jnh, apprenticeship,
c:l1111h1ng lhl' laddt-r plus sorno rr-veahru; notes on wages
und workl11g l'IHH.lit1011s IU2 pps, I~ chapters. 512 x ti12".
Jlurdhou11d.
"Cui1l1· lo l'r11ft·NHl01111I H1ullu & TV Nt·wHcastlug"
Is
puhll,,:llt'd lo Kdl ut SU.115,hut, U yuu ord1·r now, you can save
Si:!.00. 1'1·1··1ll1hllcutlo11¡wltt· lfff•vallH through .Iune :rn. IU7i.

Pre- Publication
Price only S7. 95
Publisher's
$9.95

e
e
e

eee

price

Handsome
bound volume.

hard-

Literally
hundreds
helpful
ideas.
Only
order

$7.95
now)

CONTENTS

(it

of
you

eee

The World of Broadcast Journa 11s m- Basic
EquipmentPreparing for the Newscast·Writlng for Broadcast-Marking
and Timing the Script-Use of
Audio Tape- Television NewsThe TV Newscast-Elements of the
TV Newscast-TV
Reporting
Techniques-The Interview-Film
and Video Tape Editing-The
Completed Script-Anchoring the
TV Newscast-A
Career
n
Broadcast Journalims-tndex.

vuf uun- ~

Put
the
Information in this
book to work for
you for 10 days. If
It doesn't prove to
be worth several
times
Its
cost.
return
II,
and
we'll cancel
Invoice.

list

192 fact-filled
pages.
15 BIG
informative
Chapters.

Onlt·r lwlay at our rlhk for FltEt·: 1·xaml11utiun.
SEND NO
MONEY~ Simply lilt t11 111111
1111111
tilo- handy,
NO-lllSK
COUPON Iu-luw lo r1·c1·lv1· your uwu COJ)Y or this helpful

NO RISK COUPON-MAIL TODAY
TAB

BOOKS,

Blue

Ridge

Summit,

Pa.

17214

Please send me
copies of "Gulde
to Professional
Radio & TV Newscasting"
at the Introductory
Price of
only $7 .95 ( 10% discount on 3 or more copies).

D I enclose i

__ .
Invoice on IO·day FR EE Irial.
[.J Send FREE 70 page catalog describing other Illies of Interest.

n PlcAsc
Name
Com pan
Address

More than 350 intrusion and fire
alarm products are covered in 64page catalog, "Space Age Security,"
including
simple "open loop" systems, ultrasonics, radar, infrared and
other intrusion detectors, with application
notes and specifications.
Mountain West Alarm Supply Co. 200
"Teacher's Guide To Television" is
published twice a year, with comprehensive study guides, bibliographies,
questions and answers, etc., on upcoming television programs of educational interest. Subscription (two
issues): $3.00 (quantity discounts).
Write: Teacher's Guide To TV, P.O.
Box 564, New York 10021.

Helps

J(JilK·rt
S1ll1·r dctmlK all haH1cknowledge needed, and the
perKorwl "cqulpmern"
required fur succcssfu] newscasting.
YfJu'IJ learn h11WLIH' "pros" on both local and net work
lev<·IKprepare for a newscast
the ritual Lhey follow lo keep
Informed, how thr-y plan und produce u newscast in con·
[uncuon with other stuff members.

PUBLISHER'S
GUARANTEE

For copies of these literature offerings,
circle numbers for appropriate items
on Reader Service Card.

_

RF test instrumentation,
including
field intensity meters, current probes,
noise meters, interference analyzers,
"sniffer" leak detectors, as well as
antennas and other microwave components, are completely described in
16-page brochure. Singer Instrumentation.
201
Shield beads which are slipped over
leads to attenuate RF interference are
covered in brochure giving physical
specifications
and
frequency-vs-attenuation curves. Fair-Rite Products
Corp.
202
Brochure gives specifications of voice
powered telephones with built-in buzzer systems. Cob Industries, Inc. 203
Video-audio switchers that eliminate
patch cables, meet EI A (RS-170)
standard, are covered in data sheet,
with specifications.
Marco
Video
Systems.
204
Two bulletins "System 108/1-17 plus
4," describe picture digitizer series,
which convert any continuous-greytone image on film or TV screen into
digital signal with 256 grey levels, at
digitizing rate of 200 kHz. Spatial
Data Systems.
205
"Electronic Test Equipment Rental
Guide" discusses in detail comparative advantages and disadvantages of
purchasing, renting, or rental/purchase of electronic test instuments.
Rental Electronics.
. 206

Y-------------------~

Design and applications of switching
regulator power supplies are topics of
Clly
State
Zip
_
technical article reprint. Trio LaboraL-'l!.v!..'!'!.!.~r-2~=:~·~~'.:.!:!:'~'!:~~!!!!!!.":.!!.'!:1!!'!!!·~!!~'!!:·~:..!·E~
tories.
207

Circ.lo

121 on Reader

_
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now ...
a co1panv
lhal has AM. FM
and TV lrequencv
and 1odulalion
1onilorin1
svs1e1s.

1¡

~:

I:
:c.:

Type Approv~I

#3-176

STEREO MONITOR

-

-

\•
.r:

Type Approval #3-181

)1!

Now ... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals
on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power
allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all
Belar equipment is immediately available.

,,
,y.

¡t
ti'
~~it
r. t~

'

rf'"'

.i'

~

I

¡i~

~
JI\

Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can
handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer ...
he'll show you the way.

BEL IR

See us at the NAB Show-Booth #239
West Exhibit Mall-Conrad Hilton

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., DEPT. BM-42
BOX 83, UPPER DARBY, PA. 19084 • (215) 789-0550

Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
59
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lJROSS·
TAI~
(and reader feedback
in general!)

BOOTH
246 WEST
CONRAD
HILTON .

The crunch on space has kept out of
the magazine for several months all
letters from readers. But we beg readers not to be discouraged: keep them
coming. No magazine can keep on the
track over a Jong period of time without strong feedback from its readers.
We get thait feedback 111otonly from
letters, but from your comments on
readers' service cards, and in the readership survey questionnaires.
Please
use all these communication lines to
the fullest extent Ito express your approvaís, criticisms, and unfulfilled
needs rfor material, Following are
brief comments on a few of the letters
and questionnaire responses on hand
et the present time.

What
FM
transmiHe1
power
do you
need?

Letters

THIRD
FLOOR
ESSEX INN

IGM
3950 Home Road
Bellingham, Washington 98225
Circle 123 on Reader Service Card

Mr. R. C. Peavey, executive director of T AGER, the educational television combine now active in the Dallas-Fort Worth area in Texas, wrote
to explain that nine educational institutions in the area are joined in •the
T AGBR program, not just SMU as
our article ~n the October 1971 issue,
"University Extension Via TV," might
be int e rp rece d to mean ...
Mr.
Charles H. Crutchfield, president of
WBT-WBTV in Charlotte, North Carolina, took exception to a part of our
editorial in the June dssue, "Sustaining
Free Electronic Journalism." To our
plea for more intelligence applied ro
news stories, more involvement, he
countered that "bias" should be kept
strictly out of news reports; polls show
that large segments of the American
public distrust both 'broadcast and
printed news, and this distrust, said
Mr. Crutchfield, can be removed only
by strictly "factual" reporting. He further objected to our defense of "editing" in news reports, recognizing •the
necessity for some editing but citing
the case of the controversial OBS
broadcast, "The Selling of The Pentagon," in which the editors allegedly
connected ·a person's answer to a different question from the one actually
eliciting it. Our counters to Mr.
Crutchfield: We are in total agreement
on the necessity of news reports to be
"true;" more intelligence and involvement means getting all the relevant
facts and telling the whole story as
nearly as possible; we are also in total
continued on page 62
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Gates has the most complete line of FM
transmitters in the industry. From 1O to
40,000 watts. All with a 100% solid-state
exciter employing DCFM (direct carrier
frequency modulation) and DAFC(digital
automatic frequency control).
The TE-3 exciter is the heart of all H3
series transmitters-one tube (1kW), two
tube (2, 3, 5 and 1OkW),and three tube
(20kW). All FCC-typeaccepted. ready for
prompt shipment.
Tell us the power you need and ask for
data on our FM antennas. Write Gates,
123 HampshireSt., Quincy, Illinois 62301.
or phone (217) 222-8200 today.

GATES
A DIVISION OF HARRIS·INTERTYPE

-

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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CROSSTALK

For complete details. write Gates,
123 Hampshire Street, Quincy, Illinois 62301.

agreement in condemning "editing
that distorts •the facts -inany way or
creates a misleading or false context
(but we're ever mindful that we're
forever editingmaterial down to size-just as we are doing now to these 'letters---.andour selectiveness does ñlter
out some context. ... For the record,
readers, be advised we get f.requent
letters from Mr. ·F.red Weber, executive vice president, Rust Craft Broadcasting, whenever we editorialize
"what ought to be" in broadcasting
without also adding that cable operators have the same responsibility....
.Mr. Arthur A J.ablonsky,chief engineer, KXOK, tells us about a young
man, born blind, who has a sharp
mind and excellent hearing and wants
to get into electronics. He asks i.f we
or any readers know of a way he can
get training. If you can help, please
write Mr. Jablonsky at 4255 West
Pine Blvd.,St. Louis, Missouri, 63108.
. . . Mr. Robert Pickett, station manager, WPXY Radio, Greenville, North
Carolina, lists a large number of projects he wsuld like to see covered,
such as inexpensive but good quality
and dependalblemixers, line amps, remote amplifiers, remote or mobile
broadcast facilities (see January 1972,
"Studio on Wheels," Mr. Pickett),
church and sports equipment; studio
ideas such as phono recording facilities, wireless microphones, reverb
equipment, etc. He wants how-to artides on these and other similar subjects with specific brands and model
designations,costs, etc. He wantsus <to
establish an "idea hunt" for ways in
which other station operators have
solved .these and similar problems.
That idea hunt, Mr. Pickett, has always been a constant part of thls
magazine's activities and we rare delighted to have this chance to restate
its importance emphatically: We are
eager for any and aH material on how
station operators have solved equipment, organization, or technical problems and will welcome such material
in any form, from short notes with a
block diagram Ito complete articles.
Here is a recent exchange of letters
that gave us pleasure. (Several other
magazines in rhe field published the
original request from Mr. Worley and
the photo he refers to, but had to ask
readers to help.)
Dear BM/E:
(Oct. 13, 1971)
Enclosed is a photo of an FM excíter that was given to us that we are
trying to identify. It has no identifying
marks, serial numbers, or trade
names. The output tube is a 5686. It
has a provision for stereo. The unit is
well built with quality componentsand
continuedon page 64
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AND GIVES YOU ALL YOU NEED
for location T.V., Movie
and Photo lighting.
2 &OOWQuartz Focusing Spots
with barndoors & scrims
1 &OOWQuartz Focusing Board
with barndoors & scrims
3 &OOWQuartz Lamps
3 Stainless Steel Adjustable Stands
with extendable legs
1 Heavy-duty Gaffer Grip
3 1O ft. 3-wire cord & switch,
and 3-15 ft. extension cables
Aluminum Carrying Case - it stows
under an aircraft seat

PRICE? It's less than $13.00 per pound!
CENTURY STRAND INC
A COMPANY WITHIN THE RANK ORGANISATION

3411

w.

El Segundo Blvd.

Hawthorne, ca. 90250
20 Bushes Lane, East Paterson
New Jersey 07407
CENTURY STRANO LIMITED
6334 Viscount Road,
Malton, Ontario, Canada

Circle 127 on Reeder Service Card
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NEW FROM RANK FOR 72
Taylor Hobson's flarefree lens
VAROTAL 30 produces perfect pictures without a rayshade. The range ex tender operates
from your panning handle holding perfect focus
while you change from one shot to another.
With a 56º angle of view, minimum object
distance is eighteen inches. For remote broadcasting you get the widest angle in the TV
world.
There are seven different control systems to
choose from and it gives you the ability to
change from servo to manual, or vice versa in
less than one minute off air time.

VAROTAL30
See it at NAB-Booth 317

And that's not all. We want to show you that
Varotal 30 achieves more than any other TV
lens in existence .

.RANK CINTEL
photoconductive

telecine

CINTEL TELECINE is an entirely new approach
to telecine for film chain use. It accommodates
film reels up to 20" in diameter, film loops and
slides. Modular construction permits simple extension from uniplex to multiplex format. It
used Bauer 16 and 35 mm television projectors
fitted with Cintel automatic lamp houses.
And there is much more.
See it at NAB-Booth 317
or
Write for complete information and prices

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES, INC.
New York
Illinois

260 N. Rt. 303 West Nyack, N.Y. 10994
411 Jarvis Ave. Des Plaines, Ill.

60018

(914) 358-4450
(312) 297-7720

California 5926 E. Wash.Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90040 (213) 685-8590
Circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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BROADCASTING
REQUIREMENTS
HA VE CHANGED
IN 20 YEARS
... SO HAS
THE EQUIPMENT

CROSSTALK
cleanly laid out. If you can help us
identify the manufacturer and/ or obtain schematics, we wihl be very grateful.
Mark C. Worley
Transmitter Supervisor
KAMU-TV

College Station, Texas
Dear Mr. Worley:
(Nov. 4, 1971)
From the tube lineup and panel layout, your unit looks to us like an exciter in the 900 Series of FM transmitters built by Standard Electronics
Corp., Freehold, N.J., in the early
1960's.
Here are a couple of letters that
were a little tougher. We are 'answering them herewith but, hopefully,
some of you can be more helpful.

1952

19
AM-190 DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR

•

I

••

1 8 O .O

..•.

•

PMA-19 PRECISION MONITOR ADAPTER

l·~r:~~·

;:.~~~~·

:· ·• l~··-;:-:1~-'!!?._Jl_J·

AM-19 ANTENNA MONITOR
.......--......
.. _-:_:

~~
.-11

---

~

PM-112 PHASE MONITOR

---..,........_

•

•

.

-,

DDA-19 DIGITAL DISPLAY ADAPTER

O No modulation effects O Simplified operation-no
operator adjustments O Resolution to 0.1 % current
ratio and 0.1 º phase angle O Up to
12 towers O Remote readouts easily
added
Producers of
NEM~LARKE

Broadcast Equipment

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS,
932 Philadelphia Ave.
Sliver Spring, Md. 20910
Phone: (301) 589-3125
Circle 129 on Reader Service Card

IMITATED BUTUNMATCHED /

inc.

Dear BM/E:
We have a Raytheon
RA-1000
transmitter that has what seems to be
a built-in characteristic, All engineers
counseled s·eemed to have no answer
for why this unit recycles for apparently no reason and in no set pattern.
For days it may not go off the air,
<then it may cycle 20 times in one day .
Perhaps some engineer may have
solved this problem in the past.
Hugh M. McBeath
Owner-Mam ager
KJBC

Midland, Texas
Dear Mr. McBeath:
Perhaps your transmitter is trying to
tell you something. As far as we
know, Raytheon hasn't made a broadcast transmitter in some 20 years, so
you must have an elderly rig. As you
probably know, old-timers take frequent naps. Why don't you consider a
well-earned retirement for your transmitter and hire some fresh blood?
Dear BM/E:
My FM is Class-A, 2.6 kW, twobay system, side-mounted, on AM 150
ft. tower. Since we are Iocated in flatcentral valley of California, some say
to reach out to arnas beyond 22 air
miles can't be done; others that i1
should be easy. Unfortunately, nobody
seems to give the reasons or possible
solutions. Of course, manufacturers
say new antenna system, 'but that is
costly unless some definite improvement in this fringe signal could be assured==maybe to the mountains which
really aren't that close. Or additional
hei'ght on the flat-Iands. If any FM'ers
have any ideas, would be grateful
for information. Transmitter:
Bauer
607-A; Antenna, itwo-section Jampro
type JA2-B; Tower, 150 ft. from
<transmitter, strung on pole 'braces with
AM; AM slant-line feed, mid-point 50
continued on page 66
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SP SERIES REPRODUCERS
SP- 0001 $625

• 8% Inches Wide
• 450 RPM Direct Capstan Drive
Motor, Electrolyzed Shaft
• Quiet, Air Damped Solenoid
• Hi-Speed Cue Option
• Monophonic or Stereophonic
lílTERílRTIOílRL
TRPETROíllCS
CORPORRTIOíl
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309-828-1381

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

almost every
automated radio
station has a

CAROUSEL
if you are
automating see
the experts who
make the carousel

~~!~~
s~a
systems
marketing
corporation

BLOOMINGTON
ILL.
J

Circle 131 on Reader Service Cerd
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CROSSTALK

Call Gates for the
most complete line
of radio broadcast
equipment ...
available from three
separate centers.

FITS YOUR
BUDGET

fa.

up tower. Maybe somebody in the
flat-Iands, and a similar situation,
would have a solution.
John McAdam
Owner-Manager

Home Office
and Mfg. facilities
123 Hampshire St.
Quincy, Ill. 62301
(217) 222-8200
Southwest
service center
4019 Richmond Ave.
Houston, Tex. 77027
(713) 623-6655
Eastern
service center
130 East 34th St.
N.Y., N.Y. 10016
(212) 889-0790

11%9 g~,!:!§:!?

KLBS AM/FM

Los Banos, California
Dear Mr. McAdam:
You seem to be already getting
blood from a turnip, with a 2.6 kW at
150 ft. You can calculate the exact
field-strength contours with the curves
in the FM section of Part 73 of
the FCC Rules and Regulations. If it
still appears you aren't getting out as
much as you should, there are several
possibilities. The antenna may be
misadjusted, the transmitter may not
be making power, or there may be
standing waves on the feedline. Do
you have proper decoupling between
AM and FM at the tower?
Naturally we aJso take pleasure in
expressions of approval-e-and we do
get them: "I still find your magazine
extremely informative ... Thank you
for such profitable reading," Joseph
A. Grady, chairman, Dept. of Communications, St. Charles Borromeo
Seminary, Philadelphia; "I would be
remiss if I did not take the time to
thank you for your most informative
magazine," Robert K. Lynch, Robert
K.
Lynch
Productions,
Atlantic
Beach,
Florida;
"Your
editorial
(June) was excellent," J. Cummings,
El Granada, California; "Just a note
to let you know I think your Sudduth
cover iHustrations are great," Ludwell
Sibley, Stanford, California.
From readers' service cards: "They
are all good articles," "Making ITV
Accountable was very good;" "Overall your coverage is very good;"
"Good issue!"(Decem'ber
1971 ).
More specificalty, our emphasis on
audio gets many kudos. The series on
quadraphonic broadcasting has been
very popular-although
some purists
object to what's happening.
We
deeply appreciate suggestions for articles that some of you make-Jim
Stevens, your request on "Super 8" is in
füis issue. Sometimes we anticipate
your requests. Bud Sunkel, general
manager of WIAI, wrote right after he
got his January issue: "It's true . . .
the best things in life are free. Thanks
for the complimentary
copies of
BM/E. Here I sit with plans for a
Marti mobile unit . . . and here ,¡ sit
with desires and associated problems
relative to telephone shows ... and in
the mail comes the January issue of
BM I E with answers to borh . . .
thank you."

BM/E

Circle 133 on Reader Service Card

enCORe REPRODUCER
$385
• Quiet, Air-Damped Solenoid
•

Precision, Micro-Adjust
Head Assembly

• Three Independent Tape Guides
• 450 RPM, Direct-Drive Motor
• Monophonic, 1 KHz Cue
• Economy with Quality
lílTERílATIOílAL
TAPETROíll<S
CORPORATIOíl
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, Illinois 617011
Telephone: 309-626-13611

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

THREE FOR THE
PRICE OF TWO

30 SERIES REPRODUCERS

3D-0001 $1395
• Three Rugged Cartridge
Machines in One Small
Package
• 450 RPM Common-Capstan,
Direct-Drive Motor
• Independent control and
Audio for Each Deck
lílTERílATIOílAL
TAPETROíllCS
CORPORATIOíl
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309-626-1361

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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anyway you look at it
...she's S0111ekindof
_
!
The new AR-2000 series
Total Automation. It's
the ultimate ... the most
advanced system for
any format from
"Rock to Bach."
But thenit's what you would
expect from the
innovators in automation.
You have to see it to
believe it.

Want a closer look?
Just write or call:
See us at
the NAB Booth 230

"the company who mekes it!"

DCAST PRODUCTS,

INC.

660 Lofstrand Lane Rockville, Md. 20850
Phone: (301) 424-4700
Circle 136 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS

casting, Memphis; Stanley McKenzie, KWED,
Seguin, Texas; Dick

continued from page 10

appointed sales and service dealers
across the United States to represent
its low-cost, single-tube color television camera.

Association News
NAB ... Richard W. Chapin, board
chairman of the NAB, will head a
seven-man NAB group that will
meet with FCC representatives to
explore possible new procedures
for problems unique to radio broadcasting. Other members: Sam W.
Anderson, KFFA, Helena, Arkansas;
Harold Krelstein, Plough Broad-

Painter, KYSM, Mankato, Minnesota; Lee Smith, WKY, Oklahoma
City; and J. F. Tennessen, KFKA,
Greeley, Colorado . . . Another
NAB committee, with eight members, will consider the association's
future goals and direction. Chairman is Richard 'Dudley, president
of Forward Communications, Wassau, Wisconsin. Five others are
members of the NAB Board of Directors: A. M. Ockershausen, William D. Shaw, Phillip Spencer, Earl
W. Hickerson, and Peter Storer.
Also appointed to the committee
were Richard Barron, the WSJS

ask about our new

am I Im tv monitors

-

Call or Write ARNO MEYER

INC.

Delaware & Montrose Avenues, Upper Darby, Pa. 19084 Box 83
(215) 789-0550
Circle

137 on Reader

Service

Card

BONNMLLE PROGRAM
SERVICES.
WE MADE THE WHOLE
IDEA BEHIND ADULT
MUSIC PROGRAMMING
A SUCCESS.
See Marlin Taylor, Fred Seiden
and Loring Fisher at the
NAFMB and NAB conventions to
discuss your needs.
Meet the people and hear their music.
Bonneville Program Services
485 Madison Avenue
NewYork,N.Y.10022
Circle

138 on Reader

i

CCT A ... The Board of Directors
of the Canadian Cable Television
Association, meeting January 25 in
Montreal, made the following recommendations aimed at strengthening the Canadian program production industry: 1) Simultaneous
substitution on cable of local TV
programs, which duplicate distant
signals, at cable company expense;
2) Non-simultaneous substitution
at broadcaster expense; 3) Commercial deletion as a permissive option; 4) Plans for purchasing Canadian programming from TV-broadcast stations for first-run and rerun
over cable; 5) Rerun of newscasts.
The Board noted that these pro- ',
posals, which were within the scope 1
of the CRTC cable policy issued in
July 1971, would strengthen Canadian programming more than any
formula based on contributions from
cable revenue.
1

1

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY,

Stations, Winston-Salem; and Clayton Brace, KOGO, San Diego . . .
At its winter meeting in Marco Island, Florida, in January, the NAB
Board of Directors, in addition to
initiating the ad hoc committee noted in the preceding item, recommended a strengthening of the government relations department to
help with the many problems facing
the industry. The Board also voted
support for Congressional sentiment
against any siphoning off of "free"
sports programs to pay TV. A number of other moves were aimed at
increasing NAB effectiveness and
service.

Service Card

68

People
O. Leonard Press, executive director of the Kentucky Educational
Network, was elected chairman of
the board of directors of Educational Television Stations, a division of
the National Association of Educational Broadcasters . . . Charles
F. Klein is the new director of system development for the Cable Television Division of Television Communications Corp ....
Edward J.
Donahue was appointed to the national sales organization of the
Communications and CATV Division of Essex International, with
responsibility for· CATV, wire and
cable products in the North Central
states.
James R. Glenn was named manager of sales services for the cable
and equipment group of Superior
Continental Corporation . . . Stations WHLI and WHLI-FM, Hempstead, Long Island, announced the
appointment of Norman J. Stem·
continued on page 70
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Our new telephone can
save you money on remote broadcasts.
The Bell System's new phone
is the simplest equipment yet for originating remote broadcasts.
This set, called the Portable
Conference Telephone, plugs directly
into a standard telephone jack installed at the broadcast site. It is
equipped with two broadcast-quality
microphones.
No amplifier is needed. No preamp. In fact none of your station's
equipment is needed at the site-and
that means no technician need be sent to operate it.
Your reporter simply carries the 19-pound set with him, plugs
it into the jack and an AC outlet, dials your studio and is ready to go
on the air. By using regular telephone lines, you avoid the expense
of special audio channels.
Between remotes, this phone won't loaf on the shelf. For staff
meetings, its built-in speaker allows as many as 30 people to listen
to a telephone conversation-and the microphones allow them to
join in. On an executive's desk, it can permit hands-free talking
and listening.
Call your local Bell Telephone representative for details of
how this new phone can work for you.
We are continually working to improve service and help you
do your job better.
In this case, when you have to broadcast from remote
locations.
AT&T and your local Bell Company.

@
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NEWS

AVOID
NOISE

~~.O'
r(ll~
<j;¿'

~ ..·• ...

TABER
PRESENTS
ITS NEW
TABERASER

···Tu1i0N~

Highest quality
. . . best value

Erases Them All Reel to reel
magnetic tapes, cartridges,
cassettes, all magnetic film
stock too.

Erases It All with minimum
residual noise because the
field automatically diminishes
at the end of each 30-second
cycle.
Won't Overheat
I nte mal
blower activates automatically
to keep unit below 71ºC.
Budget Priced at only $395.

For the distributor in your area
Call
write:
MANUFACTURING
& ENGINEERING CO.
2081 EDISON AVE.• SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. 94577 ·PHONE: (415) 635-3832

º'TABER

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Over 25 million Fidelipac Automatic
Tape Cartridges have already been
sold and that means our goal of

I n IV
I

berg as vice president, engineerin¡
...
Telex named Arthur I. Brun
to the position of sales administrator
of the Broadcast and Industria·
Products group . . . Charles R
Duke, a 33-year veteran of the
broadcast industry, was named a:
vice president of the G. E. Broad
casting Company, operator of wst
radio and TV stations in Nashville .
R. T. Callais is the manager of1
a new division of Theta-Com, SR
(Subscriber Response System), th
two-way cable system developed bytd
Theta-Com . . . Philips Broadcast
Equipment Corp., subsidiary o
North American Philips, has ap
pointed Warren Charles director o
sales for the Audio Systems Division, with responsibility for sales
of all the broadcast, CCTV and
audio equipment under the "Noreleo" trade name.

FCC Actions
The FCC acknowledged a defeat
at the hands of the U.S. Court of·
Appeals in the D. C. District when:
the Commission asked for com-·
ments to aid in developing guide-·
lines for broadcast editorial adver- ·1
tising. The Court had said that a 1
broadcast licensee could not main-·
tain a "total flat ban on editorial I
advertising," and asked the FCC'
and the industry to develop rea- ·
sonable regulations for such broadcasts. Comments were to be returned to the FCC by March 8;,
presumably a preliminary set of'
procedures will be announced before too long . . . The FCC said
TV comic Pat Paulsen, who filed
in the New Hampshire Republican
primary as a presidential candidate,
is a bona fide candidate whose appearances, even in entertainment
programs, obligate the carrying sta- ·
tions to give equal time to all
other presidential candidates. On
the other hand, President Nixon's
network appearances for his economic program did not, said the
FCC, give the Democratic National
Committee the right to a primetime reply under the Fairness Doctrine. Explanation: the Congressional rules on "equal time" nowhere specify that a candidate must
use his air time "politically" to invoke the rule. On the other hand, ..
the Fairness Doctrine applies to the
broader program balance, and is
satisfied if the station presents the
major contrasting viewpoints in reasonable balance over a period of
time.
BM/E

:.:f;;;}~~~ii~Er?:~:.'
.
~:~~~·~¡
I
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machines and
available in all
standard lengths,
Broadcasters know
Fidelipac. They
know its operating superiority, they
know its true sound fidelity and they
know its long-lasting life. That's
why they want it. That's why they
buy it. That's why it's the standard
for the Broadcast Industry. Get
to know Fidelipac yourself. With
your help, we'll be able to say,
"Only 974,999,999 to go."

See Us At NAB Booth 409.

For additional information on the
Broadcaster Comprehensive
Fidelipac Cartridge Line,
call your local Fidelipac
distributor or write to
a division of TelePro Industries, Inc.

lidelioac

3 OLNEY AVE.
CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08034
(609) 424·1234

1

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card
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Build from the bottom ...
by starting at the TOP!
And the .Dltch Witch "building
block" concept of modular digging
allows you to match your requirements exactly with the right horsepower and the right machine. Start
with the 7-HP C series and add

capability as the job demands it ...
or start with the mighty R65 and
build an entire digging fleet with
Ditch Witch modular attachments.
Whatever your own particular
needs, you'll get the same TOP performance from America's TOP producer of trenching vehicles,

Charlea Machine Worka, Inc.
P.O. Box 88 /Perry, Oklahoma 730n
*U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census,
50.5 per cent of 1970 sales
(1971sales ligures not yet available).

www.americanradiohistory.com

NAB '72
continued from page 35

icons, test equipment,
magnetic tape.

•

tunable

microwave

radio

the universal one
for TV,
telephone and data

TRULY

PORTABLE

FREQUENCY

AGILE

1.7 TO 15.25
TUNABLE

GHz

OR FIXED
TUNED

TRIPOD OR RACK
MOUNT
INTERFACES WITH
ANY RADIO
BUILT-IN-TEST
AUTOMATIC FAULT
ISOLATION

TerraCom's new microwave radio is
frequency agile for use in any
band from 1.7 to 15.25 GHz,
continuously knob-tuned across each
band, and has automatic self-test
and fault isolation indications.
The TCM-6 Series is this and more.
High performance, reliable and really a
"universal remodulating radio''. ..
proven in every customer lab test.
The most easily maintained microwave
radio available. FDM voice (up to
1200 channels), or 10 megabit data,
or NTSC color TV-and higher
resolution-that
includes internal, high
quality audio channels. Tripod
mount. rack mount, or remote the RF
plug-in module at the antenna
... no waveguide.
Change frequency band anywhere in
minutes by exchanging plug-in RF
modules, without external test
equipment. If you don't need tunability,
buy the TCM-6 in its fixed
tuned configuration.
Write or call Bruce Jennings for
detailed information at TerraCom, a
Division of Conic Corporation-leader in
RFCommunications Technology
since 1961. 9020 Balboa Avenue,
San Diego,California 92123.
Phone(714) 278-4100.

WEATHERPROOF
HOUSING

microphones,

Rank Precision Industries Inc. (Booth
317)
The Varotal 30 television lens is a
new design with 56° field of view, an
18 in. minimum object distance, and
1O:1 zoom ratio, combining wide·
angle, narrow angle, and close-up
shots in one lens. The Taylor Hobson
design has three plug-in modules for
zoom, focus and iris. Also, the Cinte!
telecine, for film reels to 20 in. diameter, simple extension from uniplex
to multiplex.
Raytheon Data Systems Co., (Booth
107)
Complete microwave radio systems
for STL, inter-city relay, educational
TV nets. System engineering, path
surveys, complete
installation
and
maintenance.
Recortec, Inc., (Booth 341)
Machines for cleaning, restoring video
and audio tape.
Revox Corp., (Booth 420)
Audio magnetic tape recorders.
Reynolds Printasign Co. (Booth 332)
Graphics for TV art.
Richmond
Hill Laboratories
(Booth 202)
Line of switching equipment,
terminal equipment.

Inc.,
video

Rodelco, Inc. (Booth 402)
VHF and UHF TV exciters, transmitters, translators.
Rohde
and
Schwarz
Sales
Co.
(USA), (Booth 241)
Among the many test instruments for
broadcasters to be shown are the new
companion units, the SPIF pulse bar
and signal generator, and the SPAF
color gain and delay test set. The generator produces 2T /20T or T /20T
ine-squared pulses. The test set gives
a direct numerical readout of chrominance gain or loss, and delay, when
reading the signal from the generator,
with independent
compensation
of
gain and delay.
Rohn Communication Facilities Co.,
(Booth 113)
Towers for TV, FM, AM antennas.

"FIRST

WITH

COLOR

TV

FROM

THE

MOON"

Rowe
International, . Inc.,
223)
Background
music systems,
units, tape libraries.

(Booth
player

continued on page 74
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Draw up a checklist that includes
price, specifications and image bril11 liance, then start comparing
catalogues. You'll probably come up with
1•
the Canon answer, like so many major
camera producers-for
broadcast 1"
or 1 1/4" PLUMBICON® or CCTV 1",
2/3"

vidicon.

Stack these two Canon popularity
favorites against anything else on the
market and see what we mean.
The Canon TV Zoom Lens
P17X30B2 has an impressive
1:2.5 relative aperture at
focal length range (440500mm), in spite of its
17X zoom ratio. At 30440mm it's a remarkable
1:2.2, offering the same performance
as our P10X20B.
speciallv designed for maximum versatility with three different
range
extenders.
Both are ideal for a variety of situation, including dim lighting and open
areas like field events.
Here are some other examples of
the wide Canon line:

Manual
JI 4"PLUM8ICON

I Pl 7

Name

Range of Focal Length

3082
p 10 X 20

30
20

X

I" PLUM81CON 1PVl7x248
PVl0xl6
PVJ0xl58
I" Vidicon

23"

víoicon

500mm
200mm

X 15
V6 X 16
VS x 20
V4 X 25

15
16.9
20
25

Maximum Rela I rve Aper lure

I 17
I · 10

F22
F22

I . 17
I . 10
I 10

F I 8
F I 6
F2O

I IO
I 6
I
5
I. 4

F 2.8
F 2O
r 2s
í I 8

~---·

24 400mm
16 -160mm
15 I 50mrn

I VJO

Zoom Ratio

150mm
95mm
IOOmm
IOOrnm

13 130mm
76mm
13
75mm
15
12.5- 50mrn

¡noxt3
J 6 X 13
J 5 X 15
J 4 X 12

I.
I.
I .
I :
Servorized,

Name

Range of Focal Length

I

~~;,"PLUM81CON PIO X 2084
I" Vidicon
I VIO X 15R (DCJ
V6 X 16R (AC/DCJ
V4 X 25R (AC/DC.EE)

-

r----

10
6
5
4

F ?.8
FI 9
F 2.1
F 1.8

Motorized

Zoom Ratio

-

Maxrmum Relative Aper lure

200mm

I. 10

F22

15 150mm
16.9-95rnm
25 IOOmm

I· IO
I : 6
I : 4

F 2.8
F ?O
F ?.~

20

1~NV. Philips of Holland

e

•CANON u.s.A .• 1Nc.: 10 Nevada orive, Lake success. Lons lstand. New vork i 1040. u.s.x. (Phone>s16-4Ss·67oo
CANON
U.S.A., INC.: 457 Fullerton Ave.. Elmhurst. tthnors 60126, U.S.A. (Phone) 312-833-3070 • CANON OPTICS & BUSINESS
MACHINESCO.. INC.: 3113 Wiishire Blvd., Los Angeles. canrorma 90005. U.S.A. • CANON AMSTERDAM N.V Gebouw 70,
Schipho! Oost, Holland
• CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC.: Apartado 7022. Panama 5. Panama • CANON INC. 9-9. Gmza
5·chome, Chuo-ku. Tokyo 104, Japan

Can Ofl

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
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Gates
circularly
polarized
FM
antennas.

NAB '72
Rust Corporation, (Booth 233)
Digital remote control system with
built-in limit alarms; modular construction allows expansion to incorporate various alarm and telemetry
functions. Also: . digital readout remote control with 52 control and 24
telemetry channels, operable through
same half-duplex link or microwave
subchannel link as status alarm system: low-cost chart logging systems
for remote or local control.

AUTOMATION?
SMC SELLS THE FINEST
THROWS IN
TRAINING

COMPUTER OR MECHANICAL
AUTOMATION

~~!t-J

S~_J;

Sarkes-Tarzian, Inc., (Booth 104)
Automation
equipment,
special effects.
Schafer
Electronics
Corp.
(Booth
215)
Automation systems for TV and FM
broadcast; music services.

q

Gates' circularly polarized antennas
combine mechanical ruggedness with
transmission reliability. They are constructed of a special brass alloy to withstand corrosion from salt-laden air and
industrial gases.
Performance-proven
Gates antennas
are available with one to sixteen bays.
Accessories include 300 watt or 500
watt heaters, radomes, and automatic
heater control systems for protection
against icing. Null fill and beam tilt are
also available.
Select the right antenna from the four
circularly polarized antennas offered by
Gates: Dual Cycloid for high power;
Dual Cycloid II for medium power; Dual
Cycloid Ill for low power and the Directional Dual Cycloid antenna.
For complete details, from the leading
supplier of FM antennas, write Gates
Radio Company, 123 Hampshire Street,
Quincy, Illinois 62301.

H:f.j.j·if·

:eantl

GATES
A DIVISION OF HAAAIS-INTERTYPE
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BLOOMINGTON..,.
ILLINOIS

Shively Laboratories,
Inc. (Booth
331)
TV antennas, coax transmission lines,
combiners,
multiplexers,
coax
switches, dummy loads, filters, refiectometers.
Shure Bros. Inc., (Booth 206)
Professional microphones, mike mixers, disc reproducers, tone arms, accessories.

SYSTEMS
MARKETING
CORPORATION

makers of the carousel

Shibaden Corporation
of America,
(Booth 404)
Equipment for CCTV systems.

Gates
radome

AND SERVICE

BOOTH '°"220
Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

PREMIUM
FEATURESECONOMY PRICE

Skirpan
Lighting
Control. Corp.,
(Booth 319)
Dimmers and controls for lighting
systems; modular control systems;
related accessories.
Soll, Inc., (Booth 339)
Design and planning of broadcast stations; consulting services on station
design; construction and installation
of studios, transmitters, towers, and
buildings.
Sony Corp. (Booth 219)
Spantronics Engineering, Inc. (Booth
333)
Digital remote control equipment
Sparta Electronic Corp., (Booth 225)
Featured will be the new Century
Series
of modular
tape-cartridge
units, and a new low-power or standby FM transmitter, Model 600. It has
a solid-state exciter, a single 4C350B
tetrode, and provision for plug-in
stereo and SCA modules, all in a cabinet 55 inches high. Also shown will
continued on page 76

EílCORE
RECORDER/REPRODUCER
$495
• Precision Head Assembly
•

Fully Automatic Pressure
Roller, Air-Damped

•

450 RPM Direct-Orive Motor

• Full Remote Control
• Monophonic, 1 KHz Cue
lílTERílATIOílAL
TAPETRO ni CS
<ORPORATIOíl
2425 SouthMainStreet
Bloomington,Illinois 61701
Telephone:309-828-1381

Circle 148 on Reader Service Card
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Degaussers

•Bulk Tape -Tape Head
BULK TAPE ERASERS assure
clean,
noiseless tape ...
on cartridges,
reels
or cassettes. Our new Model 300C is a
heavy-duly
table-top
unit with spindle
that even erases 10Y2"-dia.,
1"-wide

THE

be examples of the complete Sparta
broadcast line. Sharing the booth will
be the sister companies,
Jampro,
Bauer, and Vega.
Spindler and Sauppé, Inc., (Booth
311)
.
Film chain slide projectors for TV:
seven models, for color or monochrome, uniplex or multiplex, sequential or random access, with capabilities to 96 slides.
Stanton Magnetics Inc. (Booth 210)
Magnetic clise pickup cartridges.

200C/220C

300C

video tape reels (and everything
smaller), costs just $44.95. Model 200C is
hand-held,
pushbutton-operated
eraser,
$22.60. Similar
Model
220C for 230
VAC/50 Hz use is $24.60.
HEAD DEMAGNETIZER
is indispensable
for proper tape head maintenance, maximum frequency response, low tape noise.
Pole piece will not damage head. Only
$8.00.
Order direct or write for details.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
----A

Fllmw•r• Comp•nr -----

Step Corporation

T

(Booth 114)

Storeel Corp., (Booth 207)
Storage systems for television equipment and accessories.
Systems Marketing
Corp., . (Booth
220)
Main feature will be the DP-1 digital
programmer
and switching system,
which will program up to 80 events
per hour for 24 hours.

8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910

Systems Resources . Corp.,
121)
Character generators for TV.

THE STANDARD
OF EXCELLENCE

(Booth

Taber Mfg. and Engineering Co.,
(Booth 338)
Audio tape recorders, heads for audio
recorders, test tapes.

"Qualitv-Service
aná Price/"
Yes, quality, servlce and price
on CATV systems are the reasons for Fort Worth Tower's position as the industry's leading
supplier. Experience gained as
a pioneer supplier of CATV enables Fort Worth Tower to provide you with a quality product
at a price that is reasonable
and attractive.
Take advantage
of our experience. For assistance in systems
planning, engi·neering and complete systems quotations
CW

Tape-Athon Corp., (Booth 236)
. rofessional recorders/reproducers;
automation
for broadcast
mainline
and SCA programming;
slow-speed
loggers; background music library.

RP SERIES
RECORDER/REPRODUCERS
RP-0001

$1150

• Six-Function Meter Switch
• 1 KHz Cue Tone Add
and Defeat Switches
• Quiet, Air Damped Solenoid
• 450 RPM Direct Capstan Drive
Motor, Electrolyzed Shaft
• Hi-Speed Cue Option
• Monophonic or Stereophonic
lílTERílATIOílAL
TAPETROíllCS
CORPORATIOíl
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, Illinois 61701
Telephone: 309-828-1381

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

COMPANY, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 8597, f,ort Worth, Texu
(817) JE 6-5676
-Associated CompaniesTommy Moore, Inc.
Big State Engineering, Ine.
Tower Construction Finance, Inc.

Tapecaster TCM, Inc., (Booth 227)
Tape cartridge systems; audio amplifiers and processing equipment.
continued on page 78

SUPER-8 SOUND ON FILM CAMERA

OR WturE TOO.AY

Circle 171 on Reader Service Card

NOW AVAILABLE

SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
7-70 MM POWER ZOOM LENS
AUTO AND MANUAL IRIS
DETACHABLE MAGAZINE TAKES 200FT
PRE-STRIPEDEKTACHROME FILM
REELSOF EASTMAN 7242
SINGLE WIDTH
RECORD AND MONITOR HEADS
IQ0.7000 HZ e 2 db
COMBINED AGC AMPLIFIER
AND NICAD CAMERA POWER SUPPLY
T-V FILM CHAIN PRC'JECTO~SALSO AVAILABLE.

WILLIAMSON
8619 YOLANDA

CAMERA

COMPANY

AVE. • NORTHRIDGE, CAL. 91324 • 12131 885-9974

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card
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2500kW
output
Now-only two tubes are required in the power
amplifier stage of a 2500 kW, 100% modulated long,
medium or shortwave broadcast transmitter
Shown below are two EIMAC X-2159 developmental
tetrodes, the most powerful tubes in the world. A single X-2159
has an anode dissipation of 1250 kW. Two tubes provide a
carrier power of 2500 kW, 100% amplitude modulated.
Here is a technological breakthrough permitting a
very high power broadcast transmitter to be built, having a
single output stage. Now, for the first time, 5 megawatts output,
or greater, is practical. Substantially less capital
investment is required; driver stages, power supplies,
control circuits, cabinets, and floor space may be
substantially reduced when these high gain
tetrode tubes are employed.
For full specifications on the new EIMAC X-2159
contact any of the more than 30 Varian/EIMAC Electron Tube and
Device Group sales offices throughout the world.
Or the EIMAC Division of Varian
301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070.

division

varían

4CXSOOOA
Shown lor
size comparison.

APRIL.

11172-BM/E
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To stop"Grade B"
coverage loss, and cut down
on co-channel interference,
Tracor can give you ...
Up to 20 míles additional coverage
through almost complete elimination of
co-channel interference with the FCCtype-approved TRACOR 6500 Carrier
Stabilization System.

16 db. The inherent stability of rubidium
frequency standards also eliminates the
need for constant adjustment by the
personnel on duty . . making the 6500
ideal for remote-site operations.

No venetian blinds-just a good picture
when the TRACOR 6500 Carrier
Stabilization System drives each
transmitter. Co-channel carriers are
held so constant (within 0.05 Hz) that
visibility of the beat pattern is reduced

Now in use and proven in the field.
For further information, write or call
Tracor Industrial Instruments, 6500
Tracor Lane, Austin, Texas 78721,
AC 512/926/2800

Technology, Inc., (Booth 116)
A new pedestal for smaller
cameras with great versatility has in-,
slant change from crab to tricycle
steering,
counterbalance
weights
added or removed for load from 30
to 185 pounds. PD-I SA resulted from
basic study of needs of smaller studio
cameras. Also shown will be the new
three-step, . full-reversal
film processor,
the Advanced
Labmaster.
Models are available for 16 through
105 mm film (LM9-63), or 16 and
16/35 mm film (ALM-R3).
Tektronix, Inc., (Booth 109)
Featured will be test-signal generators 1
for remote control systems, (new ¡,
Model 149 has three signals including
color bars required for remote transmitter
operation),
color monitors,
chrominance/luminance
gain normalizer, waveform monitor, vectorscope,
as well as complete line of general and I
special purpose
oscilloscopes
and I
broadcast test gear.
Tele-Cine, Inc., (Booth 118)
TV camera lenses, film chains, processing and switching
equipment,
monitors, audio equipment.

IA-150
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LES GO UNDERGROUND
able Closure for your buried plant
Lightweight I Non-Corroding/

Inexpensive

Handley's durable CATVcable closure is made of
non-corroding resin-rubber compound (A.B.S.
Polymer) that will never rust nor rot. Long life is
assured becauseit's non-shattering and withstands
all soil conditions.
The lightweight closure is easy to handle,
install and use. For easy cable and servir~ drop
entry, the bottom of the lower section
features an open arch "through way."
The removable hood has a chemically-bonded green color (with white
lettering) that provides a permanent
finish and eliminates painting
maintenance.
And the price? Phone or write for
a pleasant surprise.

A - Hood height 12" or 23" option
B - Minimum I.O. 6"
C - Lower section21" long
O - Arch opening4" wide, 8" high

Teledyne Camera Systems, (Booth ,
229)
Introduced will be the new Telefilm
Recorder for transferring color tape
to color film, using a new camera, the
DBM-64B, and Conrac, Tektronix,
CBS,
Maurer,
Auricon
auxiliary
equipment.
TeleMation, Inc., (Booth 127)
Features will be the new TSG-3000
digital color sync generator, TCE3000 digital color encoder, TCG1425A character
generator,
VDR1000 instant replay unit. Also: wide
variety of other video line and terminal equipment.
Telemet Div. of Geotel, Inc., (Booth
213)
Test gear and demodulators for remote operation will be highlighted, including
the
VIT
Test
Package
3550-Al
(meeting
FCC
requirements) and 4501-Al demodulator.
Telestrator
Industries, Ine., (Booth
128)
Character generators for TV. Also introduced will be the just-developed
Electromotion
system of producing
motion pictures with still cameras,
plus electronic editing.
Telesync Corp., (Booth 226)
Prompter
equipment,
crawl equipment, front projection systems.
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Television
Equipment
Associates,
(Booth 106)
Highlight will be the new Magnatek
Videotape Evaluator; it profiles video
dropouts and edge damage in nine
minutes for a one-hour tape, simul' taneously cleaning the tape to remove
most dropouts. Some other products:
video delay modules; visual comparator for color monitors;
portable
16-channel
audio mixer;
low-cost
character generator; noise and distor~ 1 tion meter; and others.

' Telex Communications
Div. (Booth
308)
Broadcast
audio
tape equipment;
headphones.

Time and Frequency
Technology,
Inc., (Booth 414)
: ' TV and aural monitors; featuring the
11 TFT Model 701 TV monitor, and the
Model 702 aural monitor, which reduce spurious signal and intermodulation product reception by omitting the
RF amplifier; also automatic loggers,
digital clocks.

I1

United Research Laboratory Corp.,
(Booth 313)
Autotec professional tape recorders
and accessories; replacement parts for
Ampex machines; solid-state conversions for Ampex.

See me at NAB Convention
Booth #116 East Hal I

Latest in a
Long Line of
Advanced Color
Processors

LITTLE MAX

This compact color processor
for 8, 16 and/ or 35mm film meets mini-budgets and space allowances
- and gives famed HF Photo Systems quality. Little Max, created from
industry-acclaimed Colormaster and Mini-Color processor components.
rules the smaller-film-volume realm of 8/16mm or 16/35mm Ektachrome film
in ME-4 or CR-100 Processes. Little Max is fast - and fully automatic.
More details are available

now lrom Little Max's engineers.

TECHNOLOGY

INCORPORATED

HF PHOTO SYSTEMS DIVISION
Manufacturers of Houston Fearless Products
Dept. N, 11801W. Olympic Blvd.. LosAngeles.Calif. 90064 (213)272·4331

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card

Utility Tower Co., (Booth 231)
Antenna towers for radio and television.
VIF International,
(Booth 112)
Background music reproducers, stereo
automation systems, stereo modulation equipment for CA TV.

anotner new

mcmartin console
''FIVE''channel mixer

Varian Associates, (Booth 245)
Power tubes including triodes, tetrodes, pentodes; klystrons.
Vega Associates, (Booth 225)
Wireless microphones.
Visual Electronics
Corp.,
(Booth
301-302)
Audio consoles: switchers; video processing equipment.
8-501 Mono Console $750.00

;

Vital Industries Inc., (Booth 204)
Video and audio switchers and distribution equipment,
special effects
generator for TV, other video processing equipment.

Wilkinson Electronics
Inc., (Booth
201)
~· AM and FM transmitters, monaural
ll and stereo consoles, limiters,
ACC
amplifiers, FM exciters; solid-state
rectifiers.
~1

~I

World Video, Inc., (Booth 321)
Color monitors, waveform monitors.

McMartin has designed a series of 5-mixer consoles for production or
subcontrol room application . . with enough flexibility to serve as the
main control console in smaller station operations.
Two models are available: The B-501 mono and the B-ó02 stereo
version.
Plug-in card design for all program circuits permits full latitude in assignment of ten input sources to the five mixing channels.
Professional performance ... human engineering ... attractive design
... combine to offer the user the ultimate in monaural and stereo fivemixer consoles.
For complete information, contact: Director of Sales (402) 342-2753

MCMartin
. 605 north thirteenth street· orn.atia, riebr aetca. 68102 ·
Circle 156 on Reader Service Card
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COLOR CAMERAS

EVALUATE VIDEO TAPES
Off-line
using the field-proven

continued trom page 41

color camera to take advantage of the best charac- ·
teristics of each tube type. There is no advantage -in
using silicon vidicons in the blue and green channels,'
and the slightly higher tube cost of silicon vidicons
coupled with no clear advantage, dictated the hybrid tube complement. The chief disadvantage of (
all Plumbicon color cameras, deficient red response,
has thus been resolved.
Hybrid color cameras

RECORTEC
VIDEO TAPE EVALUATOR

--

The IVC-150 and IVC-500 live color television i
cameras are the first production models to adopt the r
silicon vidicon tube in their red pickup channels.
Performance, especially accurate color rendition of
red objects of slightly different hues, is remarkable.,
At recent trade exhibit demonstrations of these new:
cameras, red colors which no one would dare place:
before an all-Plumbicon camera have been perfectly 11 r1
reproduced on the monitors. The orange reds and I
bluish magentas typical of lead-oxide tubes are no
longer a problem.
In addition, because the silicon tube is up to 1
seven times more sensitive than a Plumbicon in the :
600 to 700 nanometer range, overall camera sensi- ·11 !'
tivity has been doubled compared to an all-· I
Plumbicon camera. Thus, camera performance at I
low light levels is no longer limited by noisy reds..
The additional sensitivity enables the cameras to 1
give studio performance at 50 to 150 foot-candles,;
equivalent to all Plumbicon versions of the camera
at 100 to 300 foot-candles. Even at 10 foot-candles 1
incident illumination, the noise and lag are quite:
reasonable, making the cameras attractive for re-·
motes and sports pickups. Operation is particularly
impressive with fluorescent
and other nonincandescent scene illumination containing very little red energy. The high sensitivity of the red tube 1
allows the camera to be rebalanced by simply advancing the red channel gain control, restoring good I
color rendition.
Both cameras have special color optics and I
masking amplifiers to match the characteristics of!
the tubes.
Acceptance of these cameras has been excellent l
and they have been found to be easy to operate and i
reliable in broadcast studio service. The Model 150,,
most suited for the CA TV and sophisticated ccrv
markets, costs less than $15,000 in its self-contained I "
version, while the IVC-500, a professional broad-·
cast camera, is less than $30,000 including tubes,,
encoder, contour generator, COU, cable and a Rank
Taylor Hobson Varotal XX 10:1 servo-iris zoom:
lens.
BM/E:
1

•
•
•
•

Display total number of edge damages.
Display total number of surface defects.
Display total tape time.
Tape fully cleaned, uniformly packed and
degaussed.

Longitudinal
testing of video tapes at high
speed makes it possible to evaluate and rewind a one-hour reel in 10 minutes. Tape edge
damage which can cause control signal variations and audio dropouts is readily identified.
Detected video dropouts exhibit excellent correlation with results obtained by evaluating
the same tape on a VTR.
If your operation
requires testing of tapes,
this equipment will quickly pay for itself by
keeping your valuable VTR for more productive applications.
Additional
savings can be
obtained by rehabilitating
tapes and reducing
VTR head wear.
Incidentally, it can also be used as a cleaner/
winder for tapes with recorded program.

Write or call us for details. Ph. (415) 961-8821

RECORTEC, INC.
160 East Dana St., Mountain

Circle

View, California

157 on Reader Service Card
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I

l. E. l. Gordon and M. H. Crowell, "A Charge Storage Targett
for Electron Image Sensing," Bell System Technlc.1 Journal,
November 1968, pp. 1855-1873.
2. M. H. Crowell and E. F. Labuda, "The Siiicon Diode Array'
Camera Tube," Bell System Technical Journal, May-June 1969,
pp. 1481-1528.
3. A. J. Woolgar and c. J. Bennett, "Silicon Diode-Array Tubes
and Targets," "The Royal Televlslon Society Journal, Vol. 13,
No. 3, May.June 1970.
4. "Tlvlcon Image Tubes from Texas Instruments,"
Bulletin
CB-142, Texas Instruments
Incorporated,
Dallas, Texas.
5. R. E. Johnson,
"Application of RCA Siiicon Diode Array
Target Vidicons," Camera Tube Application Note AN-4623, RCA
Corp., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
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continued from page 54

speeches. Then it was back to the lake for live
coverage of parachute jumping and hydroplane boat
races. These events ran back-to-back and required
four remote set-ups; the two Martis at the lake, a
B-1 phone patch at the country club, and the airport coverage.
For the airport coverage ·we were able to receive
a live feed from KBIZradio in Ottumwa, an essential since all of us were in service at the lake. One
of the KBIZ men was lucky enough to get a short
interview with the President on his departure .
In addition, the three men from KJAN handled
the houseboat assignment and obtained interviews
with area Queens, who were riding in the boats, for
insert during the parade broadcast. Our sales personnel aided in doing a variety of tasks including
some interviewing of persons in the 30,000-plus
crowd. For help at our main studios, we kept a
secretary there all day and, during the time the
President was at the lake, two announcers were on
duty. One handled the board and the other taped
the activities and edited excerpts of President Nixon's speech to feed to other Iowa and Missouri stations. The rest of the personnel worked out of the
mobile studio at the lake until the President departed. Then part of the crew immediately left for the
country dub.
The biggest asset for the day was pre-planning,
both in what we had done before it was known the
President was coming, and the work done later.
This included setting up all our equipment a day in
advance. While the days leading up to the big day
were hectic, the broadcasts did go relatively smoothly. As noted, the mobile studio was given three
different assigned spots. On the surface, it sounds
like no problem, but it required our rounding up
about 150 feet of electrical cord and 200 feet of
microphone cable two days before the dedication
and burying it. Before the studio moves, we had
been placed next to a special outlet box that had
not only an AC outlet, but also a PA output. At this
location, ·Wewould have been in view of the television cameras and news photographers as they took
pictures of the dedication. Kcoo bad no objection,
but the White House did.
Because it was a presidential visit, special news
credentials had to be obtained. It involved submitting our names, addresses and birth dates on station
letterhead signed by the general manager, Red
Faust, to the temporary White House press office. I
thought with the passes maybe we would be allowed
in areas others could not go, or be able to get closer.
As it turned out, the general public could get nearer
and the passes actually limited the newsmen to certain areas.
The wisdom to be gained from KCOG'spresiden·tial coverage is the necessity for extensive preplanning with the equal necessity of hanging loose
and staying flexible. It was a great experience, one
any small station would enjoy ... about once every
ten years . . .
BM/E

CLEAN AND WIND TAPES
Off-line
using the field-proven

RECORTEC
VIDEO TAPE CONDITIONER

Our transport uses a vacuum chamber for gentle tape
handling, combined with vacuum grid cleaners to avoid
scratching or cutting valuable tapes.

• Extends tape and head life by removing
and debris from tape surfaces.
• Improves
dropouts.

quality

of video recording

• Minimizes

tape damage

• Increases

VTR utilization.

by improving

• Options such as erase, splice count,
etc., are also available.

loose oxide

due to reduced

the tape pack.

audio playback,

If you take your car in for preventative maintenance
regularly, why not do the same for your valuable tapes
to extend their useful life?
There are many users here and abroad. This equipment pays for itself in less than one year. Let us show
you how much you can save in your tape operations.

Write or call us for details. Ph. (415) 961-8821

RECORTEC1 INC.
160 East Dana St., Mountain
Circle

View, California 94040

158 on Reader

Service Card
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FCC continued

from page 16

ELECTION '72

Captions for election pickups, tabular
display of election slates, and horizontal
crawl over regularly scheduled programs
for flash election results.
Immediate title inserts, simultaneous
two-channel display, four-page display
memory, and simple, convenient audio
tape storage.
Large, readable characters.
Model D-2400-only $5,000.
For demonstration, write or call

DATAVISION, INC.
2351 Shady Grove Road,Rockville, Maryland 20850
13011948-0460

(4) For feature films:
(a) Prior to the date such film is available for
nonnetwork broadcast in the market under the
provisions of any contract or license of a television
broadcast station in the market;
( b) Two years after the date of such first availability.
( 5) For other programs: One day after the first
nonnetwork broadcast in the market or one year
from the date of purchase of the program for nonnetwork broadcast in the market, whichever occurs
first.
Furthermore, a cable system in the second-SO
markets may carry any distant signal syndicated program unless 1) the operator claiming exclusivity
protection has an exclusive contract, and 2) the
"syndicated" program is to be broadcast during
prime time.
In all cases, the burden of notification is on the
broadcaster to assert exclusivity by identifying to
the cablecaster, at least 48 hours in advance, 1) the
name and address of his TV station, 2) the title of
the program or series to be protected, and 3) the
dates of the run of exclusivity. The cable operator
has the right to request that such information be
supplied no later than the Monday prior to the
calendar week in which the program is to appear. In
addition, the broadcaster is required to contract for
thorough exclusivity of the syndicated program

Circle 159 on Reader Service Card

Move Up With

ACQUISITION WANTED

Maze

5 Channel Mono
Model M-52

SPECIFICATIONS
AVAILABLE

... by Fairchild Sound Equipment Corporation, subsidiary of Robins Industries
Corp., of College Point, New York.

&:

BLOCK
DIAGRAM
ON REQUEST

• OUR NEW 8 CHANNEL VERSION AVAILABLE
AT ONLY $995.00.
• BEYOND STATE OF THE ART.
• EXCEEDS ALL FCC REQUIREMENTS FOR
AM-FM BROADCASTING.
• FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 1 VEAR.
• TRADE IN YOUR OLD CONSOLE.

The Maze Corporal'ion

We're the state-of-the-art team of pioneers and
innovators.
with an impressive
string of
"firsts" to our credit. We've long been recognized as leaders and specialists in custom
and standard components, consoles and systems for broadcasting and other professional
audio applications.
We're growing, and when there's a good fit,
would like to grow by acquisition. So get in
touch, won't you ...
* If your business is akin to ours.
* If your products can complement, supplement, or augment ours.
"' If you can't do right for lack of engineering,
distribution, financing, or whatever.
"' If you just want to get out of the race.
Fairchild Sound and Robins Industries are
proud names with proud reputations for excellence. If we both can benefit by association,
come talk to us before, after or at the NAB
Convention, where we'll be in Space 315, Continental Room, Hilton Hotel.
Or write now to Herman D. Post, President

Broedc11.t & Recordln11Equipment Suppl/•'•

1900 First Avo. - Irondale e P. O. Box 6636

FAIRCHILD
SOUND EQUIPMENT

~c::::1E3INE3 INCJU•T.,.1••
e-""-·
.e-ee 127'"ST FLUSHIHG,N(WYOAM
ltl~6

Birminqham, Alabama 35210

CORP

•u•a101.-.•••
v
212 44~·7200
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within his market. He must contract for exclusivity
of same against 1) other TV stations within the
market, 2) cable carriage of the program via a
distant signal, and 3) cable origination of the program via, for example, a leased channel presentation.
Exclusivity requirements
in overlapping
markets
are shrouded in detail. The broadcaster is permitted
syndicated program protection of his major market
station from another major market only if the latter
designated
community
lies wholly, not partially,
within 3S miles of the farmer's designated community. Signals on a "significantly viewed" station are
not entitled exclusivity, nor need any of its programming be "blacked out" to protect stations in the
designated communities in the market.
Recognizing that exclusivity and market overlap
is a most complicated area of the rules, the Commission decided to teach-by-example
by presenting
the Washington-Baltimore
illustration:
A Washington station, even if significantly viewed in
Baltimore, would have no right to preclude carriage
of its syndicated programs on a distant siena! (e.g. from
Philadelphia)
carried on a Baltimore cable system. because Baltimore is a designated major market community that does not fall wholly within 35 miles of
Washington.
A Washington station could preclude carriage of a protected program on a distant signal being
carried on a Washington cable system and on other cable
systems located within 35 miles of Washington (except
on a cable system in Baltimore).
In Laurel, Md., which
lies between Washington and Baltimore, a cable system
could carry both Washington
and Baltimore signals,
would protect the programming of neither against dis-

tant signals. Assuming that a smaller television market
community were located wholly or partially within the
35-mile zone of Washington, a Washington station would
be entitled to top-50 market exclusivity protection in
that community.
If a community fell wholly or partially within 35 miles of both a top-50 station and a
second-50 station. the one year preclearance
period
would be applicable, and the cable system could be
called on tu protect the programming
of stations from
both markets in accordance with the requirements
respectively applicable to those markets."

Where both a top-SO and second-SO market overlap
a community, stations from the former would receive top-SO protection
( preclearance
and run-ofthe-contract)
while stations from the latter would
receive less binding second-SO protection.
Grandfathering

The new rules are not binding to signals carried
or authorized
to be carried prior to March 31,
I972. Any signals authorized
or grandfathered
to
one system in a community may also be carried by
any other system in that community.
The foregoing attempts to bring into clearer focus
the salient points of the Commission's
recently
adopted cable rules. As this treatment serves merely
to analyze and interpret the 400-plus pages of prose
proffered by the Commission,
it, of course, is no
substitute for legal counsel.
Next Month: A digest of those cable rules pertaining to operating requirements,
technical standards, and non-broadcast
channels will be framed.
BM/E

tl1e''11e ••ft11·111e.-''
cl;1ss A
sf;1fe-ttf-tl1e-;11·t
Class "A" and educational broadcasters can
now enjoy the same quality and superior
signal characteristics of major stations ...
at a budget price, with budget installation
and maintenance costs.
Efficient design is the key. The "Performer"
is elliptically polarized for a clearer signal,
even in the fringes of your broadcast area.
And its low VSWR guarantees you better
stereo performance.
Built to last, the "Performer" features thick·
wall copper tubing and marine brass. It's
the best FM antenna bargain on the market
today.

JAMPRO ANTENNA COMPANY
A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION

6939 Power Inn Road • Sacramento, Calif. 95828 • Phone (916) 383-1177

Circle 161 on Reader Service Card
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

RATES

DISPLAY CLASSIFIEDADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch Ix; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIEDADVERTISING25¢ per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER;
No extra charge. Replies sent to address beiow will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

BM/E, Monterey

and Pinola Avenues,

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd)

HELP WANTED
Sales opening in Upper Midwest. Experience in
sales, news, or announcing required. Send resume, photo. Box 372-2, BM/ E, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

POSITIONS WANTED

Collins 830 Hl 20KW Transmitter, 31¡, years
old, purchased May 1968, in mint condition-as
if just uncrated.-lt
was jrsed until December
1971 and is still operational.
For your inspection
in Dallas, Texas.
It is presently

tuned to 104.5 MHz.

DJ, newscaster, announcer, salesman, experienced, dependable, creative, versatile, tight
board, third endorsed, James Wyche, 1884
Arthur Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10457 (212) 299-2961.

Rust remote control
tion.
New company
and increased power
is the reason for the
equipment.

unit in excellent condirelocated transmitter
site
and antenna height which
availability
of such good

Phone 717 /794/2191
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FRANCHISE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP$
FOR
SEEBURG
BACKGROUND MUSIC

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Contact T. Polino, KJOI, 2555 Briarcrest
Road, Beverly Hills, California 90210.

DICTIONARIES

CAPSTAN IDLERS for AMPEX 300, 35 440.
Series, self aligning with replaceable ball bearings. $22.50 net. VIF INTERNATIONAL,
Box
1555, Mtn. View, Ca. 94040.

We are expanding our distributor territories, and offer to those who qualify
franchises for background music, with
phone lines, FM Multiplex, or onpremise systems.

SOLID-STATE AUDIO PLUG-IN OCTAL (I"
Dia x 211 H) modules. Mic preamps, disc &
tape preamp-equalizers, tape bias ose. & record
ampl., power amps & power supplies. Send for
free catalog and audio applications.
Opamp
Labs., 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal. 90036.

For complete details check
the Seeburg suite 822-823
The Conrad Hilton Hotel • Chicago
during the NAB Convention
or write:

WEBSTER
Library

size.

1971 €dition,

new, still in box. Cost

brand

new: $45.00.

Will Sell for $15
Deduct

10% on orders

Mail

of 6 or more.

to

NORTH AMERICAN
LIQUIDATORS
1450 Niagara Falls Blvd.
Dept. W-1329
Tonawanda, New York 14150
e.o.o. orders enclose $1.00 good will
deposit. Pay balance plus C.0.0. shipping on delivery, Be satisfied on inspection or return within 10 days for full refund. No dealers,
each volume specifically stamped not for resale.

Please add $1.25 postage and handling.
New York State residents add epplicable sales tax.

USERS OF YR 30001
Mini-kit 719 built into the machine displays a
stability mark on the screen of your
TV monitor during recording.
You can
ously monitor tape tension and speed
and indirect function of the whole servo
$58 F.O.B. Toronto

auxiliary
con+inustability
system.

DESCO ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 279, Station "M," Toronto 21, onrario
FOR SALE: I continental stereo automation
system, presently operational in Miami. System
consists or: typewriter input, using photo cell
sensing. 4 (mono) MaCarTa cart machines,
4 (stereo)
Carousels, 6 (stereo)
playback
14" machines, 7-1/2 ITS, reversible with tone
or foil sensing. System is all late model solid
state. Make offer to: WMYQ-FM, 825 4lst
St., Miami Beach, Fla. Ph. 305-538-5321, Robt.
Blumenkranz, Ch. Eng.
FOR SALE: Two Dage B/W solid state Model
520 cameras with cable and CClJ's. Two Quickset Gibralter tripods with cradle head and
·Hercules dolly. One Dage/ Miratel Dual 8"
rack mount monitor (tube).
One Dage 585
solid state digital sync generator with Genlock
(RS-170 Spec.). All in like new condition. Will
sell in pan or make package. Best ofTer. R.
Stern. Tel. 312-279-8482.

~~~~~~~~~

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono, 2, 4, 8,
12, & 16 track models plus 270 automatic players. Some models in stock now. W.A.L. custom
audio control console & console modules.
Solid state 120 Watt power Amps. We buy and
rebuild Scully lathes. WIEGAND AUDIO LABORATORIES, INC. R.O. 3, Middleburg, Pa.
17842, 717-837-1444.

------

MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS
NEW Papst hysteresis synchronous motor HSZ
20.50-4-4700 as used in series 400 and 500 machines. Price $39.00 each prepaid while they
last. 90 day warrantee.
Terms check with
order only, no COD's. Not recommended for
Tapecaster series 600 or 700.
TAPECASTER TCM, INC., Box 662
Rockville, Maryland 20851
Electronic Equipment Bank: lised test equipment specialists. This month's special: Tek 531
scope & dual plug-in . . . $395.00 Hundreds
or items H PvTek or send for catalog. Ph. 703-938
3350 or 173-3818. Box 1123 E. Springfield,
Va. 27151.
CARTRIDGE
TAPE EQUIPMENT
Completely rebuilt and reconditioned.
Tapecaster
and Spot master record playbacks $375.00. Playbacks $250.00. 30 day money-back guarantee.
AUTODYNE,
P.O. Box 1004, Rockville, Md.
20850 (301) 762-7626.
AMERICA'S LARGEST STOCK AND CONSIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broadcast and recording equipment. We trade-sell and
buy. THE MAZE CORPORATION,
P.O. Box
6636. Birmingham, Ala. 35210.
FIELD STRENGTH
METER.
540 KHz to
5MHz, Ten microvolts to 10 volts per meter.
New solid state design, long battery lire. Stable
accurate calibration. Free literature. Solar Electronics. 901 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood,
Cal. 90038.
Broadcast tape cartridges.
New empties; load
yourself and save! Sold in lots of 25 only.
25/$1.20 each; 50 or 75/$1.10 each; 100/$1.00
each.
Enclose payment with order, shipping
collect.
Redding Radio, Box 344, Fairfield,
Connecticut 06430.
The complete and reliable source for new and
used broadcast equipment.
Request our free
listings. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co.,
Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee 37620.
4-650 rt. towers i6500.00 each. Many more.
Ground wire 85¢ per xx. lb. Bill Angle, Box
N.C. 27834. Tel. 919-752-3040.

55, Greenville,

Mica and vacuum capacitors. Price lists on request. Surcorn Associates.
1147 Venice Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Ca. 90015, (213) 362-6985.
SAVE $100,000. Two RCA Color Studio
Camera Chains complete with Pedestals. Mint
Condition, 5 Years Old. Phone 412-898-1509.
FOR SALE: Channel 10 T-V Antenna, 6-bay
R. C. A. bat-wing, Box BM/E 372-1, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

TECHNICAL SERVICES
CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING and refurbishing.
Fidelipac replacement
parts and
cartridges. Write us toclay for prices. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1953. FT.
WORTH, TEX. 76101.
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Joseph F. Hards, Vice Pres.
SEEBURG MUSIC LIBRARY, INC.
1500 North Dayton Street
Chicago, Illinois 60622

INSTRUCTIONS

WILLIAM JAMES COLLEGE
OF THE GRAND VALLEY
STATE COLLEGES
Announces openings in the Arts (and
Media)
for faculty
who have academic or professional qualifications
in
one or more of the following areas:
Communications
Theory
Popular Culture
Journalism
Graphic Arts
Television
Cinematography
Photography
William James College is an innovative college which attempts
to prepare liberal arts students for meaningful roles in contemporary
society.
Interested
persons should contact:

Robert Mayberry
William James College
Allendale, Michigan 49401
ATTENTION
VETERANS! First class lícens
in five weeks, with complete theory and R.C.A.1
equipped laboratory
training.
Approved fo
veterans. Tuition $333.00. Housing cost $16.0C
per week. American Institute of Radio, 262:·
Old Lebanon. Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37214
615-889-0469.
First phone through tape recorded lessons a
home plus one week personal instruction iJI
Washington,
D.C., Atlanta, Boston, Detroit
New Orleans,
Minneapolis,
Seattle Denver
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Our !?ti
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnsor
Broadcast
License Training,
I060D Duncan
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Phone 213-379
4461.
FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE
LI
CENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Classes in El Paso
Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver
Ft. Wor~h, Hartford, Houston, Memphis, Miam
Beach, Minneapolis, Nashville, New Orleans
Oklahoma City, St. Louis, San Antonio, S8.11
Francisco, and Seattle. For information con.
tact Elkins Institute, 2727 Inwood Rd, Dallar
Tex. 75235 (214) 357-4001.
APRIL,
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PROGRAM SERVICES

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

"Free" Catalog . • • Everything for the deejay! Comedy books, airtracks, wild tracks, old
radio shows and more. Write: Command Box
26348-A,San Francisco94126.

PUBLICATIONS

:¡

I

BROADCASTING
AND THE LAW
A publication for the entire station staff.
KHps you advisedof FCCrule changescourt
decisions,and Congressionalactionsaffecting
you •.• In a uniqueway. For further infermatlon and a sample copy write:
BROADCASTING
AND THE LAW
Box 8357
Knoxville,Tennessee
37916

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
VIR JAMES
CONSULTINGRADIO ENGINEERS
Acf.pllcatlonsand Field En'!lneerlng
omputerlzed Frequency urveys
345 Colorado Blvd.-80206
(303)313-5562
DENYER,COLORADO

Member AFCCE

JANSKY & BAILEY
TeleCommunicationsConsulting Dept.
CATV & CCTV
Phone703/354-2400
ShirleyHwy. at EdsallRd.
Alexandria, Virc¡¡inia22314
Atlantic Research
The SusquehannaCorporation

V

I

check these
STANDARD features •••

)I'

~I

'r/

¡I

1208A KIFER ROAD
SUNNYVALE
CALIF. 94086
(408) 736-8737

Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp. . . . . .
Fldellpac, A division of TelePro
Industries. Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Worth Tower Co•• Ine, . . . . . . . . . . .

70
76

82

79
78

RCA . . . .
31, 32, 33, 34
Rank Precision Industries, Inc:. . . . . . . . 63
Rapid-O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Recortec, Inc:. .
80, 81
SC Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Sansul Electronics Corp.
.
27
Shlbaden Corporation of America
29
Sparta Electronic Corp. . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Systems Marketing Corp. .
64, 74
TAB Books
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
Taber Manufacturing & Engineering Co. 70
Tace·Athon Corp.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
e.a.mera-~y~t~~~. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.._coveÍ~
Tracor, Inc:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Visual Electronlc:s Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Vital Industries, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Wilkinson Electronics, Inc. . ....•.....
38
76
Wiiiiamson Camera co. . ....
Gates'
mitter

v 1000and 150 Hzcuesstandard
v ICswitchingand ICaudio-NO relays
v Automaticaudiomuting
v Compactsize (31/z'' height)

"RAPID-Q"

35
77
9

SALES OFFICES

motor

V

Econco Broadcast Service Inc. . . . . . . . .
Eimac Division of Varian . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electro-Voice, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l:r~:~~~

v Highspeedcueing(RAPID-Q)
v Heavyduty cast head-mounts
v Reliabledirect drive servo-capstan

\,,

51
82
16

International Good Music, Inc. . . . . . . .
60
International Tapetronlcs
Corp. .
64, 66, 74, 76
Jampro Antenna Company . . . . . . . . . . 83
Jerrold Electronics Corp. . . . . . . . .CM/E-2
LPB Inc. .
56, 57
McMartin Industries Inc:. . . . . . . . . . . . 79
Maze Corporation, The . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
Marconi Instruments
. . . . . . . . . . 86
Metrotech, A Division of Dictaphone . . 21
3M Co., Mincom Division
Cover2
Multronlcs, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Oak Elec:tro/Netlcs Corp.,
CATV Division . . . . .
CM/E-8
Phillps Broadcast Equipment Corp. . . . . 23
Potomac Instruments, Ine, . . . . . . . . . . . 64

...•..
3'/z"
...•..

",,

71
3

HF Photo Systems Division,
Technology Incorporated
....•... .
Handley Industries, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Member AFCCE

,~,

Datatron Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Datavlslon Inc:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Delta Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ditch Witch Division of Charles
Machine Works Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dynair Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

Here's
today's
newest
1kWAM
transmitter
GATES'
BC-1H

GTE Lenkurt
CM/E-7
Garron Electronics, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Gates Radio Company . . . .
62, 66, 74, 85
Grass Valley Group, Inc:., The . . . . . . . .
5

COHEN & DIPPELL
CONSULTINGENGINEERS
Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS
527 MunseyBldg.
1202) 783-0111
Washington,D. C. 20004

::

Abto Inc:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
American Electronic Laboratories, Inc. . . 28
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. 69
Amperex Electronic Corp. . . . . . . . .Cover3
Angenleux Corporation of America . . . . 11
Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc. . .... 59, 68
Bonneville Program Services . . . . . . . . . 68
Bosch Corporation, Robert . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Broadcast Electronics, Inc. .
36, 76
Broadcast Products Co., Inc. . . . . . . . . . 67
CBS Laboratories, A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 25
Canon, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
Canon U.S.A., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Century Strand Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
Cohu Electronics Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Coltape, A Division of Columbia
Pictures Industries, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . 65

,I

EASTERN& MIDWESTERNSTATES
200 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
212-685·5320
Charles C. Lenz Jr.
WESTERNSTATES
1111 Hearst Building
San Francisco, California 94130
415·362·8547
William J. Healey
16400 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, California 91316
213-981-4721
Art Mandell
JAPAN
Nippon Kelsoku Inc.
P.O. Box 410
Central Tokyo, Japan
536·6614
Yoshi Yamamoto

tubes,

new BC-1H 1000 watt AM transfeatures
solid

reliable,
state

long

life 833A

oscillator,

instanta-

neous power cut back to 250 watts, and
120% positive

peak

bilities.

be operating

It will

your station

modulation

reliably

for years to come.

details on tomorrow's

capa-

transmitter

today.

Write Gates Radio Company,

123 Hamp-

shire

62301.

Street,

Quincy,

Illinois

GATES

A DIVISION OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE

Circle 163 on Reader Service Card

Circle 162 on Reader Service Card
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Get the

TY SIDEBAND ANALYZER
Model 2360R

Provides a symmetrical
or asymmetrical
swept video signal
using 625, 525 or 405 line systems, positive o r negative
channels.

TY SWEEPER
Model 2361

Main sweep unit has internal rep. rate O.OlHz to lOOHz wi
modes. TY field lock, blanking and phase shift contr
flat, low distortion
sweep. Plug-ins available: Video

TY SWEEP ANALYZER

N

to lOOOMHz.

'1t••I
eAI"

Model 2900

"

Comprehensive frequency sweep analyzer comb
Sync Mixer Model 2908 and Differential Probes
transmission networks. Differential measur
measurestermination impedanee and retu

LUMINANCE/CHROMI
NANCE
GAIN& DELAYTESTSET
Model2904/l

Measures gain and delay inequality with
visible display of misalignment with scop

SINE SQUAREDPULSEAND
BARGENERATOR
Model 2905/5

Sine' pulse and bar generator for 525 r
lOT with color burst, color sine' pul
sub-carrier may be used.

SINESQUAREDPULSEAND
BARGENERATOR
Model 2905/9

For accurate K factor measureme
luminance/chrominance amplitudE
52µsec set up. Includes inverted

DIFFERENTIALPROBESUNIT
Model 2907

Can be used with any Sweepe'
Isolation Amplifier and precision

BLANKING& SYNCMIXER
Model2908

Reshapesblanking and sync pu
etc.). Permits sweep measuren
0.2dB to lOMHz, 0.3dB to 20M

GRAYSCALEGENERATOR
Model 2909/l

For linearity measurements
sync, selectable every first, f.
switching between black and
VIT unit.

N
N

NONLINEARDISTORTION
ANALYZER
Model 2910
TESTLINE GENERATOR
AND INSERTER
Model 2913

el)}

11ul

eAI"
T.V.WAVEFORMMONITOR
Model 2940

I

...- PluA ~ jflf()hlWld
Monk VIII ~!

Measures differential gain
three parameters.

Inserter accepts standard ,,
for vertical insertion testi
test waveforms and progr
tude and checks frequen
inequality, crosstalk and d
Monitor has ultra flat freq
Has facilities for TY Rast
amplifier. 75Uinput. 3 e

rm• MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

I I I CEDAR LANE

-

J

0 ENGLEWOOD,NEW JERSEY071131
TELEPHONE: ( 201) !1117-0807

- ~/64fÚ(/
oPíóJ/,eJ ~-

-
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BM/E READER SERVICE CARD/ April, 1972 Issue
U11 thl1 l'All poet-paid card for more
Information on th• product• da1crlb1d.
NAME

TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT THIS ISSUE:

'rltLE----------

l'fATIGN
sfltlOMllANV-------------------

WHAT ARTICLES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEEi
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COMPLIMENTARY SUBSCRIPTION QUALIFICATION CARD
l. I would like to receive BM/E
I would like to receiveCM/E

D Yes
D Yes

O No
O No

2. My company Is: (Pleasecheck ALL Items which pertain to
your firm.)
0 AM St1t1on(1)
O Pro¡ram Sourcesor
Recordin¡ Studio•
O FM Stltion(s)
O Government
O TV Stetlon(s)
O lnatructlonel or ClosedCircuit O
TV or CampusLimited R1dlo O
o CATVFecilitles
O
O TelephoneCompany
O

Name

Title

_

Station or Co.-----------------------Street --------------------------City

State

Zip ---

If this is an addresschan1e,affix label

Consultant
Lawyer
Distributor/Manufacturer dealer
Other (please specify)
_

3. Are you responsiblefor more than one station or faclllty?
O Yes
No

o

4. My primary area of responsl.bllityis: (Please check one)
O CorporateMena¡ement
O Station, Production or
O Engineering& Engineering
Pro¡ram Mana¡ement
M1n11ement

O Other (please describe)

O OperationsManeaement

_

Is this your businessaddress? O Yes O No
If not, please give us your business address below so that we can
avoid sending duplicate copies.
Name
Station or Co.------------------------

5. Your signature -----------------

Street ------------------------~
www.americanradiohistory.com
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BUSINESS

REPLY

FIRST CLASS,

MAIL

Permit No. 665
Duluth, Minnesota

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

>OSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

BM/E

CB/E
CABLE MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

Broadband Information Services, Inc.
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In the comparatively short span of time
between its mtrocucnon and the total
conversion of the broadcast industry to
its use. the Píumbrcon has enjoyed continuing professional acclaim and industrywide endorsement as attested to by its
receipt rn 1967 of the coveted Emmy
from the National Academy of Televrsion
Ans and Sciences. by the award of the
David Sarnoff Gold Medal by the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. Inc to Dr. E. F. deHaan, the tube's
developer and by the very practical and
meaningful award to Arnoerex of purchase orders for twenty thousand
Plurnbrcon tubes.
How do you sayThank You· for such
support and such recognition? We feel
that the most sincere way to show gratitude to an industry for its support of
one's ettorts is to rededicate those efforts for the further advancement of
that industry.
We therefore pledge that we will continue to devote the greatest part of our
energies to the task of keeping ahead
of the uncompromising requirements of
the television industry and to keep
the industry ever supplied with better
and better TV camera tubes ElectroOptical Devices Division, Arnperex
Electronic Corporation. Slatersvrtl
Rhode Island 02876.
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*Early this year. Amperex ceuverec ts
20.000th Plumb1con tube. tnrouut: '
cnstributor Satterfield Electromc
··>
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Teledyne announces
the introduction
of their new Color
Telefilm Recorder
that transfers
color tape to
color film with
remarkable quality.

frame recording without mid-field
splice or shutter bar.
System works for operator
not the other way around.

Human engineering, ease of operation, and maintenance maximizes
productivity. All components are im- I
mediately accessable. Test points on :
the printed circuit cards used with the 1,
built-in waveform monitor allow aper- f·
ation, adjustment, and trouble shooting without a separate oscilloscope. i
Slanted camera optical path is very
convenient for magazine loading.
1

It almost had to be Teledyne.

You expect innovation from pioneers.
Because the camera came first, from
Teledyne, the system's development .
was only an extension. That camera ·
revolutionized tape to film transfer
and is clearly the industry's standard.
Partial list of nomenclature
that makes the point.

Extraordinary quality and practical
economy from the outset.

Teledyne has developed the first
broadcast quality Color Telefilm
Recorder. They knew that excellence
was mandatory. A piece of equipment that wouldn't deliver sharp,
clear, color-balanced 16mm film
transfers would not stand up to your
criteria. So,the system was perfected
and then it was introduced.
Engineering bottom line.

Primary heart of the system is the
camera (DBM-64B) which uses compressed air to pull down and stabilize
the film in lesstime than the television
vertical blanking period. Result is full

DBM-64B Camera. Conrac RHM-19
Display. Tektronix 528 Waveform
Monitor. Modified Tektronix 602 "XY" Display. CBS Labs Mark II Image
Enhancer. Rank Decoder. Maurer "F"
Prime or Auricon "Modulite" Variable
Area Recording Galvanometers.
Teledyne CK-120 Magnetic Recording System. And so on.
Giant step for the state of the art.

Video tape production and 16mm
broadcast and dupe transmission are
now a quality reality. To learn more
about this capability and making it
available to your operation, contact
Teledyne Camera Systems at 131
North Fifth Avenue in Arcadia, California 91006. Telephone (213) 3596691.They'll send you a reel sample.
..,~T8...EDYNECAMERA SYSTEMS

See a CTR-2 demonstration at the NAB ·Convention, Booth 229, West Hall
Circle 166 on Read ••r SArvir. •• r.••.l
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